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ABSTRACT
MASSIVELY PARALLEL REASONING IN TRANSITIVE
RELATIONSHIP HIERARCHIES
by
Yugyung Lee
This research focuses on building a parallel knowledge representation and
reasoning system for the purpose of making progress in realizing human-like intelligence. To achieve human-like intelligence, it is necessary to model human reasoning
processes by programs. Knowledge in the real world is huge in size, complex in
structure, and is also constantly changing even in limited domains. Unfortunately,
reasoning algorithms are very often intractable, which means that they are too slow
for an practical applications. One technique to deal with this problem is to design
special-purpose reasoners. Many past Al systems have worked rather nicely for
limited problem sizes, but. attempts to extend them to realistic subsets of world
knowledge have led to difficulties. Even special purpose reasoners are not immune
to this impasse. In this work, to overcome this problem, we are combining special
purpose reasoners with massive
We have developed and implemented a massively parallel transitive closure
reasoner, called Hydra, that can dynamically assimilate any transitive, binary
relation and efficiently answer queries using the transitive closure of all those
relations.

Within certain limitations, we achieve constant-time responses for

transitive closure queries. Hydra can dynamically insert new concepts or new
links into a. knowledge base for realistic problem sizes. To get near human-like
reasoning capabilities requires the possibility of dynamic updates of the transitive
relation hierarchies. Our incremental, massively parallel, update algorithms can
achieve "almost" constant time updates of large knowledge bases.

Hydra expands the boundaries of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning in
a number of different directions: (1) Hydra improves the representational power of
current systems. We have developed a set-based representation for class hierarchies
that. makes it. easy to represent. class hierarchies on arrays of processors. Furthermore,
we have developed and implemented two methods for mapping this set-based representation onto the processor space of a Connection Machine. These two representations, the Grid Representation and the Double Strand Representation successively
improve transitive closure reasoning in terms of speed and processor utilization. (2)
Hydra allows fast etrieval and dynamic update of a. large knowledge base. New
fast update algorithms are formulated to dynamically insert new concepts or new
relations into a knowledge base of thousands of nodes. (3) Hydra provides reasoning
based on mixed hierarchical representations. We have designed representational tools
and massively parallel reasoning algorithms to model reasoning in combined IS-A,
Part-of, and Contained-in hierarchies. (4) Hydra's reasoning facilities have been
successfully applied to the Medical Entities Dictionary, a large medical vocabulary
of Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center.
As a. result of (1)

(3), Hydra is more general than many current special-

purpose reasoners, faster than currently existing general-purpose reasoners, and its
knowledge base can be updated dynamically.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Description
One goal of AI is to build computer systems which can reason like humans. To
achieve human-like intelligence, it is necessary to model human reasoning processes
by programs. Unfortunately, reasoning algorithms are very
, often intractable, which
means that they are too slow for any practical problem sizes [16]. A widely used
approach to overcome this problem has been to create special-purpose reasoners.
Most existing special-purpose reasoners in Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
(KRR, [14]) have concentrated on modeling the human ability to answer questions
dealing with IS-A hierarchies quickly and apparently effortlessly. However, most of
these special-purpose reasoners are unnecessarily limited.
Knowledge in the real world is huge in size, complex in structure, and is also
dynamically changing even in limited domains. For instance, an existing Medical
Entities Dictionary (MED), which we are using as a test-bed, has 93,000 concepts
and 139,000 links. Many past AI systems have worked rather nicely for limited
problem sizes, but any attempt to extend them to such realistic subsets of world
knowledge have led to difficulties. Even special purpose reasoners are not immune to
this impasse. We need efficient and dynamic mechanisms to support fast retrieval and
dynamic update of huge and complex knowledge bases. Therefore, some researchers
have argued [137, 138, 140] that special purpose reasoners should be combined with
massive parallelism.
This research is motivated by the observation that the combination of special
purpose reasoners, dynamic update and massive parallelism not only achieves fast
reasoning in complex knowledge bases but. also reduces the burden of maintaining
them. Through this approach we can design a reasoner that is more general than
current special-purpose reasoners, faster than currently existing general-purpose
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2
reasoners, and has dynamic update mechanisms often missing in traditional AI
reasoners.
in Section 1.2, we review some relevant background material on Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning and Parallel Artificial Intelligence and discuss different
approaches in these areas. In Section 1.3, we hint at our solutions for the problems
we have mentioned. In Section 1.4, we present the structure of this dissertation.

1.2 Literature and Background Review
1.2.1 Representation of Class Hierarchies
A notorious problem of AI systems has been that for realistic problem sizes most
reasoning algorithms result in unacceptably slow response times. One approach
to achieve fast responses by knowledge representation systems has been to limit
the requirements and use special-purpose reasoners for them. The special-purpose
reasoners that have received most attention to date are semantic network (class
hierarchy) reasoners, going back to Quillian [122]. Early psychological work based
on Quillian's idea appeared in [27, 26]. The early development of semantic networks
has been nicely charted by Brachman (1979), and there is little need to duplicate his
effort [13]. For more recent reviews of the state-of-the-art, see [144, 99].
One can divide network formalisms into class hierarchy or inheritance (ISA) based, and case-frame (or proposition) based theories. Nevertheless, the IS-A
hierarchy occurs in some form even in case-frame-based formalisms, e.g., the "AKIND-OF" link in Winston's representation [166] and the "member class" case-frame
in Shapiro's SNePS system [134].
The distinction between these two kinds of semantic networks is, of course, not
based on the specific name that is used for the subclass (IS-A) relation. SUPERC
[169] is a perfectly good alias for IS-A. The distinguishing feature is that the network
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interpreter treats the IS-A relation in a privileged way and has a set of inheritance
operations for it built in.
The IS-A hierarchy has been especially important in the KL-ONE family of
Knowledge Representation (KR) systems [13, 17, 168, 169]. For some representative
members of this family, refer to [11, 13, 15, 17, 104, 111] [159, 168, 169] [6, 7, 92,
117]. KL-ONE like formalisms have been used in a number of applications, e.g.,
[57, 11, 141]. Recently, the KR community has started to view semantic networks as
description logics [12, 34, 121].
A somewhat different approach to IS-A hierarchies has grown out of Fahlman's
work on NETL [39]. While the members of the KL-ONE family are based on AI
programming techniques, Fahlman et al.

returned to Quillian's original idea of

marker passing and spreading activation in an IS-A hierarchy [39, 40]. His idea
of building a parallel marker passing machine in hardware makes him the intellectual forbear of the work reported in this dissertation. Touretzky's seminal book
The Mathematics of Inheritance Systems (TMOIS) [155] defined the concept of "the
inferential distance ordering" and led to a whole number of mathematical models for
inheritance in hierarchies with cancellation, i.e., with IS-A and IS-NOT-A relations
[72, 113, 147, 73, 127, 105].
With Minsky's frames [109], an additional cornerstone was added to KR
research, but frame systems maintain an IS-A hierarchy as a central element
[10, 156, 102]. The IS-A relation has become increasingly important in other branches
of computer science. Object-oriented systems, based on the simulation language
SIMULA [31] but popularized only much later through the Smalltalk language [56],
always incorporate generalization hierarchies with inheritance behavior. Objectoriented methods are applied to the design of programming languages, e.g., C++
[33], type systems [19], object-oriented extensions of existing languages, e.g., CLOS

[83], and a whole new generation of object-oriented database systems such

as VML

[41], ORION [84], 02 [93], and ONTOS [143].
An important kind of reasoning in IS-A hierarchies is transitive closure
reasoning. If an A IS-A B and a B IS-A. C, then A must be a C. Transitive
relations are of considerable interest in the database and knowledge representation
literature. In the AI literature interest in transitive closure techniques has been
limited to the IS-A relation. This is not the case in the database literature where
similar techniques have been used for recursive query evaluation for any kind of
relation [1, 2]. Often, a query requires the computation of the transitive closure
of such a relation. Some researchers have attacked this problem by trying to
find efficient algorithms for transitive closure computation [158, 76]. The other
approach has been to apply a materialized view [9] technique to the relation, i.e., to
precompute the closure. For some recent publications on transitive closure in the
database literature, we mention [32, 79, 60]. Efficient compile-time techniques for an
IS-A hierarchy encoding have also been introduced in the theory of object-oriented
languages [3].
As noted above, the need to evaluate queries involving large transitive relations
efficiently has led researchers to precompute the transitive closure of relations such
as IS-A and to store the result as materialized transitive closure [1, 78, 60, 66].
Such a materialized transitive closure must permit fast look-up, and reasonably fast
incremental update, without requiring much more storage than the original (IS-A)
relation. This excludes many naive approaches which would require 0(n2 ) space for
a relation graph of 0(n) [1].
AI Research on special-purpose relation-oriented reasoners besides class
reasoners has been quite limited. As an exception, research on parts has been
reported, e.g., by Winston, Chaffin and Herrman [165], Iris, Litowitz, and Evens
[77], and Geller [46] in a cognitive science context. Kim has reported a database
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perspective [84], which has been considerably extended at NJIT [65, 64, 62, 63) with
an eye towards commonalities between database and knowledge representation issues.
Hinton's approach to part modeling is based on neural networks [70]. Schubert has
dealt with multiple part analyses of the same object [116, 130]. The treatment
of parts and wholes in a massively parallel environment can be found in [145].
Containment reasoning has been discussed as an important topic in [155]. Special
purpose reasoning with relations such as "Greater-than" has not been a topic of AI
research. The research represented in this dissertation permits efficient transitive
closure reasoning for IS-A, Part-of, and every other binary transitive relation, e.g.,
Greater-than, Heavier-than, Caused-by, Manager-of, More-important-than, etc.
An approach to class hierarchies that is of specific interest to us is Schubert's
special-purpose reasoner [131, 132] for subclass verification. In his model, a class tree
is represented by a numeric coding schema, assigning one number pair per node. This
makes it possible to decide in constant time whether a class B is a subclass of a class
A. More details on Schubert's representation will be given in Section 2.2.1. Schubert's
work is an early example of a hybrid reasoner. It combines several special-purpose
reasoners and a general-purpose resolution-based reasoner. Schubert's paper concentrates on encoded class trees but does not address the problem of updating them.
Extensions of Schubert's work towards multiple inheritance have been attempted
in a serial context before our work, most notably by Agrawal in [1], although, by
the nature of the problem, some of the elegance of the original approach is lost
in this extension. In [54], Geller extended Schubert's model to include an efficient
parallel update operation for class trees. Based on parallel processing and Schubert's
encoding, we have considerably extended Agrawal el al.'s and Geller's approaches in
[50, 91, 81, 94] and this dissertation.
In [165] it was pointed out that it makes sense to combine different binary
,
transitive relations into a single reasoning process. However, not every conclusion
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that can be drawn in such a case is correct. Winston et al. [165] describe a condition
when such reasoning is correct.
As an example, if the following premises are given:
(1) Wings are parts of birds.
(2) Birds are creatures.
We can consider the following two conclusions:
(3) Wings are parts of creatures.
(4) Wings are creatures.
We have obtained a reasonable conclusion (3) while (4) is an invalid conclusion.
Winston introduced a hierarchical ordering among a number of hierarchical relations
[165], such that mixed inclusion relation syllogisms are valid if and only if the
conclusion expresses the lower relational priority appearing in the premises. Winston
et al. did not report on any implementation of their work. In this dissertation, we are
presenting an implementation, based on an extension of their ideas, in the context
of our massively parallel special purpose reasoner. For this purpose, we invented a
massively parallel mixed hierarchy representation.

1.2.2 Parallel Artificial Intelligence
In the past 12 years, AI has taken a turn towards proposing solutions in knowledge
representation and reasoning, arid then successively proving that most of those
solutions result in intractable algorithms. This has advanced the state-of-the-art of
the field, but not the state of implemented knowledge representation and reasoning
systems. However, a number of researchers have worked under a different paradigm
[85, 37, 139]. In this paradigm an improvement in speed of one order of magnitude is
considered a qualitative change, as opposed to a quantitative change, especially if this
improvement is scalable to large knowledge bases. The primary tool for achieving
such scalable speed up has been the (massively) parallel computer. This scalability
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of reasoning power with growing knowledge bases has been recognized as a very
important factor for improving implemented Artificial Intelligence [67].
Massively Parallel Artificial Intelligence is a relatively young subfield of AI that
has received a lot of attention at the beginning of the nineties. In 1990, Waltz [161]
argued that much of AI has neglected to make use of massive parallelism, although
the latter has grown out of AI research and considerations [69]. This neglect changed
in the immediately following years. A look at the papers that have been published
in massively parallel AI shows an interesting distribution of subjects. For instance,
in [51] a relative majority of papers were devoted to search algorithms. On the other
hand, papers in many other subfields of AI also appeared in [51], and, as noted in [49],
one might suspect that massively parallel AI will repeat the historical development
of AI from search and game playing to knowledge-centered approaches.
The previously mentioned work by Fahlman on NETL [39] also marked the start
of research in combining KR with parallel hardware development. Work in Parallel
AI can be categorized into systems with coarse grained parallelism and systems with
massive parallelism.
The term massive parallelism is used to describe computing hardware that has
on the order of 103 or more processing elements. Typically, one would operate with
4k-32k of processing elements. Economic concerns result in some models of massive
parallelism, such as the Connection Machine' model CM-5 that make use of groups
of virtual processors executing serially on one real processor.
As an example of a subfield of AT using parallelism, parallel natural language
processing has been attacked with connectionist as well as symbolic and massively
parallel approaches [29, 162, 85, 88, 90, 89] [42, 136, 171]. Massively parallel machine
translation is the subject of, e.g., [87, 149, 128]. For more references on this topic,
see [86].
'The Connection Machine is a trademark of Thinking Machines Corp.
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Besides the Connection Machine, there have been other attempts to realize
AI algorithms and especially semantic networks directly in hardware. This includes
Lee and Moldovan's marker passing machine [98] as well as the IXM2 [88] which
consists of only 64 processors but becomes "almost" massively parallel by using a
large amount of associative memory. The most compelling line of work, however, also
by the designers of the IXM2, is directed towards "genetically" evolvable computing
hardware [68].
Other researchers have been working on parallelizing AI programs on a
smaller scale, i.e., their work cannot be classified as "massively parallel." The
logic programming community has been very active in this endeavor [4, 45, 59,
80, 133, 1.67, 172, 61, 71, 38]. Another community interested in parallelization is
the constraint satisfaction community although some results about the difficulty of
parallelizing constraint satisfaction problems have appeared [82].
As was hinted before, AI applications of massive parallelism to Knowledge
Representation can he subdivided into connectionist approaches and symbolic
approaches. Paradigmatic examples of these two subcategories will be. discussed
now. These two examples have been chosen due to their nearness in philosophy to
our own research program.
The PARKA system, a symbolic approach to combining KR. with massive
parallelism, has been described in [35, 37, 36]. It is a frame system for handling
large amounts of knowledge. It is implemented on the Connection Machine and its
temporal behavior has been extensively tested. The newer version runs on an IBM
SP2 [148].
Neural network approaches close in spirit to ours are, e.g., [138, 140, 1.39, 1.50,
151, 152]. Shastri's work [137, 138] combines massive parallelism implemented on a
neural network simulator with a well defined, limited inference approach. According
to Shastri [140], the distinction between the processes of a special-purpose reasoner

and a general-purpose reasoner is akin to two human modes of reasoning, namely,
reflexive reasoning and reflective reasoning. Sun [150], on the other hand, presents
an intensional neural network approach of reasoning based on the semantic closeness
of concepts. His work implements inheritance employing massive parallelism.
Other neural network and connectionist systems have proposed a number of
interesting inference mechanisms. Work in connectionism is based on different forms
of associative memory. For instance, [115] uses a neural network for storing information for quick access during reasoning. They employ a sparse coding scheme
which permits fast response times [114]. Some recent approaches in this area try to
reimpose a logical frame work on a line of research that was once understood as an
alternative to logic [8, 18] while [120, 71] implement a logic programming language
with connectionist methods.

1.2.3 The Medical Applications
We have conjectured that random test data might not reflect properties of real
knowledge bases. Therefore, in our research we use a real knowledge base derived
from the medical environment.
Long before health care became a national priority, it was realized that in
the future the medical community will rely on computer supported communications between, e.g., primary health care providers, medical laboratories, insurance
companies, and government agencies. Unfortunately, it has been found that an
expression used by one such entity, e.g., "a total blood test," is often defined
differently by partners in medical communication. This is not just a nuisance
when it comes to billing, it might even lead to life-threatening situations. Also the
maintenance of growing medical vocabularies is a complex and difficult task and no
commercial tools are suitable to support it.
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Attempts have been made as early as 1966 to alleviate these problems, when the
National Library of Medicine started to create the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
for indexing medical literature citations [24 MeSH contains, as of the printing date
of [21], 1.5,890 terms and is annually updated. Other systems of medical terminology
have been introduced since then, such as ICD-9-CM [157] and SNOMED II/III
[28]. A descriptive semantic network called Structured Meta Knowledge (SMK),
employing a terminological knowledge-base, has been used to capture the semantics
of patients' medical records [55].
In Europe, the GALEN project [124] and a set of standards conforming to it
[126] have stressed the need for conceptual knowledge and for semantic standards,
issues that the AI community has 25 years of experience with. The UMLS project
(Unified Medical Language System) [75] has been integrating medical vocabularies
from different sources, including translations to German, French, Spanish, and other
languages.
A large semantics-based vocabulary called the Medical Entities Dictionary
(MED) has been developed in the health care arena at Columbia Presbyterian .
Medical Center [25, 24, 22, 23]. The MED system has currently over 43,000 concepts
and 55,000 IS-A links. The MED permits multiple inheritance through its IS-A
hierarchy. As the MED contains an IS-A backbone as well as Part-of and other
relations, it is an ideal source of test data for our work. We have used the data of
a version of the MED system as a realistic test-bed for our system. In addition, we
performed experiments with random data. We will show in Chapter 8 that the results
with random data are markedly different from results with the medical vocabulary,
confirming our conjecture that random data alone is not sufficient for testing a system
such as ours.
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1.3 Our Solution: Massively Parallel Transitivity Reasoner
This research has focused on building a Parallel Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning system for the purpose of making progress in realizing human-like intelligence. We have developed and implemented a. massively parallel transitive closure
reasoner, called Hydra,2 that, can dynamically assimilate any transitive, binary
relation and efficiently answer queries using the transitive closure of all those
relations. Hydra can dynamically insert, new concepts or new links into a knowledge
base for realistic problem sizes. Hydra is more general than current special-purpose
reasoners, faster than currently existing general-purpose reasoners, and its knowledge
base can be updated dynamically. For example, Hydra can respond to questions
using transitive part relations [132], or to questions of the kind "Is an elephant bigger
than a can opener?" if it knows that an elephant is bigger than a person, and a
person is bigger than a can opener. Hydra can also dynamically update its hierarchy,
e.g., when adding the facts that Cocker Spaniels are Dogs, Cats are Mammals, and
Reptiles are Animals to a hierarchy of mammals (see Figure 1.5). The efficiency
of Hydra is achieved by combining massively parallel hardware [69, 163, 161] with
special-purpose reasoning [137, 138, 140, 139].
The massively parallel transitivity reasoner we present in this dissertation
expands the boundaries of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning along four
directions:
(1) It extends representational power by adopting special encoding techniques and
massively parallel knowledge structures;
(2) It supports efficient massively parallel algorithms to perform fast retrieval and
dynamic update;
2 This

is not an acronym. It is also not related to the HYDRA in [5].
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Figure 1.1 Three Step Mapping
(3) It provides special-purpose reasoning facilities and integrates them with
reasoning based on mixed hierarchy representations;
(4) It is applied to realistic test data derived from a large knowledge base.
We will now discuss each one of these points.

1.3.1 Enhancement of Knowledge Representation
Our tool of choice for achieving fast query and update operations is fine-grained
parallelism. This raises the question of how to map the IS-A hierarchy onto the
available space of processors. The most obvious intuitive choice is to assign every
class of the hierarchy to a single processor. However, this intuitive choice does not
carry over to the links between classes. If the whole hierarchy were known at the
beginning of system design, one could opt for a strong form of isomorphism, where
every IS-A link is implemented as a hardware link. However, our basic assumption is
that Artificial Intelligence is not intelligence at all, if knowledge structures cannot be
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Figure 1.2 A Class Hierarchy
updated dynamically. Therefore, the isomorphism solution would require dynamic
hardware changes as part of any update of the IS-A hierarchy, a solution that is
currently still not practical. The idea of custom-made hardware is also not appealing
to us.
The solution that we have been using in a series of papers [94, 48, 54, 49, 50,
53, 52] has been to eliminate the need for the IS-A links as much as possible, while
still maintaining all the knowledge that is contained in the IS-A hierarchy. We have
developed a three step mapping (Figure 1.1) to deal with this problem.

Step 1: In the first step, an IS-A hierarchy of classes of the real world is mapped
onto an isomorphic DAG of nodes, with one class per node. Most Knowledge Representation systems, as well as all object-oriented languages, databases, and systems,
use an IS-A hierarchy as the backbone of their model of the world. In the simplest
possible case this hierarchy is a tree. It consists of nodes, which stand for classes,
and connecting arcs, which stand for the IS-A relation. In Figure 1.2, an example
of such an IS-A hierarchy is shown. One of the nodes in this tree has the label
Feline, which means that it stands for the class of all Felines. Below the Feline node
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Figure 1.3 Schubert's Encoding Tree
there are two nodes, the Siamese node and the Cheetah node. These two nodes are
connected to the Feline node by two IS-A arcs. Therefore, every member of the class
Siamese is a member of the class Feline, and every member of the class Cheetah is
also a member of the class Feline. The IS-A relation is transitive. The node Feline
is itself connected by one IS-A arc to the node Mammal, which means that every
Feline is a mammal. Due to the transitivity of the IS-A relation, every Cheetah is
also a mammal, etc.
IS-A links can be used for inheritance. That means that if Mammal has
a property, such as "breathes air," this property is implicitly available in all its
children and descendants. (This is not shown in the figure.) Therefore, an inheritance reasoner will derive that Cheetahs are breathing air, too.
More interesting than trees are directed acyclic graphs which open the possibility of multiple inheritance. In Figure 1..4, Siamese has another parent-Domestic
Animal. In addition, we have also extended the reasoning mechanisms to mixed
inheritance hierarchies, i.e., hierarchies that combine relations such as IS-A, Part-of,
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Figure 1.4 Directed Acyclic Graph of Class Hierarchy
Contained-in, Greater-than, etc., in one reasoning module. The combined hierarchy
permits fast positive or negative answers to a set of given queries.
Step 2: In the second step (Figure 1..1), the hierarchy of nodes is mapped onto a set
of those nodes, so that every node is annotated with one or more number pairs. This
is called the node set representation. In this step, our representation was developed
based on Schubert et al.'s [131, 132] special-purpose reasoner for subclass verification
(see Figure 1.3.). Schubert et al.'s approach for transitive closure reasoning in a tree
permits transitive closure reasoning in constant time, practically independent of the
size of the knowledge base. This will be explained in great detail in Section 2.2.1.
Note that in Figure 1.3, we may conclude that a cheetah is an animal because [7 7]
is contained in [3 9]. Based on techniques that appear in [132, 1], we have improved
this work to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
We have enhanced the massively parallel knowledge representation of [54, 1]
by introducing a new technique that yields a maximum reduction of storage required
to represent class hierarchies on a parallel machine. This representation is called
"Maximally Reduced Tree Cover." It will be described in detail in Section 2.3.1.
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The node set representation, using the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover; makes
it easy to represent class hierarchies on arrays of processors. The node set representation is completely order independent, i.e., node sets are used without loss of relevant
hierarchy information. This simplifies the parallel update operations necessary to
maintain a class hierarchy, for example. More details on our node set representation
will be given in Section 2.3.2.
Step 3: In the third step (Figure 1.1), this node set and the associated number pairs
are mapped onto the processor space of a fine-grained parallel computer. In this
research we are interested not only in fast processing but also in memory efficiency
and optimal use of available processors. Although some massively parallel machines
allow an arbitrarily large number of virtual processors, the number of real processors
is severely limited relative to the size of a realistic subset of world knowledge. For
instance, only on the largest existing parallel computers would it be possible to map
every concept of the MED onto a dedicated processor. Therefore, we must carefully
consider the issues of memory efficiency and optimal use of hardware.
We have developed and implemented two methods for mapping this set-based
representation onto the processor space of a Connection Machine (initially CM-2,
then CM-5). These two representations, the Grid Representation and the Double
Strand Representation, successively improve transitive closure reasoning in run time
and processor space utilization. They will be discussed in Section 2.3.3.
In brief, our three step mapping (Figure 1.1) can be summarized as follows:
class hierarchy —> directed acyclic graph —> node
space.

set +

number pairs —>,

processor

We repeat that as a result of this mapping we do not have to worry about the

mapping of the IS-A links onto the actual hardware. Therefore, eliminating explicit
links permits that the time necessary to traverse them is also eliminated, giving,
within certain limitations, constant time responses for transitive closure queries. In
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Figure 1.5 Dynamic IS-A Hierarchies
other words, it takes as much time to verify that a Cheetah is an Animal as it takes
to verify that a Cheetah is a Feline (Figure 2.2) by using the Schubert/Agrawal
representation (Sections 2.2.1. and 2.2.3). By adding parallelism, updates can be
performed in almost constant time. Experimental verifications of this claim are
provided in Chapter 8.

1.3.2 Development of Dynamic Update Mechanisms
Inheritance along transitive relations such as IS-A and transitive closure of such
relations play a significant role in Knowledge Representation research. To even
get near a claim of human-like reasoning requires dynamic update of the transitive
relation hierarchies. We want to be able to update the hierarchy quickly, e.g., to
add the facts that Cocker Spaniels are Dogs, Cats are Mammals, and Reptiles are
Animals in Figure 1.5. When our dynamic update mechanism was designed, we
considered "speed" and "space" the two most important factors.
We have formulated new fast update algorithms to dynamically insert new
concepts or new links into a knowledge base of realistic size. Due to our incremental
update algorithms based on an efficient representation of transitive relational infor-
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mation and parallel processing, we can achieve almost constant time updates of large
knowledge bases.
The update mechanisms of a class hierarchy represented using the Hydra representation become theoretically quite complex. We have discovered "jumping arcs"
and "secondary jumping arcs" that occur in a class hierarchy during update, and we
have theoretically analyzed the difficulties due to them. Updates of the hierarchy
when jumping arcs occur require global changes and local propagation effects in the
class hierarchy. We have theoretically formalized how to deal correctly with the
global transformation and local propagation effects caused by a jumping arc. Based
on the theoretical formalization, we were able to develop efficient parallel algorithms
for dynamic update of the hierarchy. We have developed parallel tree move and
propagation algorithms for the Hydra encoding [1]. Tree move operations are global
transformation rules for spanning trees. Propagation operations are local changes
for a DAG with number pair annotations. Primary and secondary jumping arcs will
be discussed extensively in Chapters 4 - 6.
We had to deal with other difficult problems related to jumping arcs, for
example, special phenomena in our encoding called "obsolete and due number pairs."
A good understanding of obsolete and due number pairs leads to a simple parallel
update algorithm. However, to get to this good understanding, we had to perform
an in-depth analysis of an overwhelming number of complex cases of spanning trees
within a DAG.
To achieve an optimal use of processor space during update of hierarchies, we
need to consider the "duplicated information problem." A study [79] has pointed out
the devastating performance implications of not eliminating unnecessary duplicate
information such as redundant number pairs, which may occur in some graph representation schemes. An enormous number of duplicates may be generated [79], and
the extra work that needs to be done to process them is also prohibitive. We have
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developed an efficient algorithm to limit the amount of duplicate information (Section
6.1.5).
1.3.3 Increase In Reasoning Power
Class hierarchies have been used traditionally in Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning for a number of purposes such as inheritance and transitive closure
reasoning. In our research, we want to answer a question that a human could
answer quickly in a similarly quick manner, avoiding the overhead of a generalpurpose reasoner. in order to achieve such goals, this dissertation has focused on
increasing the power of reasoning by formalizing reasoning algorithms that adapt
reasoning models into massively parallel hierarchical representations. It is hoped
that this combination will lead to progress both in better approximating human
commonsense reasoning and in better approximating the human speed of reasoning.

1.3.3.1 Transitive Closure Reasoning
Transitive relations play a significant role in knowledge representation research.
Specifically in [132] the importance of transitive closure reasoning in IS-A and Part-of
hierarchies has been well explained. In an often-cited paper by Winston, Chaffin, and
Hermann, a model of reasoning was introduced that permits the combination of ISA, Part-of, and Contained-in in a single hierarchy. Humans can respond to questions
using transitive part relations [132], or to questions of the kind "Is an elephant bigger
than a can opener?" if they know that an elephant is bigger than a person, and a
person is bigger than a can opener. These examples include only one relation, i.e., no
mixed reasoning. Clearly, there are many other kinds of questions that humans can
answer quickly and that relate to mixed transitive reasoning. Consider an example
of mixed transitive reasoning: "Is a leg a part of an animal?"3 Even if it is not
explicitly known that animals have legs (many don't!), this kind of query can be
3This

is assumed to be an existentially quantified query.
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answered quickly by knowing a dog has four legs :and a dog is an animal.. Interestingly enough, many of these answers are negative, and our system will be able to
provide negative answers quickly. For example, the general class of questions where
relations are used in the wrong direction ("Is an animal a leg"?) can be processed
efficiently.
In this dissertation, we have modeled transitive reasoning for the following
cases:
• Transitive reasoning in single relational hierarchies
• Purely transitive reasoning in mixed relational hierarchies
• Mixed transitive reasoning in mixed relational hierarchies
We have worked on building fast reasoners based on massively parallel representations of IS-A, Part-of, Contained-in, etc. hierarchies [94, 95, 96, 97, 48, 54, 49,
50, 53, 52] which exist as separate hierarchies or as a mixed hierarchy.
We have encountered a practical example of mixed transitive reasoning in our
test-bed medical domain (MED). The question was posed whether Aspirin can be
coated. Aspirin itself would be represented in the MED as a concept. This concept
might have several IS-A descendants according to different common preparations,
such as pills, drops, or capsules. Capsules consist of two parts, the active ingredient
and the coating. Thus, the answer is "yes, Aspirin can be coated." To answer
this question quickly within our framework we use mixed transitive reasoning which
combines different hierarchical relations into one single hierarchy while maintaining
the directionality of the relations. The combined hierarchy permits a fast. positive
answer to the given question.
We have implemented single relational hierarchies and mixed relational
hierarchies. We have achieved constant time responses for transitive closure queries
for constant machine size [164] by eliminating the necessity to traverse edges. In
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other words, no matter how many concepts, how many levels, and how many
relations there are from one concept to another, it takes constant time to verify the
existence of a transitive relation.
1.3.4 Medical Applications
In this dissertation, we have chosen to focus on an existing medical vocabulary called
the InterMED, an offshoot of the MED [23]. One reason for our choice is the fact
that, in the health care field such vocabularies are becoming ubiquitous and are being
exploited in a wide variety of settings. The InterMED is an excellent representative
example of a network-based vocabulary because it employs a• fairly conventional
semantic network model [170].
The MED features a concept subsumption hierarchy—a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) composed of concepts connected through super-concept (IS-A) and subconcept links. This hierarchy enables the property inheritance mechanism within the
network. A sub-concept, inherits all the relations of its superconcepts. For example,
Glucose Test IS-A Test, and therefore it inherits all of a Test's relations. In other
words, the set of relations of Glucose Test is a superset of the relations of Test. The
entire vocabulary hierarchy is rooted at a single concept called Medical Entity [119].
The second purpose of this choice is to test whether our special-purpose
reasoning mechanisms and dynamic update algorithms are working in a realistic
environment, as fast and as correctly as we desire.
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1.4 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives detailed information about
the actual Hydra system, including how the parallel MED knowledge base was
built from the existing medical data. First we review in more detail the encoding
techniques used by Schubert et al. and by Agrawal et al. Then we introduce the
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numerical representation and the distributed paradigm of knowledge representation
which serves as a powerful basis for knowledge retrieval and update of hierarchies
of knowledge. We also present the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover, an improved
representation of Agrawal's implementation of DAGs.
Chapter 3 deals with efficient algorithms for updating the hierarchy. We present
two incremental update operations: inserting a graph component into another graph
component and adding a new link between two nodes of the same graph component.
The general principles of these update operations will be discussed and details of the
insertion algorithms and their parallelizations will be shown.
In Chapters 4 - 5 we describe special phenomena that occur during updates of a
class hierarchy. We call these phenomena primary jumping arcs, secondary jumping
arcs, due number pairs, and obsolete number pairs. We show that the changes to a
class hierarchy due to jumping arcs can be decomposed into global changes and local
changes. We precisely describe the global changes in Chapter 4 and the local changes
in Chapter 5. We also explain how to locate due and obsolete number pairs, and how
to overcome problems caused by them for hierarchy updates. The analysis of these
phenomena results in a firm formal basis for designing hierarchy update algorithms.
In Chapter 6 we present efficient parallel update algorithms for class hierarchies
that can deal with jumping arcs, recover due pairs, and eliminate obsolete pairs. The
complexity of all these problems notwithstanding, the algorithms are elegant and
relatively short. We also present extensive examples of applications of these update
algorithms.
In Chapter 7 we first survey the relevant background literature on reasoning
such as transitivity reasoning and attribute inheritance. We present constant time
transitive reasoning algorithms for the Hydra IS-A hierarchical representation. In
addition, we show how the transitive reasoning algorithms are working in our
representation, which is an improvement of Agrawal's representation for DAGs.
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Detailed transitive query processing algorithms for mixed transitive hierarchies are
also discussed.
In Chapter 8 we present two experimental case studies for our massively parallel
transitivity reasoner. For the first case study, we review some details of the MED.
We introduce our approach to extract information from the InterMED data and to
construct hierarchies based on this information. We will show performance data of
Hydra on the Connection Machine. For the second case study, we have constructed
a random test generator to generate large test data sets. We will elaborate how test
data sets are generated. Then we will show the results of applying Hydra to these
randomly generated test data sets.
The final chapter concludes the thesis by reviewing and evaluating our
massively parallel transitivity reasoner. We identify its main research contributions in Knowledge Representation and Reasoning. We also provide guidelines for
conducting further research.

CHAPTER 2
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously, our massive parallel knowledge representation in Hydra
is the result of a three step mapping (Figure 1.1). In brief, class hierarchy
directed acyclic graph -4 node set + number pairs

processor space.

We will

review in more detail the approaches which form the theoretical background of the
three step mapping approach of Hydra in Sections 2.2.1 -- 2.2.2. In Section 2.2.1.1,
Section 2.2.2.1, and Section 2.2.3.1, we will analyze the problems of these approaches.
In Section 2.3, we will present how to deal with these problems and describe our
solutions which enhance the representational power of Hydra.

2.2 Background Review
2.2.1 Schubert's Special Purpose Reasoner
Our numeric encoding of class hierarchies was built based on Schubert's special
purpose reasoner [132]. To understand our numeric representation, we need to
discuss the details of Schubert's special purpose reasoner. While it is possible to
follow a chain of pointers to verify the existence of a subclass relation, this becomes
inefficient for large class hierarchies. To overcome this efficiency problem, Schubert
[132] introduced a special purpose class reasoner. In order to achieve the necessary
speed of the special purpose class reasoner, Schubert used a coding scheme that can
be applied to the nodes of any IS-A hierarchy of mutually exclusive classes.
Figure 2.1 contains an example of a transitive relational hierarchy. Every link
represents an instance of the same transitive relation. For example, the link from
Feline to Mammal represents the fact that Cheetah is a subclass (IS-A) of Feline.
We are now presenting an encoding that permits us to decide directly that Cheetah
is a subclass of Animal without any "pointer chasing."
24
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Figure 2.1 IS-A Hierarchy
Every node is followed by a pair of numbers (a vector). The first number of
every vector is the result of a preorder right-to-left traversal of the class hierarchy.
In other words, the nodes are numbered according to a depth first, right-to-left
search. Such a search would visit the nodes in the order Thing, Plant, Animal, Wild
Animal, Mammal, Feline, Cheetah, Siamese, Domestic Animal, Mineral in Figure 2.1.
Hereafter, we will call this first number the preorder number of a node.
The second number of every node is the largest preorder number that occurs
anywhere in the subtree rooted at this node. For example, under the node Mammal
the numbers (6, 7, 8) occur as preorder numbers of the nodes (Feline, Siamese,
Cheetah) respectively. Because the largest of these is 8, the second number of
Mammal is 8, too.
Leaf nodes have no nodes under them. However, if we define every node to be
under itself, then we can maintain the above rule for selecting the second number of
a pair. A leaf node is assigned the largest first number of any node under it. Because
it has only itself under it, its second number is identical to its first number. Following
Schubert, we call the second number the maximum number of a node. Therefore,
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after applying Schubert's encoding to the tree, every node of this tree is assigned a
pair [π µ] shown in Figure 2.1.
The decision whether a node B is under a node A can then be made very easily
by comparing the number pair assigned to B with the number pair assigned to A. If
and only if B is a subclass of A, then the number pair assigned to B is a subinterval
of the number pair assigned to A. In our example, Cheetah is a subclass of Animal
because [7 7] is a subinterval of [3 9]. This test does not take the intermediate
nodes Mammal and Feline into account at all. On the other hand, Cheetah is not
a Plant because [7 7] is not a subinterval of [2 2]. By representing the nodes and
their associated number pairs in a hash table, it can be rapidly decided whether a
subclass relation exists.

2.2.1.1

Problems in Schubert's Special Purpose Reasoner

Schubert's method for the representation of class hierarchies has proven to be efficient
for subclass verification. His special encoding permits transitive closure reasoning
in constant time, practically independent of the size of the knowledge base. This
scalability of reasoning power with growing knowledge bases has been recognized
as a very important factor for improving implemented Artificial Intelligence [67].
However, we have found two weaknesses of Schubert's approach: First, Schubert's
original approach is based on trees. In our previous example, it, is known that Cheetah
is not only a Feline but also a Wild Animal. With the encoding based on the tree
structure, we cannot verify the relation between Cheetah and Wild Animal. This
limits the power of reasoning in a real world knowledge base.
Second, any attempt to update the tree requires the recomputation of the
number pairs of many, potentially thousands, of the nodes. Update algorithms are
not independent of the size of the knowledge base. However, our basic assumption
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is that Artificial Intelligence is not intelligence at all, if knowledge structures cannot
be updated dynamically.
2.2.2 Massively Parallel Processing
Schubert's method for the representation of class hierarchies has proven to be efficient
for subclass verification. However, any attempt to update the tree requires the
recomputations of the number pairs of many of the nodes. This difficulty can be
overcome if one makes use of the following two observations [54].
(1) The number pairs actually make the tree redundant. Instead of a tree one can
use a list of nodes with number pairs associated.
(2) It is possible to update all the number pairs in parallel, making a parallel
computer such as the Connection Machine a viable tool for this problem.
Detailed proofs of the viability of this approach can be found in [54], where it
was shown that by introducing the previously described number pairs, the tree can
be replaced by a linear tree representation which can be maintained and updated
efficiently on a massively parallel computer.
In this representation, Geller showed that for the special case of a tree-shaped
IS-A hierarchy of nodes, every class of the hierarchy can be assigned to a single
processor of a Connection Machine with no explicit representation for the links.
Thus, the hierarchy can be replaced by a linear order of the same nodes, together
with one number pair assigned to each node. These processors form a linear array
and, therefore, impose an ordering on the nodes. The assignment of number pairs
was based Schubert's encoding [132]. The number pairs of the tree together with
this ordering contain enough information to enable all necessary update and retrieval
operations.
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2.2.2.1 Limitations of the Linear Tree Representation
Geller's previous approach has been to "massively" parallelize a linearized form
of Schubert's representation [47]. However, any extension to graphs creates some
problems. Geller's representation was designed for class tree hierarchies so it did
not carry over to the links between classes of DAG hierarchies. The original fast
algorithms [54] were possible due to the fact that one number pair was assigned to
one processor, and not due to the fact that one node was assigned to one processor.
So, in order to maintain the speed of processing, at least for queries, it became
necessary to change the mapping of nodes onto processors.
The linear tree representation was completely order dependent and needed to
move large node lists from consecutive sequences of processors to other sequences of
processors. This created a need to improve the efficiency of the update operations.
We will introduce a new representation that is more efficient and order independent,
called node set representation, which can be applied to DAGs.

2.2.3 Extensions to Graphs
It is necessary to extend the representation of class hierarchies based on trees to
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) for flexible representation of knowledge about the
real world. Class hierarchies based on DAGs are also called tangled hierarchies.
Tangled hierarchies require a. new encoding technique because our previous encoding
was based Schubert's encoding which works only for trees.
Extensions of Schubert's work towards directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) have
been attempted in a serial context, most notably in [1]. Clearly, with tree pairs alone,
we cannot verify for every pair of nodes that B IS-A A. Only IS-A relations between
nodes connected by tree arcs can be verified. To alleviate this problem, Agrawal et
al. permitted more than one number pair at each node propagated through graph
arcs upward [1]. In this schema all the arcs that are not part of an optimal spanning
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Figure 2.2 Optimal Spanning Tree with Encoding
tree are used to propagate such additional pairs upward. Therefore, it is possible

to verify the existence of IS-A relations between two nodes by comparisons of their
pairs, even for graphs.
We now examine in more detail how to construct the optimal spanning tree
annotated with number pairs. For this we summarize the basic approach of Agrawal's
representation for DAGs [1] by the following three steps.

First, construct an optimal spanning tree of a given DAG such that at every
node with multiple parents, we select the link to the parent with the maximum
number of predecessors. Predecessors are nodes that are reachable from a node by
an "up search." In other words, we are looking at every node N with more than one
parent. Assume that the total number of predecessors of every node in the DAG is

already computed. The link from N to the parent node with the most predecessors
becomes part of the spanning tree. The links from AT to all other parents do not
become parts of the spanning tree. Any IS-A relations which are not part of the
spanning tree become graph arcs shown by dashed lines in Figure 2.2.
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As an example of selecting parents with maximal numbers of predecessors,
see the Siamese node in Figure 2.2. Siamese has two parents, Feline and Domestic
Animal. Feline has 3 predecessors (Mammal, Animal, Thing) but. Domestic Animal
has 2 predecessors (Animal, Thing). Because Feline has more predecessors than
Domestic Animal, the arc from Siamese to Feline becomes part of the spanning tree
while the arc from Siamese to Domestic Animal becomes a graph arc.
Second, assign a pair of preorder and maximum number to every node of the
spanning tree, like in [132] (Section 2.2.1). Preorder numbers are generated by a
right-to-left preorder traversal of the spanning tree. The maximum number for every
node is the maximum preorder number in the subtree rooted at that node. The
number pairs [π µ], generated by this step are called tree pairs.
Finally, all the arcs that are not part of the optimal spanning tree are used to
propagate number pairs upward, but no redundant pairs are generated. We call such
propagated pairs graph pairs and use the notation (7r

for them.

With this, the construction of a class hierarchy annotated with number pairs
is complete so that every transitive IS-A relation in the DAG can be verified. As an
example, in Figure 2.2, the node Wild Animal has the tree pair [4 4] and the graph
pair (7 7) which was propagated to it from the node Cheetah. Using this pair, it is
now possible to verify that Cheetah IS-A Animal.
Propagation results in multiple pairs at many nodes, but it makes the representation complete. The propagation algorithm guarantees that no node maintains
two pairs such that one is a subinterval of the other. Agrawal's optimality result
guarantees that the number of graph pairs in the whole graph is minimal, but still
sufficient for verifying all existing IS-A relations.

2.2.3.1

Limitations of Agrawal's DAG Representation

The extension of the hierarchy representation from trees to graphs creates problems
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for the numerical encoding used in this work. Although Agrawal et al. efficiently
handled transitive relation information in a hierarchy with several number pairs
assigned to every node, we faced a problem when we wanted to achieve constant
time transitivity verification in this representation of DAGs. The reason is that in
the presence of graph pairs, a single comparison of two pairs is no longer sufficient to
establish the existence of a subclass relation between two nodes. This eliminated the
elegance and speed of the implemented retrieval mechanism because the transitive
closure requires linear time proportional to the number of pairs at the upper node.
Therefore, a new approach to parallel processing was required to still achieve constant
time transitivity verification even for DAGs.
Second, even though Agrawal el al.'s main result is to prove that a spanning tree
can be constructed that propagates a minimal number of number pairs, quite a large
amount of space was still required to store all propagated pairs. In this dissertation,
we will show that the number of stored number pairs can be further reduced by
delaying, in effect., the propagation of some pairs to query time. This appears,
at first, to contradict the main goal of this research, namely to speed up transitive
closure queries by storing additional number pairs. However, luckily, by adopting the
massively parallel representation of [941, the missing pairs do not lead to a query time
penalty! In this way, we can actually reduce the storage requirements for number
pairs beyond Agrawal et al.'s optimality result. We call this new representation a
Maximally Reduced Tree Cover.

2.3 Solution Elements: Three Step Mapping
In this research we have built a massively parallel reasoner, called Hydra. As
mentioned before, the theoretical design of Hydra relies on a combination of
Schubert's special-purpose reasoner, Agrawal's representation for DAGs, and Geller's
massively parallel approach. Importantly, we were able to maximize the representa-
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tional power and the efficiency of Hydra through successful combination of the three
basic approaches into our model, overcoming their weaknesses. We can summarize
these efforts based on the three step mapping introduced previously. In brief, class
hierarchy -4 directed acyclic graph

node set + number pairs processor space.

In the first step, we have successfully followed the paradigms of Schubert and
Agrawal. We have extended traditional AI work which is limited to class hierarchies
such that Hydra can reason with any binary transitive relation. Dealing with one
weakness of Schubert's approach pointed out in Section 2.2.1, we have adapted a
solution of Agrawal et al. [1, 2] to extend the tree-based hierarchy to DAGs. To
further increase the reasoning power to mixed reasoning, we expanded the relational
hierarchies to mixed relational hierarchies (Section 2.3.9), following the paradigm of
Winston et al. [165]. In summary, in the first step, we have mapped a relational
hierarchy or even a mixed relational hierarchy, of classes of the real world onto an
isomorphic DAG of nodes, with one class per node and one relation per arc.
In the second step, we have successfully adapted the paradigms of Schubert,
Agrawal, and Geller. Also, addressing weaknesses of their approaches in Sections
2.2.1.1 and 2.2.2.1, we have reached the following efficient solutions: First, we have
extended the representation of IS-A hierarchies "without explicit IS-A links" to
directed acyclic graphs (DA.G). In this representation, several number pairs became
necessary at some nodes. The assignment. of these number pairs was based on the
extension of [132] by Agrawal et al. [1]. While doing this, we were able to prove that
the linear order used in [54] is not necessary at all. Rather, a set of nodes with an
associated number pair(s) at each node can perfectly represent a DAG-shaped IS-A
hierarchy without explicitly maintaining the IS-A links [94]. The details of this new
numeric representation will be presented in Section 2.3.2.
While implementing Agrawal's algorithm in parallel [94], we observed that quite
a large amount of space is still required for his optimal tree cover. However, the space
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requirements can be improved if a different method is applied to compute a tree cover.
We actually reduce the storage requirements for number pairs beyond Agrawal et al.'s
optimality result. We call this new representation Maximally Reduced Tree Cover.
After this step, the hierarchy of nodes is mapped into a set of those nodes, so that
every node is annotated with one or more number pairs. The details of this new
representation will be presented in Section 2.3.1.
In the third step, dealing with the update problem of Schubert's approach,
pointed out in Section 2.2.1.1 and the problem of maintaining constant time transitivity queries with Agrawal's representation, mentioned in Section 2.2.3.1 we used
massive parallelism, following the paradigms of Shastri, Kitano, Waltz, Hendler,
and Evett [137, 138, 190, 85, 88, 90, 89, 161, 35, 37, 36]. We have developed
two methods for mapping this set-based representation onto the processor space
of a Connection Machine (initially CM-2, then CM-5)(Figure 1.1). These representations also overcame the limitations of Geller's linear representation mentioned in
Section 2.2.2.1. All necessary details of the two massively parallel representations
for the node set will be described in Section 2.3.3. In this step, we map the set of
nodes and the associated number pairs onto the processor space of a fine-grained
parallel computer. These two representations, the Grid Representation and the
Double Strand Representation successively improve transitive closure reasoning in
run time and processor space utilization.

2.3.1 The Maximally Reduced Tree Cover
In this section, we will show that the number of stored number pairs can be further
reduced by delaying, in effect, the propagation of some pairs to query time. This
appears, at first, to contradict the main goal of this research, namely to speed up
transitive closure queries by storing additional number pairs. However, luckily, by
adopting the massively parallel representation of [94], the missing pairs do not lead
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to a query time penalty! In this way, we can actually reduce the storage requirements
for number pairs beyond Agrawal et al.'s optimality result.. We call this new representation a. Maximally Reduced Tree Cover.

•

First, we formally define the tools needed for spanning tree construction and
for the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover. We are assuming that. all TS-A arcs are
pointing upwards, i.e., from the child to the parent.
Definition 2.1 A tree path from 13 to A is a. path from B to .1 that. consists of
spanning tree arcs only.
Definition 2.2 The predecessors of a node A are the set of all nodes that. arc
reachable from the node .4 by any arc or path.
Definition 2.3 The successors of a node A are the set of all nodes from which the
node A is reachable by any arc or path.
Definition 2.4 A tree predecessor A of a node B is a predecessor of 13 such that A
is reachable from B by a tree path.
Definition 2.5 A tree successor A of a node B is a successor of B such that. B is
reachable from A by a tree path.
Definition 2.6 A weakly terminated path is a path that consists of a tree path of
length n, n ≥ 0 followed by a single graph arc.
Definition 2.7 A weak predecessor A of a node B is a predecessor of B, such that.
.4 is at the end of a weakly terminated path from B to .1
{ OR
A node X exists, such that. X is a weak predecessor of 13, and .1 is
at the end of a weakly terminated path from X to A.
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Figure 2.3 Original Graph Before Inserting (D, I)
Now we can informally explain our method of constructing an optimal tree
cover. First a spanning tree is constructed as follows. For every node that has
connections to several parents, we choose the parent that has the maximum number
of weak predecessors. (We assume that if there is a node P which is a weak predecessor of a node C and a tree predecessor of C, we count the number of weak predecessors of C without considering P.) If there are several nodes with equal numbers
of weak predecessors, we choose randomly among them. Then number pairs are
propagated. Informally speaking, we propagate number pairs to weak predecessors
only. If a number pair would be propagated to a node where another pair encloses
it, this propagation is not performed. (A formal account of propagation is given in
Section 3.3.3.)
To demonstrate the difference between Agrawal's approach and ours, Figure 2.3
shows a graph before the insertion of a new link from D to I. Figure 2.4(b) shows
Agrawal's tree cover, labeled according to Agrawal's encoding after inserting the link
from D to I. Figure 2.4(a) shows our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover, labeled by
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(a) Maximally Reduced Tree Cover

(b) Agrawal's Tree Cover

Figure 2.4 Examples of Tree Cover After Inserting (D, I)
our Maximally Reduced Propagation algorithm after inserting the link from D to
I. Node C has one weak predecessor (E), while node I has no weak predecessor.
Therefore, our spanning tree contains the link (D, C) and not (D, I). However, as
the new parent I of D has more predecessors {A, F, G, H} than the old parent
C of D has {A, B,

Agrawal's representation contains the link (D, I) as a part

of the spanning tree. By adding the link from D to I, Agrawal's tree cover has 3
additional pairs (6 6) at B, C, and E. Only one additional pair (9 9) is propagated
by our method, namely to I.
Before, we constructed an optimal spanning tree without giving a justification
for our choices. We will now show formally how our optimal spanning tree is
constructed. In designing an optimal spanning tree for the Maximally Reduced
Tree Cover, the number of weak predecessors is the most important factor to select
a tree parent, because graph pairs are propagated only to weak predecessors.
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(a) Our Optimal Tree Cover

(b) Agrawal's

Optimal Tree Cover

Figure 2.5 Examples of Optimal Tree Cover
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Theorem 2.1 Assume a node P with parents P1 , P2 ,

Pm. During construction

of a spanning tree one of the Pis is chosen as the tree parent. If the Pi with the
maximum number of weak predecessors is chosen, then the resulting tree cover will
have the minimum number of propagated pairs. (The number of weak predecessors
is computed assuming that the weak predecessor is not also a tree predecessor.) If
several Pis have the same maximum number we choose one randomly.
Proof: Let's assume, without loss of generality, that there are m parents, P1 , P2,
. Let's say that P1 has k1 weak predecessors, P2 has k2, ..., and Pm has km

weak predecessors. Let's say that, k1 > ki where i > I and i < m.
If we choose P1 as part of the spanning tree (Figure 2.5(b)), then P will be
connected to Pi, 2 < i < m, by graph arcs. That makes P2 , P3 , • • • Pm weak predecessors of P. In addition, all weak predecessor of Pi, i > and i < m, are also weak
predecessors of P. Let's assume, without loss of generality, that P has only a tree
pair. Then we need to propagate this tree pair to all ki weak predecessors of Pi, and
to Pi where i > 1 and i < m. In total,

pairs are propagated. For every i, because ki < k1, ki + m — 1 < k1 + m
and therefore choosing P1 propagates fewer pairs than choosing any other Pi
(i > 1 and i < m). •
In Agrawal et al.'s tree cover, pairs are propagated to all predecessors where
they are not redundant. In our tree cover, pairs are propagated only to weak predecessors where they are not redundant. In Figure 2.5, (u v) and (s 1.) are graph
pairs propagated through graph arcs. The weak predecessors are represented in
Figure 2.5(a) with the symbol "*". As Figure 2.5(b) shows, Agrawal et al.'s tree
cover has 7 graph pairs while in (a) only 3 graph pairs are generated by our method.
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Figure 2.6 Node Set Representation for Class Hierarchy
2.3.2 Node Set Representation
In this section, we will introduce a representation which eliminates the need for the
IS-A links as much as possible, while still maintaining all the knowledge that is
contained in the IS-A hierarchy. This is an improvement and extension of the linear
tree representation [54]. This new representation conceptually simplifies the parallel
update operations necessary to maintain a class hierarchy by eliminating the need
to move large node lists for update operations.
In [94] our incremental massively parallel encoding of DAGs, called "node set
representation," was introduced. We proved that the node set representation together
with the number pairs is sufficient to represent a class hierarchy. We can operate
with a set of nodes because all important update and retrieval operations require
only three items at every node: (1) the key item, e.g., Mammal, (2) the number
pairs, and (3) the area of the spanning tree where the node is located [94].
It is easy to see that the tree pair at each node N can be used to determine four
areas of the graph (Figure 2.7). Every node N, except for the root, defines a path of
spanning tree arcs that connect N to the root. This path divides the spanning tree
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into four (possibly empty) areas: (1) the path itself; (2) the left part of the path;
(3) the right part of the path; (9) the subtree which is rooted at N. For instance,
for Mammal in Figure 2.7, we can easily define area 1.: {Thing, Animal, Mammal},
area 2: {Mineral, Domestic-Animal}, area 3: {Plant, Wild-Animal}, and area 4:
{Feline, Siamese, Cheetah). Many important steps of the update operations treat
each of these four areas uniformly, with the same operations being applied to all the
nodes in one area. Therefore, if we have area information, we do not need the class
hierarchy any more. We will show later in this section that four parallel operations
on a SIMD1 massively parallel computer suffice for performing all update steps.
Now, let's go back to the issue of division of the spanning tree into four areas.
Is there a simple way to decide to which area a node in this set belongs? Luckily, the
answer is yes. All nodes in the path from C to root A will have a preorder number
that is smaller than the preorder number of C and a maximum number that is bigger
than or equal to the maximum number of C. All nodes in the left part of the path
will have a preorder number that is larger than the preorder number of C and a
maximum number that is larger than the maximum number of C. All nodes in the
right part of the path will have a preorder number that is smaller than the preorder
number of C and a maximum number that is smaller than the maximum number
of C. Finally, all nodes in the subtree which is rooted in C will have a preorder
number that is larger than the preorder number of C and a maximum number that
is smaller than or equal to the maximum number of C. In summary, the division
of the spanning tree into these four areas can be completely reconstructed from the
tree pairs of the graph itself.
Single Instruction and Multiple Data
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Figure 2.7 The Four Areas of Spanning Tree
The following functions implement this recognition algorithm on the Connection
Machine. The expression PRE!! stands for a parallel variable (pvar)2 [153] that
contains for every node (processor) its preorder number, and the expression MAX!!
stands for a parallel variable that contains for every node its maximum number.
Operations marked with !! are parallel operations. The function PRE(N) returns
the preorder number of a node N. The function MAX(N) returns the maximum
number of a node N.

Parallel Algorithm 1: Area Division.
IS-PATH-P returns TRUE on every processor in the path from N to the Root.
IS-PATH-P (N: Node) : BOOLEAN!!
IF (PRE!! <!! PRE(N)) AND!! (MAX!! >1! MAX(N)) THEN
RETURN TRUE!!
ENDIF
; IS-SUBTREE-P returns TRUE on every processor in the subtree of N.
2

A pvar (parallel variable) can be understood as a (multidimensional) array where every
value is maintained by its own processor and all values are usually changed in the same
way and in parallel.
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IS-SUBTREE-P (N: Node) : BOOLEAN!!
IF (PRE!! >!! PRE(N)) AND!! (MAX!! <!! MAX(N)) THEN
RETURN TRUE!!
ENDIF
; IS-LEFT-P returns TRUE on every processor in the left part of N.
IS-LEFT-P (N: Node) : BOOLEAN!!
IF (PRE!! >!! PRE(N)) AND!! (MAX!! >!! MAX(N)) THEN
RETURN TRUE!!
ENDIF
; IS-RIGHT-P returns TRUE on every processor in the right part of N.
IS-RIGHT-P (N: Node) : BOOLEAN!!
IF (PRE!! <!! PRE(N)) AND!! (MAX!! <!! MAX(N)) THEN
RETURN TRUE!!
ENDIF

In summary, the division of the spanning tree into these four areas can be
completely reconstructed from the tree pairs of the graph in the node set representation.
Now, we show why a node set is completely sufficient to represent a class
hierarchy. The basic idea of using the node set representation is still to assign number
pairs to a given class hierarchy by right-to-left depth first search and number pair
propagation. The verification of the subclass relation between any two nodes does
not change. What is needed is an update operation for adding a new graph or arc to
the node set. This update operation should have the same effect as if the new node
or arc had been added to the graph and the numbering of the graph were recreated
by a right-to-left depth first search and number pair propagation.
It is possible to perform such an update operation if it is assumed, without loss
of generality, that a graph is always inserted at the leftmost possible position and no
newly inserted arc may cause a cycle in the graph. In other words, inserting a graph
in the leftmost position under a parent node and transforming the graph into a set
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Figure 2.8 Redundant Arc
results in the same node set as computing the union of the set of the original graph
and the set of the inserted graphs, as long as the number pairs of both graphs are
correctly transformed. Inserting an arc from one node to another node in the graph
results in the same node set as the original node set with some added or changed
number pairs.
Regarding on update in the node set representation, we need to consider the
question: Are there any arcs which are not actually represented in our node set
representation? The answer is "yes." Such an arc is called redundant arc. What
would happen if we might not have enough information to recover the lost relation
because the redundant arcs are not part of the representation? We will now show
that this is not a real problem.
Definition 2.8 A redundant arc is defined as a graph arc a between two nodes,
such that the lower and the upper node are both parts of the spanning tree or that
there was a graph arc between the same two nodes even before the graph arc a was
inserted.
Assume that there is a path from a lower node L to an upper node U. Let the
graph pairs at the lower node be G1 and 01 =

g1, g2, • - • , gn

where n is the number
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of graph pairs. Let the graph pairs at the upper node be C and
where m. is the number of graph pairs.
Lemma 2.1 There is no graph pair that is in Gl but not in G. That means every
graph pair at. the lower node L appears at the uppernode

Proof: By contradiction, assume that there is a. pair gk propagated from a node K
at the lower node L but not at the upper node U. That means there is a path from
K to L but no path from K to U. Since there is a path from K to L and also a path
from L to U, we must have a path from K to U, resulting in a contradiction.
Lemma 2.2 The propagation pattern of graph pairs resulting from Agrawal's
algorithm is identical for two graphs G' and G" if G' and G" are identical except
that G" has one or more redundant arcs that G' does not have.
Proof: By Agrawal's propagation algorithm, tree arcs and graph arcs are used to
propagate graph pairs upward. However, by Lemma 2.1 a redundant arc does not
propagate any pair that was not already propagated. is
Corollary: A redundant arc has no effect whatsoever on the node set representation.

2.3.3 Massively Distributed Representations
Our tool of choice for achieving fast query and update operations is fine-grained parallelism. This raises the question of how to map the IS-A hierarchy onto the available
space of processors. In order to provide a mechanism to resolve these problems, we
adopt massive parallelism to represent the node set in the given processor space. Now
we will show how the node set is mapped onto the processor space of Connection
Machines (previously CM-2 and now advanced to CM-5).
We are interested in a mapping that will represent tree pairs and graph pairs
efficiently, so that it is possible to achieve a high degree of parallelism, memory
efficiency, and optimal use of available processors.
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Figure 2.9 Grid Representation of Figure 2.6
In our research, we use two kinds of distributed representations: Grid Representation and Double Strand Representation. Initially, we used a processor space
shaped as a grid to represent the node set, During our research, we encountered
several problems with the Grid Representation and improved it, resulting in a new
representation, the Double Strand Representation. Due to these distributed representations, we can compare a single number pair with all number pairs of one node.
This means that the constant time verification of a relation between two nodes is
possible no matter how many number pairs are associated with the nodes. This
solves the problem mentioned in Section 2.2.3.1.

2.3.3.1

Grid Representation

The Grid Representation (GR.) is a distributed representation of a node set
(Figure 2.9). The processors of the Connection Machine are organized as a grid.
Every node is represented as a column. The first row contains the tree pair of the
node, while up to k graph pairs are maintained in the other rows. Nodes may be
assigned to columns in the order that the system is informed about their existence.
From the point of view of the representation, this order is irrelevant.
We have been using a grid of 128 columns and S rows. On our Connection
Machine 128 * 8 = 1024 is the minimum number of processors that may be used.
The choice of 128 columns and 8 rows corresponds to a compromise between having a
large node set and permitting a reasonably large number of pairs at each node. Note
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that these 1024 processors are "virtual," meaning that they are simulated on 32 real
processors. While we could use larger sets of virtual processors, this would only slow
down real-time results. Therefore, we needed to choose the minimum configuration.
Unfortunately, the GR causes a number of difficulties. We will describe the
major problem now, while mentioning some other experimental problems later in
Chapter 8. First of all, we have to allocate k processors for graph pairs for every tree
pair. This causes a significant number of processors to be left empty. This can lead
us to run out of processors when the number of graph pairs in one column exceeds
A; while in other columns processors are empty, disrupting the functioning of our
algorithms.
Secondly, during the update of the class hierarchy, we may have an unused
processor between two used processors, called a "hole," because of our implementation of Agrawal et al.'s subsumption algorithm. Unfortunately, with the current
algorithm for the grid structure, we have not found an efficient technique to reclaim
such a hole.
Agrawal et al.'s subsumption technique, as we have mentioned earlier, is an
algorithm which eliminates subsumed pairs during propagation. For example, if
a number pair (πi µi ) is subsumed by another pair [πj µj ] at the same node
(column) due to propagation, i.e., πj < πi and µi < µj, then discard (πi

µi ). It

is due to this that some processors are left without pairs and become holes. All
these problems have lead us to abandon the Grid Representation and turn to a new
improved representation.

2.3.3.2 Double Strand Representation
The assignment of number pairs to processors is Changed in a way that eliminates the
main problem of the GR described above. The new representation is called Double
Strand Representation (DSR). Its basic idea is to separate the locations of tree pairs
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Figure 2.10 Double Strand Representation for Figure 2.6
and graph pairs. To overcome the problems in the Grid Representation we first have
to consider the following question: How can we efficiently organize processors into
two strands which can be used to represent tree and graph pairs? Suppose that we
organize processors (by software) in two rows; the first row is used to represent tree
pairs and the second row for graph pairs. Since these two strands are growing at
different rates of speed, we may encounter a case where all the processors in the
tree pairs strand are used up while a lot of unused processors remain in the graph
pairs strand. This is clearly not a good representation. It is necessary to design a
processor-efficient technique to avoid this problem.
The Double Strand Representation improves the Grid Representation and is
based on representing number pairs in a dynamic fashion while maintaining optimal
use of available processors. In this representation the given processors are divided
into two areas: the tree pairs strand and the graph pairs strand (see Figure 2.10).
In the tree pairs strand, every node is represented in a separate processor. The tree
pair of a node may be assigned to the tree pairs strand in any order.
In the graph pairs strand, pairs of processors are used to store a sequence of
pairs, each pair consisting in turn of a tree pair and a graph pair. Every processor
is assigned an address, called its ID. Let source of propagation be a node which
propagates its tree pair and let target of propagation be a node to which a number
pair is propagated from the source of propagation. The tree pair U stored in a
processor with an odd ID x is used to represent the target of propagation. The graph
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Figure 2.11 Dynamic Storage Management of Double Strand Representation
pair V in the processor with ID x+1 is used to represent the source of propagation.
Let Z be a processor pair (U, V) in the graph pairs strand. Let Y be the set of all
Z. Every time a pair V is propagated to a node with tree pair U, we will represent
(U, V) in the graph pairs strand.
If 1K processors are available, the maximum ID (MaxId) will be 1.022 in the
DSR, and the first processor pair (U, V) will be stored in the two processors 1021
and 1022. In Figure 2.10 (representing the hierarchy of Figure 2.6) the tree pair
of Wild-Animal [4 4] occurs as U in the graph pairs strand in processor Maxid 1 (1021) and a propagated pair (7 7) which is the tree pair of Cheetah occurs in
the even processor MaxId (1022) as a graph pair of Wild-Animal. Therefore, we
can verify that Cheetah is a subclass of Wild-Animal. (Details will be shown in
Section 7.2.1.1.)
The main idea of our storage management is borrowed from the dynamic
paradigm of languages such as Pascal that maintain a stack and a heap. In our
representation, processors of the tree pairs strand are allocated starting at processor
0 and grow towards higher processor IDs. Processors of the graph pairs strand
are allocated starting at the processor with the largest ID and grow towards lower
processor IDs. There are two pointers, ΦT and Φr, indicating the borders of both
areas. We define 9 to be the size of "free space."
(2.1)
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should be bigger than a certain threshold, say 10% of processor space.
This dynamic massively parallel representation permits this node set and the
associated number pairs to be efficiently mapped onto the processor space of a
Connection Machine.
2.3.4 Extension to Mixed Relational Hierarchies
We have worked on extending our mechanisms to mixed inheritance hierarchies,
i.e., hierarchies that combine relations such as IS-A, Part-of, Contained-in, Greaterthan, etc. in one reasoning module. This work owes to a seminal paper by Winston,
Chaffin and Hermann [165], as well as to work by other researchers in our group
[64, 65, 62, 63].
In [165] it was pointed out that it makes sense to combine different binary
,
transitive relations into a single reasoning process. However, not every conclusion
that can be drawn in such a case is correct. Winston et al. describe a condition
when such reasoning is correct.
As an example, if the following premises are given:
(1) Wings are parts of birds.
(2) Birds are creatures.
We can consider the following two conclusions:
(3) Wings are parts of creatures.
(4) Wings are creatures.
We have obtained a reasonable conclusion (3) while (4) is an invalid conclusion.
Winston et al. introduced a priority ordering among the hierarchical relations
[165], such that mixed inclusion relation syllogisms are valid if and only if the
conclusion expresses the lower relational priority appearing in the premises.
Our main idea for constructing an appropriate representation is to extend our
previous approach in Sections 2.3.1 —2.3.3 and combine every hierarchical relation
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Figure 2.12 An Example of Hierarchy with Multiple Relations
into one mixed relational hierarchy. A mixed relational hierarchy allows multiple
relations to coexist in one hierarchy. This permits transitivity through several
different relations.
As a hierarchy with multiple relations of the real world is mapped onto an
isomorphic directed acyclic graph of nodes, a mixed relational hierarchy will be
constructed. When the mixed relational hierarchy is constructed, a spanning tree
of IS-A relations becomes the backbone of the structure while other hierarchical
relations form its branches. Figure 2.12 shows a hierarchy with multiple relations.
In Figure 2.13, the upper part shows the backbone of the mixed relational hierarchy
and the lower part shows both the backbone and the branches.
In order to define a structure consisting of several different hierarchical
relations, we need to consider the essential qualities of the hierarchical relations.
In previous research [165] identified three different kinds of hierarchical relations
namely class inclusion, part-whole inclusion, and space inclusion.
Assume that R is a relation and

and nk are nodes.

A Backbone of Mixed Relational Hierarchy

A Mixed Relational Hierarchy
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Definition 2.9 A Hierarchical Relation is a relation that satisfies the following three
conditions: it is transitive, irreflexive, and antisymmetrical.

We note that Attachment and Ownership relations are not hierarchical relations
in spite of the fact that they have a strong similarity to the hierarchical relations,
because they have the property of symmetry. For instance, IBM owns MCI's stock
while MCI also owns stock of IBM. They own each other. This is against the
antisymmetry condition of hierarchical relations. A similar argument can be found
for the Attachment relation. For instance, a door is attached to a wall, and the wall
is attached to a window, and the window is attached to the door. This does not
satisfy the second condition, namely antisymmetry.
We will ignore transitive relations such as caused-by, works-for, more-importantthan, etc. in this dissertation. They are potential subjects of future research.
Definition 2.10 A Mixed Relational Hierarchy is a hierarchy which is composed of
more than one hierarchical relation.
Now we will introduce a definition of priority for hierarchical relations, which
will be used for the construction of mixed relational hierarchies. In this dissertation,
mixed transitive reasoning is limited to IS-A, Part-of, and Contained-in relations. In
order to get inheritance behavior that is intuitively correct, the relational priority
mechanism in Table 2.1 has been designed according to [165].
Definition 2.11 A relational priority assignment is a total order assignment to a
set of relations.
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Assume that the following relations: IS-A, Part-Of, Contained-in are given,
then relational priorities are assigned as follows:
Table 2.1 Hierarchical Relation Priorities
Relation.
IS-A relation (class inclusion)
Part-of relation (part-whole relation)
Contained-in relation (spatial inclusion)

Relational Type
s
p
c

Relational Priority
RP(IS-A) = 1
RP(Part-of) = 2
RP(Contained-in) = 3

The question arises whether the suggested priority assignments might be
changed if additional transitive relations are used. This is a question for future
research, but it is possible that the relational priorities would be changed.
The following questions regarding a mixed relational hierarchy arise: First,
how do we distinguish one relation from another? Second, how do we combine them
when required? These questions relate not only to the construction of the mixed
hierarchy but also to the involved transitive reasoning. In order to avoid any possible
conflict due to a combination of relations, we should design the mixed relational
hierarchy to efficiently distinguish one relation from another. Let us consider the
example in Figure 2.14. There, three relations IS-A, Part-of, and Contained-in are
involved in the mixed relational hierarchy. Our basic representation assigns number
pairs to nodes as previously. E.g. in Figure 2.14 Water is a Fluid exactly because
the number pair of Water [8 8] is contained in the pair for Fluid [5 11]. This
encoding is based on techniques mentioned in Sections 2.2.1 — 2.2.3. According to
these techniques, sometimes pairs need to be propagated to maintain the hierarchy
correctly. Propagated pairs were called graph pairs and written with ( ). Tree pairs
are written with [ ]. We need to integrate the different kinds of relations into our
numerical representation. For this purpose, we introduce a data element, called
"relation type." Each relation is associated with a unique index to represent its
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A Mixed Relational Hierarchy

Figure 2.14 An Example of Constructing a Mixed Relational Hierarchy
relation type. We use s to stand for an IS-A relation, p to stand for a Part-of
relation, and c to stand for a Contained-in relation.
Now we need to define rules how the relation type is assigned to a number pair.
Rule 1: The relation type of a graph pair that. was created by propagating a. tree
pair along one edge is identical to the relation type of the edge.
Rule 2: If a pair with a relation type K with relational priority X is propagated
along an edge with a relation type L with relational priority Y then the result

is the relation type of the pair at the head of the edge.
In our example (Figure 2.14) assume that a Part-of arc from Plasma to Blood
was just inserted. Now the tree pair s19 9] and the graph pair c(8 8) need to
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be propagated to the nodes (Blood, Heart) [96, 97]. Therefore, this pair [9 9] is
propagated through a Part-of relation from Plasma to Blood, and a Contained-in
relation from Blood to Heart. The tree pair [9 9) of Plasma is propagated through
a Part-of to Blood, resulting, by Rule 1, in the pair p(9 9). Continuing from Blood
to Heart, the pair p(9 9) needs to be changed to c(9 9), by Rule 2. In contrast,
the graph pair c(8 8) at Plasma has a Contained-in relation type and its priority is
higher than the Part-of relation of the arc from Plasma to Blood and is equal to the
Contained-in relation of the arc from Blood to Heart. Therefore, the pair c(8 8) is
propagated to Blood and Heart with its own relation type, by Rule 2. At this point,
because Heart has a pair c(8 8) that includes (is equal to) the pair [8 8] at Water,
we can conclude directly that Heart contains Water, using the relation type c.
We have extended the three step mapping approach for the mixed relational
hierarchies. Figure 2.15 shows our representation for this case. The upper part shows
an example of a mixed relational hierarchy annotated with number pairs labeled with
a relation type. A thick solid line represents a tree link of the IS-A relation and a
thin solid line represents a graph link of the IS-A relation. A dotted line with an
empty arrow head represents a Part-of relation while a dashed line with a full arrow
head represents a Contained-in relation.
We now discuss the details of how to extend our three step mapping approach
based on a single relational hierarchy to mixed relational hierarchies. As the first
step, a mixed relational hierarchy of the real world is mapped onto an isomorphic
directed acyclic graph of nodes. The mixed relational hierarchy allows multiple
relations. When the mixed relational hierarchy is constructed, the IS-A relation
becomes the backbone of the structure while other hierarchical relations form its
branches. For instance, we have built a mixed relational hierarchy based on the
hierarchy in Figure 2.13. Figure 2.15 shows the mixed relational hierarchy. The top
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Figure 2.15 Representations of Mixed Relational Hierarchy
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of the figure shows the backbone of the mixed relational hierarchy and the bottom
figure shows both the backbone and the branches of the mixed relational hierarchy.
The second step to map the hierarchy of nodes into a set of the nodes is carried
out, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1. Specifically, an optimal spanning tree of a given
DAG is constructed using the IS-A relation. Any IS-A relations which are not part
of the spanning tree become graph arcs. On the other hand, when a new link for
another relation is inserted, the link is inserted as a graph arc. No matter whether
the graph arcs are associated with an IS-A relation or other relations, we use the
graph arcs to propagate any new number pairs to weak predecessors according to
the Maximally Reduced Propagation. In our example (Figure 2.13) every tree arc is
represented by a bold line.
Remember that we define the weak predecessor Y of a node X as a predecessor
on a path from X by a path containing at least one graph arc and Y is the head
of a graph arc. As an example, in Figure 3.11, all weak predecessors of Water are
Plasma, Blood, and Heart because these weak predecessors are reachable from Water
through at least one graph arc by an "up search." We will discuss all details of the
number pair propagation in the mixed relational hierarchy later on in this section.
Now we need to deal with the questions that we previously mentioned: how
to differentiate one relation from another and how to combine one relation with
another to reach a conclusion during reasoning. As we pointed out in Section 2.3.2,
all important update and retrieval operations for a single relation (IS-A) hierarchy
require only three items of information at every node: The key item of the node,
the number pairs at the node, and the tree area. Since we are dealing with multiple
relations in one hierarchy, one modification, namely including an additional item
"relation type", is required in the representation. In fact, every update and retrieval
in a mixed relational hierarchy is performed following the same pattern as for a single
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relation hierarchy. The relation type is associated only with graph pairs because every
tree pair is generated based on the IS-A relation.
In the third step, the node set associated with number pairs is mapped on the
processor space of a Connection Machine. Similar to the single relation hierarchy,
we represent a class by storing its tree pair in the tree pairs strand and its graph
pairs by storing pairs of processors in the graph pairs strand of our Double Strand
Representation. Unlike for the single relation hierarchy, a relation type is stored
together with every number pair in the representation.
In Figure 2.15 we show the results of the three step mapping. In the top
part, every node in the mixed relational hierarchy is annotated with number pairs as
resulting from our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover encoding. Our node set representation is presented in the middle part. The relation type is indicated by a letter (p,
c, or i) in front of every graph pair. In the bottom figure, the tree pairs strand and
the graph pairs strand store the tree pairs and the graph pairs with their relation
types, respectively.
Within our mixed relational representation, we have overcome the difficulties
of maintaining and reasoning with several different relations. We will present the
details of updating this mixed relational hierarchy in Section 3.3.4 and prove that
this representation can be used for "nearly" constant time mixed transitive reasoning
in Section 7.2.3.

2.4 Advantages of Three Step Mapping
By applying the three step mapping approach successfully, we have completely
eliminated the need for IS-A links and other relational links while still maintaining
all the knowledge contained in the respective hierarchies. As a consequence, we do
not have to worry about the mapping of the links onto the actual hardware links.
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A pleasant side effect of eliminating explicit links was that the response time
for an IS-A query does not depend on the length of the chain of IS-A links that. must
be traversed to answer the query. In other words, by using the Hydra representation,
it takes as much time to verify that a Collie is an Animal as it takes to verify that
a Collie is a Dog. Besides these techniques, we have used fine-grained parallelism
as our tool of choice for achieving fast query and update operations. Knowledge
structures can be updated dynamically for any change of the IS-A hierarchy. By
adding parallelism, updates can be performed in almost constant time. Experimental
verification of this claim will be provided in Chapter 8.
There are advantages of each technique based on the three step mapping
approach. First, as described earlier in Section 2.3.1, by improving Agrawal et al.'s
tree cover, we achieved an additional reduction in the storage necessary for number
pairs. In addition, we achieved transitive closure queries in constant time by using
parallel processing, even with several number pairs at each node.
Second, our incremental massively parallel encoding of DAGs introduced in
Section 2.3.2 completely eliminates the need for the IS-A links while still maintaining
all the knowledge that is contained in the IS-A hierarchy. This encoding, called "node
set representation," overcomes the limitations of the linear tree representation and
conceptually simplifies the parallel update operations necessary to maintain a class
hierarchy by eliminating the need to move large node lists for update operations. In
addition, we have proven that the node set representation together with the number
pairs is sufficient to represent a class hierarchy because we can perform all important
update and retrieval operations in this representation.
Third, since we have chosen fine-grained parallelism as our tool for achieving
fast query and update operations, we have developed two kinds of distributed representation in order to map the node set onto the available space of processors. These
are shown in Section 2.3.3. Due to these distributed representations, we now can
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perform the verification and update operations almost independently of the size of
the knowledge base.
Finally, in Section 2.3A we have shown that our mechanisms based on a
single relational hierarchy have been extended to mixed inheritance hierarchies, i.e.,
hierarchies that combine relations such as IS-A, Part-of, Contained-in, etc. in one
reasoning module. This permits transitivity through several different relations and
results in an increase of reasoning power.

2.5 Evaluation of Our Approaches
We have developed and implemented massively parallel algorithms for fast retrieval
and update in hierarchies of any kind of binary transitive relation [94, 95, 96, 97, 48,
54, 49, 50, 53, 52]. An 0(1) algorithm is still sufficient to establish the existence of
a subclass relation between two nodes.
We now compare the space requirements of our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover
with the space requirements of Agrawal et al.'s tree cover. The main difference
between the two tree covers is that the most important factor to select a tree parent
in designing our tree cover is the number of weak predecessors, while for Agrawal et
al.'s tree cover, it is the number of all the predecessors. The reason for the difference
is that in Agrawal et al.'s tree cover, pairs are propagated to all predecessors, but in
our tree cover, pairs are propagated only to weak predecessors. A small example in
Section 2.3.1 showed that our tree cover has much fewer graph pairs than Agrawal et
al.'s has. We will show in Chapter 8 an experimental result using an existing large
vocabulary to prove that we have achieved a substantial reduction of graph pairs
with our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover.
We now analyze how many processors are required for implementing the GR
(Grid Representation) and DSR, (Double Strand Representation). Agrawal et al.
proved that

number pairs are required to represent the worst case ofa
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bipartite graph G with AT nodes [1]. Let N be the number of nodes (the number of
tree pairs) and P be the number of graph pairs in a .DAG; then in the worst case
(2.2)
Let k be a predefined maximum number of graph pairs for the GR so that the total
space requirement is 0(k * N). In the worst case k can be 0(N) and the space
complexity for the GR. is 0(N2 ). Note that we are currently using a fixed k = 8 as a
good compromise between processor use and efficiency of the algorithm. In the DSR
the space complexity is
(2.3)
i.e., the same space complexity in the worst case. However, by introduction of the
DSR, we have overcome the problems of the GR: more than k graph pairs cannot
be represented, processor space is used inefficiently, and no efficient algorithm for
reclaiming holes was found. Remember that a hole was an unused processor between
two used processors.

CHAPTER 3
PRINCIPLES OF UPDATE
3.1 Introduction
We have developed massively parallel algorithms to update dynamically class
hierarchies of large knowledge bases. In this chapter, we will present overall principles
describing the incremental update of the Hydra representation of knowledge.
In a directed acyclic relation graph, there are two obvious incremental update
operations: (a) inserting a graph component into another graph component when
both of them are initially disconnected components; and (b) adding a new link
between two nodes of the same graph component. We call (a) graph insertion and
(b) link insertion, while insertion and update may refer to either one of them. In
Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we will describe the details of (a) graph insertion and (b) link
insertion, respectively.

3.2 Graph Insertion
A graph insertion includes a graph into another graph, when both of them are initially
disconnected. A basic algorithm for graph insertion was developed in [49, 52, 91].
This algorithm did not permit any graph insertion if the child node of the new arc
was not the root of its subtree. In this dissertation, we have extended the graph
insertion algorithm such that it allows to insert a graph even in this case.
In designing the extended algorithm, we have considered two requirements:
first, we want to maintain computational speed for an update of the class hierarchy;
second, we want to maintain correct conceptual relations for all classes in the class
hierarchy. To simplify our update mechanism we have included a THING node as a
root of the class hierarchy. In our class hierarchy representation an initial node will
be created as a child of the THING node and this graph will be the main graph of
the class hierarchy.
62
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Due to the structure of our representation, the insertion of a graph consisting
of N nodes is much more efficient that N insertions of single nodes. In order to
increase the computational speed, we allow the existence of several subtrees that are
not connected to the main graph under the THING node. Thus, the insertion of a
disconnected graph component into the main graph will be delayed until any graph
insertion is requested that adds a new arc between two nodes which are not in the
same graph component.
We now describe the details of graph insertion. We call a disconnected
component of a graph a segment. Assume that graph insertion is invoked to add a
child node under a parent node were both should be in different segments. However,
we may have the following cases such that one or both classes do not exist. We
check whether both classes exist:
• If both do not exist, a new segment is created, that contains the two new nodes
only, and the link is inserted between them. This is a graph insertion.
• If the child does not exist, then the child is created, and the child is inserted
under the parent. This is also a graph insertion.
• If the parent does not exist, create the parent. We can divide this case
depending on whether the child is the root or not: if it is a root, then the
insertion is done as a graph insertion. We will discuss the other case below.
Assume that an insertion operation is invoked for an arc from a child node to
a parent node. We need to take into account the following two cases: both exist but
not in the same segment., or the child is not the root of its segment. Dealing with
these problems, our graph insertion will be executed as follows:
• If the child node does not belong to the graph under THING, the root of the
graph, to which the child belongs, is inserted under THING.
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• If the parent node does not belong to the graph under THING, the root of the
graph, to which the parent belongs, is inserted under THING.
(9 If both nodes are not under THING, then both roots of subgraphs to Which
the parent and the child belong are inserted under THING.
After the graph insertions of the subgraphs under THING, both classes are now in
the main graph. Then, the insertion from C to N is done as a link insertion, which
will be discussed in Section 3.3.
We will describe how to update the number pairs of nodes in the graph in
parallel. Let us consider the insertion from a child node C to a parent node N. In
this insertion, out of four areas of the spanning tree for a given graph, three areas
should be updated: the path of IS-A arcs that leads from N to the root node, the left
part of the tree, and the subtree rooted at C (Section 2.3.2). Let n be the number of
nodes in the subtree rooted at C. Only three simple rules are required for updating
the number pairs of these parts. In the following theorem, PN is the path from N
to the root. RN and LN are the nodes to the right of N, and to the left of N.
and C/ define subtrees which are rooted at N and C, respectively.
Theorem 3.1 If a graph G+ which is rooted at C and has n nodes is inserted into
a graph G under a node N, then G is updated in the following ways:
O Case 1: PN:

All the nodes in the path from N to the root have to be

incremented by (0 n).
O Case 2: LN:

All the nodes in the part left of N have to be incremented by

(n n).
O Case 3: C/: All the nodes in G+ have to be incremented by (MAX(N) MAX(N)).
O Case 4: RN & N/: There is no change to the part right of N and all nodes
under N.
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Proof of Correctness:
Case 1: All the nodes in the path will have the preorder number unchanged, because
they will be visited before G+ is encountered. However the maximum number of
every node is identical to the largest preorder number that occurs under it, and
because all preorder numbers under N have been incremented by n, it follows that
all the maximum numbers in the path from the root to N have to be incremented
by n.
Case 2: The addition of a subgraph rooted at C means that in the preorder
numbering all the nodes in the left part of G+ will be reached n steps later than
they were reached before G+ had been added. Therefore all the preorder numbers of
nodes in the left part of G+ will be incremented by n. Clearly, all nodes in the left
part of G+ are traversed at numbering time after G+. Since all preorder numbers
in the left part of G+ have been incremented by n, it follows that all the maximum
numbers in the left part of G+ have to be incremented by n.
Case 3: Since G+ is inserted into G under N as a left most child, all the nodes
in G+ will be reached after a node with the preorder number that is the same as
the maximum number of N. (Remember that the maximum number of every node
is identical to the largest preorder number that occurs under it.) Therefore, the
preorder number of nodes in G+ is incremented by the maximum number of N. The
maximum number is also incremented by the maximum number of N, for the same
reason as above.
Case 4: All the nodes in the right part of N and all the nodes under N have
unchanged number pairs. The reason for this is that G+ will be inserted under N as
a left most child and so all nodes in RN will be visited by the numbering operation
(a right-to-left traversal) before G+- is encountered. ■
In the following parallel algorithm for graph insertion, we have to overcome
a technical problem. Recognition of the areas is based on the number pairs. If we
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change the number pairs in one area, the recognition step for the next area would fail.
One solution to this problem is to use a parallel flag on every processor. Processors
are only accepted for area recognition as long as the flag is not set. Any time a
processor has its number pair changed, the flag is set. As the assignment of nodes
to areas is unique, the flag solution is sufficient to eliminate unwanted dependencies.
To avoid any confusion between subgraphs in the structure, we introduce a
unique segment number for each subgraph to distinguish it. Every update request
of any of the class hierarchies includes the segment number to specify the correct
subgraph.
We now introduce some CM-5 terminology used in the algorithms. A parallel
variable can he thought of as an array where every element is accessible in parallel
on its own processor [153]. Variables marked with !! are parallel variables, and
operations marked with !! or involving parallel variables are parallel operations.
In the algorithm, the expression PRE!! stands for a parallel variable that contains
for every node (processor) its preorder number, the expression MAX!! stands for
a parallel variable that contains for every node its maximum number, and the
expression SEG!! stands for a parallel variable that contains for every node its
segment number. In the following algorithm, we are using a set of functions:
SEGMENT(X) is a function that returns the segment number of the graph in which
a node X is located; NUMNODE(C) is a function that returns the number of nodes
in the spanning tree rooted at C. The parallel function self-address!! returns IDs of
all active processors.
The following parallel functions to identify four areas of a class hierarchy have
been introduced in Section 2.3.2: IS-PATH-P(N) returns T on every processor in
the path from N to the Root; IS-SUBTREE-P(N) returns T on every processor in
the subtree of N; IS-LEFT-P(N) returns T on every processor in the left part of N;
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IS-RIGHT-P(N) returns T on every processor in the right part of N. The parallel
update algorithm for the graph insertion is as follows:

Algorithm 3.1 Update Operation for Graph Insertion
Parallel-Graph-Insertion(N, C: Node)

In Figure 3.1, the node C is inserted under the node N in the main graph by
a graph insertion. Figure 3.1(a)-(e) show (a) the original graphs before the graph
insertion is performed; (b) graph after the graph insertion; (c) number pairs in the
graph (a); (d) number pairs after the algorithm in (Case 1); (e) number pairs after
update by (Case 2); (e) number pairs after update by (Case 3) (number pairs of the
graph (b)). Specifically, Figure 3.1(c)-(e) shows the distribution of number pairs in
our Double Strand Representation. The segment number under each number pair
with a notation [ ] or ( ) indicates which subgraph this node belongs to and the active
processor is highlighted with a thick rectangle.

3.3 Link Insertion
A link insertion adds a new connection between two nodes of an existing graph. We
limit ourselves to the case that the graph stays "legal," i.e., acyclic. The term arc
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Figure 3.2 Redundant Link Insertion
insertion will be used synonymously with link insertion. The arc inserted by this
insertion normally becomes a graph arc. A special phenomenon, when the new link
becomes a part of the tree cover while the original tree arc becomes a graph arc, will
be discussed in Chapter 4. Remember that a graph arc is an arc which is not a part
of the tree cover and is used to propagate number pairs upward according Agrawal's
method (Section 2.2.3). Thus, link insertion mainly deals with propagating number
pairs. In this section, we will show in detail the number pair propagation steps for
both Agrawal's propagation and the Maximally Reduced Propagation algorithm.

3.3.1 Validity Test for a Link Insertion
Before we get to the main part of the link insertion algorithm, we have to consider
whether the link insertion for the new link is valid or not. Suppose that we want to
insert a graph arc from C to N in a graph G. Our update mechanism will perform
the validity test for a link insertion operation. The validity test checks whether the
inserted relation between C and N already exists or whether it is an invalid link,
i.e., we are checking whether C IS-A N exists and whether N IS-A C exists. In
Figure 3.2, the newly inserted link is indicated by a thick dashed line.
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Figure 3.3 Invalid Link Insertion
If C IS-A N already exists, the new link is redundant. Specifically, if N has
a graph pair (πN µN ), C has a tree pair
µN,

µc], and π N < πc <= µC <=

then the new link from C to N becomes a redundant link. For instance,

Figure 3.2 shows two possible cases of a redundant link. In both cases, a
predecessor of C already has relations with N or its tree successors. In that
case an informative message is given, and the network is not changed. In the
same figure, the pair with the symbol "*" will not be propagated due to this
redundant link insertion.
If N IS-A C already exists, the new link would create a cycle, which we prohibit.
As examples of invalid links, see Figure 3.3. Due to the invalidity of this
insertion, the pair with the symbol "x" will not be propagated. This case can
be detected by checking the number pairs (1) whether the pair [πC µc] to be
propagated subsumes a tree pair [π N µ N ] at the parent N, i.e. πc
µN <= µc

< πN

or (2) whether the propagated pair (πc µc) subsumes a tree pair

[π N µN] at N, i.e. πc

<π

N <= µN <= pc. See Figure 3.3—(A) [5 7] at C

subsumes [7 7] at N and (B) (5 7) at C subsumes [7 7] at N. In that case
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the new link would create a cycle, which we prohibit. The link would not be
inserted in such a case and an error message is given.
If neither C IS-A N nor N

C already exists, C IS-A N is a valid link

insertion.

3.3.2 Parallel Graph Pair Propagation
A link insertion requires several steps dealing with propagating number pairs. In
this section, we will explain the details of the propagation algorithms. In addition,
we will present two kinds of parallel propagation techniques which can be applied to
the Double Strand Representation.
Suppose that we want to insert a graph arc from C to N in a graph G. Inserting
an arc from C to N means that every node in the area under C has established a
relation with every node above N. We call the area above N "target of propagation" and the area below C "source of propagation." This effect can be achieved
by propagating pairs from the source of propagation to the target of propagation.
This requires the following processes: (1) collect all graph pairs in the source of
propagation; (2) identify every predecessor and eliminate all potential redundant
pairs; (3) enumerate all predecessors in the target of propagation; (4) propagate the
graph pairs to every predecessor.
Before we present details of propagation steps, we will present two approaches
of number pair propagation which can be applied in our distributed representation.

3.3.2.1 Parallel Propagation Techniques
If there is more than one pair to be propagated, we need to perform the above four
steps serially in proportion to the number of pairs to be propagated. However, we
have found an efficient way to propagate multiple pairs in parallel. Now we will
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present more details of these propagation techniques and compare them in terms of
runtime for propagation and space for number pairs.
We distinguish between two cases: (1) one-to-many-propagation (2) many-tomany propagation. One-to-many propagation propagates one number pair of C at
a time to N and its predecessors while many-to-many propagation propagates all
number pairs at C to N and its predecessors.
There is a tradeoff between computation time and space. With one-to-many
propagation we need serial processing to propagate several number pairs. However,
we can eliminate every redundant pair during this propagation process. With manyto-many propagation, we can propagate every number associated with the child node
C but some redundant pairs will appear during this propagation.
Remember that in the Double Strand Representation, there are two strands,
the graph pairs strand and the tree pairs strand (Section 2.3.3.2). In the graph
pairs strand, a pair of processors is used to represent a graph pair. As mentioned
previously, during these one-to-many and many-to-many propagations, only graph
pairs will be generated. Thus, we will explain how to map the graph pairs onto
the graph pairs strand in the Double Strand Representation. Now we will show the
details of the two approaches to propagation.
One-to-Many Propagation
In the first approach, for every processor Ni to which a pair V is propagated we
need to generate a new entry for the graph pairs strand. This new entry consists
of the tree pair of Ni and of V: (Tree-Pair(N1), V), (Tree-Pair(N2 ), V), ..., (TreePair(Nk ), V), where k is the number of predecessors. These newly generated pairs
have to be assigned to 2 * k currently unused contiguous processors to the left of
(Figure 2.11). If p number pairs need to be propagated, we have to serially execute
this process p times.
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Figure 3.4 One-to-Many Propagation in Double Strand Representation
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For an example of the one-to-many approach, see Fi g. 3.4. Due to inserting
the arc from H to E, the tree pair V = [5 5] of H should be propagated to every
,
predecessor of E, and E itself (E, C, B, A). As A has a tree pair [1 8], we do
not need to propagate [5 5] to A. In our terminology, only E, C, B are. targets of
propagation. For propagating [5 5], we need to find the appropriate IDs of processors
to which (5 5) is assigned (in parallel).
For the one-to-many algorithm, we develop a parallel function to find proper
processor Ms for each propagated pair (Fig. 2.10). First, we activate processors in the
tree and graph pairs strands that correspond to predecessors N to which we want to
propagate a specific graph pair V. Second, there is a parallel operation, enumerate!!,
on the CM-5 that will assign numbers 0, 1, 2 ... to active processors. Third, we
define a parallel function T to compute the processor ID where the processor with
the number x (assigned by the enumerate function) should deposit its number pair.

(3.1)
where 0 < x <

T

computes the odd position, and we generate the pair

for (Tree-Pair(Ni ), V).
During the propagation, we may have to consider two problem cases caused by
redundant pairs. Let a pair [πi pi] be the newly propagated pair and let another
pair [πj µ j] be a pair at a target node of propagation. In the first case, if the pair
[πj µi] is enclosing the newly propagated pair [πi µi], i.e., πi < πi and µi < µi,
then we do not need to propagate the pair [πi pi] to this target. In the second case,
if a pair [πj
3 πj

µi], at the target is enclosed by the propagated pair [πi µi], i.e., πi <

and µj < µi, then the pair [πj µj] must be replaced by [πi
To deal with these problems, procedures are necessary to identify the appro-

priate target processors. Finding tree predecessors in the first step above is done
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differently than finding graph predecessors. Additionally, detecting redundant pairs
requires different processes in tree and graph predecessors.
Therefore, two steps are required for mapping each predecessor to its corresponding processor ID in the graph pairs strand: one for tree predecessors and
another for graph predecessors. In Fig. 3.4, when inserting the arc from H to E, we
first activate every tree predecessor of E (C and E itself), but not A. Similarly we
activate every graph predecessor of E (B). Then, we call enumerate!! and assign
numbers, 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The tree pairs of C and H are assigned to 1019
and 1020 which arc

Similarly

the tree pairs of E and H are stored at 1017 and 1018, the tree pairs of B and II at
1015 and 1016.
Parallel Algorithms for One-to-Many Propagation
We will now present our parallel propagation algorithms for the one-to-many
approach. As mentioned previously, we need the following steps:
Step 1: collect all graph pairs in the source of propagation into the set of sources;
Step 2: mark every predecessor of the parent node N and eliminate all potential
redundant pairs from the set of sources and omit every predecessor which may
generate some redundant pairs from the marked predecessors;
Step 3: identify all marked predecessors in the target of propagation and accumulate
them into the set of targets;
Step 4: propagate the graph pairs in the set of sources to every predecessor in the
set of targets.
Step 1: Set Graph Pairs at Source of Propagation
Every pair to be propagated is available in Source because every graph pair under
Source must have been propagated to Source already. We just need to identify all
graph pairs associated with Source.
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In the following algorithm, the clause ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
consists of two parts. The first part describes a set of processors to be activated.
The second part, starting with DO, describes what operations should be performed
on all active processors. Remember that the tree pairs are stored to the left of Φr and
the graph pairs are stored to the right of Φr in the Double Strand Representation.
The Boolean function evertp!! returns TRUE on a processor if the processor's ID is
an even number.

Algorithm 3.2 Parallel Detect-Source-Set
Detect-Source-Set (C: Node)
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
PRE!![self-address!!()] =!! PRENUM(tree-pair(C)) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] =!! MAXNUM(tree-pair(C)) AND!!
self-address!!() > Φr AND!!
oddp!!(self-address!!())
BEGIN
Return self-address!!() +!! 1
END
Step 2: Eliminate Redundant Pairs
During the number pairs propagation, we may have to consider two problem cases
caused by redundant pairs. Let a pair (πi µi) be the newly propagated pair and
let another pair (πj
(πj

µj)
µ jj) be a pair at a target node of propagation. In the first

problem case, a pair
(πj

µi) at the target is enclosed by the propagated pair

the pairbe replaced by (πi
, i.e., irz < πi and (πj
µ < µµi,)then
must
π µi). We
can further divide the first case into three subcases of subsumption, as shown in
Figure 3.5 which will be discussed now. (a) In the first subcase, the propagated tree
pair ( c µc) might subsume a pair ( N µN ) at the parent node N. In that case,
the pair ( N µ N) at N becomes a redundant pair, i.e..

c<

N < µN < µc. For

instance, in Figure 3.5-(Case 1) (7 7) would be replaced by the propagated pair
(6 7). Thus, this pair does not need to be propagated to any predecessors of T. (b)
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Figure 3.5 Four Kinds of Redundant Pairs
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In the second subcase, the propagated pair (πe µc) might subsume a graph pair (πT
µT) at T, a predecessor of N, i.e. πc < πT < µT < µc See Figure 3.5-(Case 2)
(7 7) at T is subsumed by (6 7) propagated from C. In that case the graph pair
(7 7) at T is a redundant pair, so that (7 7) is replaced by (6 7). (c) In the last
subcase, a graph pair Ore µc) at C to be propagated might subsume a graph pair
( N µN) propagated to the parent node N. As an example, (6 7) propagated from
C subsumes (7 7) in N in Figure 3.5~(Case 3). In that case the redundant pair
(7 7) will be replaced by (6 7) at N.
In the second problem case, the pair (

µj ) encloses the newly propagated

π < πi and µi < µj, and we do not need to propagate the pair
πj
pair (πi µi), i.e., πj
(πi pi) to this target. The propagated pair (πc µc) might subsume a graph pair (π N
µn) propagated from T to the parent node N. As an example, in Figure 3.5-(Case
4) (6 7) at N subsumes the newly propagated pair (7 7) at C. This pair (7 7) does
not. need to be propagated to T.
Note that, due to propagation, redundant pairs could appear in the marked
predecessors. As mentioned before, there are two problem cases caused by redundant
pairs. In the first case, the problem could occur only in graph pairs because in this
step we are dealing with replacing enclosed pairs with enclosing pairs while in the
second case it could occur either in tree pairs or in graph pairs.
Finding tree predecessors will be different from finding graph predecessors
because the tree pairs and the graph pairs are stored in a different form in the
tree pairs strand and in the graph pairs strand, respectively. The function targetaddress!!() returns addresses of the target processors of the propagated pairs for
tree predecessors and graph predecessors uniformly. In the algorithm, the expression
redundant!! stands for a boolean parallel variable that marks all redundant pairs in
the predecessors. As before, in the following functions the expression mar k!![x] := y
means that the pear mark!! on the processor with ID x is assigned the value y.
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Algorithm 3.3 Parallel Collect Target
Mark-Predecessor(N-Pair, M-Pair: Pair)
; Activate every predecessor of a node N which is not predecessor
; of the node M, where N is a new parent node of C and M is the tree
; parent of the child node C. The nodes N and M have the tree pairs N-Pair
; and M-Pair, respectively. Then set the flag mark!! on the graph predecessors.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
PRENself-a,ddress!!0] <!! PRENUM(N-Pair) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] >!! MAXNUM(N-Pair) AND!!
NOTNPREP[self-address!!()] <!! PRENUM(M-Pair) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] >!! MAXNUM(M-Pair))
DO BEGIN
mark!![target-address!!()]:= 1
; set predecessors
END
In the following algorithm, we will present the solution for these problems.
For the first case, in the IF!! clause, we examine whether any graph pair in the
predecessors is subsumed by the newly propagated pairs but only check the even
processors in the graph pairs strand using evenp!! because every graph pair is stored
at the even processors in the graph pairs strand. In contrast, for the second case, we
examine whether any graph pair and any tree pair in the predecessors is subsuming
the newly propagated pair because if that is true, we do not have to propagate
the new pair any further. In both cases, the boolean pvar redundant!! is set and
additionally, in the first case, the enclosed pair is replaced with the number pair to
be propagated.
In the propagation, we replace the redundant pairs as just described.

Algorithm 3.4 Parallel Redundant Pairs Elimination
Redundant-Pair-Elimination(PM-Pair-V: Pair)
; Replace the pair at the target processor with the newly propagated
; pair PM-pair-V in the first case, set the flag redundant!! on
; the target processor in both cases.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
mark!![target-address!!()] =!! 1
DO BEGIN
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; Check whether it is the first case of redundant pairs.
; If yes, replace the preorder number and the maximum number.
IF!! (PR,Elself-address!!()] >!! PRENUM(PM-Pair-V) AND!!"
MAX!![self-address!!()) <!! maxnum(PM-Pair-V) AND!!
evenp!!(self-address!!()) AND!!
self-address!!() >!! Φr) THEN
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= PRENUM(PA/I-Pai.r-V)
MAX!![self-address!!()[:= MAXNUM(PM-Pair-V)
redundanth[target-address!!()]:= 1 ; set the flag
; check whether it is the second case of redundant pairs.
; If yes, set the flag redundant!!.
IF!! (PRENself-address!!()] <!! PRENUM(PM-Pair-V) AND!!
MAX!![se]f-address!!()] >!! MAXNUM(PM-Pair-V)) THEN
redundant!![target-address!!()]:= 1
; set the flag
END IF!!
END
Step 3: Set Target of Propagation
Now we have to identify every predecessor of the target. The common predecessors
of the new parent and the old parent of the target are excluded from this because
the common predecessors already have all graph pairs of Source.
At this stage, the boolean pvar mark!! is set for every predecessor of the
given node and the boolean pvar redundant!! is set for the processors at which
redundant pairs might appear due to the number pair propagation. The next step is
to enumerate processors which are predecessors without redundant pairs.

Algorithm 3.5 Parallel Order-Strand
Order-Strand( )
; Enumerate the marked predecessors. No parameter is needed,
; because the global variable mark!! is already set on the predecessors.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
mark!![self-address!!()] =!! 1 AND!!
NOTNredundantniself-address!!()] =!! 1.) AND!!
self-address!!() <!!
DO BEGIN
Pos!![self-address!!()]:= enumerate(self-address!!())
END
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Step 4: Propagate Pairs from Source to Target
Now every preliminary step for mapping each predecessor to its corresponding
processor ID in the graph pairs strand is finished. Finally, using the functions
7-(x) and 7-(x) + 1, the propagation is performed in the following two steps. First,
the copies of the tree pairs of the target nodes are copied to their destinations on
odd processors. Then the unique pair to be propagated, V, is propagated to the
corresponding even processors. Pos!! stands for a parallel variable that contains the
numbers 0, 1, 2 ... assigned by enumerate!! in Order-Strand.

Algorithm 3.6 Parallel Pair Assignment
Assign-Pair(PM-Pair-V: Pair)
; Propagate Ui pairs to the targets of propagation. The processor IDs
; for the targets are calculated by 'T(x).
; Propagate the same pair PM-Pair-V to the targets of propagation.
; The processor IDs for the targets are calculated by T(x ) +1.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
Pos!! >!! 0
DO BEGIN
PRE!![Φr - (Pos!! + 1) * 2]:= PRE!![self-address!!()] ; T(x)
MAX!![Φr - (Pos!! + 1) * 2]:= MAX!!
PRE!![Φr - (Pos!! + 1) * 2 + 1]:= prenum(PM-Pair-V) ; T(x) + 1
MAX!![Φr - (Pos!! + 1) * 2 + 1]:= maxnum(PM-Pair-V)
END
Now comes the top level propagation algorithm which combines the above
algorithms. It propagates every number pair of a node C to the targets of propagation
which were defined by the predecessors of N. The node M is the tree parent of the
child node C.

Algorithm 3.7 Top Level of Parallel One-to-Many Propagation
Parallel-Pairs-Propagation(N, M, C: Node)
; N-Pair and M-Pair are the tree pairs of a node N and a node M, respectively.
; PM-Pair-V is a pair at C to be propagated.
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Set:= Detect-Source-Set(C)
Mark-Predecessor (N-Pair, M-Pair)
; mark tree predecessors of N
FOR Each Pair PM-Pair-V in Set DO
Redundant-Pair-Elimination (PM-Pair-V); eliminate any redundant pairs
Order-Strand()
; enumerate the marked processors
Assign-Pair( P M-Pair-V)
; propagate U and V pairs
Unset-Pvars
; do some house keeping
END FOR
END
Many-to-Many Propagation
In the second approach, for every processor Ni to which the pairs Vj are propagated
we need to generate a new entry for the graph pairs strand. This new entry consists of
the tree pair of Ni and of

(Tree-Pair(N1 ),

Pair(Ni ), Vu), (Tree-Pair(N2 ), Vp),

(Tree-Pair(Nk ), V1 ), ..., (Tree-

(Tree-Pair(Nk ), Vp), where k is the number

of predecessors and p is the number of number pairs to be propagated. These newly
generated pairs have to be assigned to 2 * k *p processors to the left of Φr in parallel.
All p pairs will be parallelly mapped onto the processors in the graph pairs strand.
Now we will describe parallel functions for the many-to-many propagation. In
this propagation we might propagate more than one pair to more than one predecessor in parallel. Let (U1 , . . Uk ) be the tree pairs of target predecessors, N1 , ...,
Nk, where k is the number of target predecessors. Let (V1,

Vp) be the pairs to

be propagated, where p is the number of the pairs to be propagated. Then p * k new
graph pairs will be generated at the 2*p* k processors in the graph pairs strand from
this propagation: < (U1 , V1 ) (U1, V2) ... (Uk, Vp) >. Note that a graph pair requires
a pair of processors such that U and V pairs can be represented.
To express this propagation clearly, see Figure 3.6. By inserting an arc from J
to E, the tree pair [8 8] and the graph (7 7) at need to be propagated to {E, C,
B. By this propagation, 2* 2 * 3 = 12 pairs will be generated in our Double Strand
Representation, namely < ((9 9) (8 8)) ((9 9) (7 7)) ... ((10 10) (7 7)) >.
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Now, we will explain the details of the many-to-many propagation technique;
In this propagation, each of the p pairs needs to be combined with each of the
tree pairs of the k predecessors to generate the p * k new graph pairs. For the
parallel propagation of the pairs, we need a two step propagation approach: baselevel propagation and secondary-level propagation.
In the base-level propagation, we propagate the minimum number of pairs
necessary to generate a single copy of every pair combination. They are composed
of the k tree pairs of the target predecessors and the p pairs to be propagated.
In the case of the example in Figure 3.6, {[9 9 [10 10] [11 11] (7 7) (8 8)}
are the minimum number pairs for the base-level propagation. In the secondarylevel propagation, the pairs propagated during the base-level propagation will be
duplicated into other processors. Specifically, the minimum necessary information
consists of the pairs to be propagated, every one stored on one processor plus the
tree pairs of the target predecessors, every one also stored on one processor. The
minimum necessary information can be organized in the format required by the graph
pairs strand. Therefore it is stored in the graph pairs strand, eliminating the need
for auxiliary storage.
A base-level processor is a processor which will get a pair during base-level
propagation. A secondary-level processor is any processor which will get a pair from
a base level processor. For instance, as in Figure 3.6, if we have 3 target predecessors
{E, B, C} and 2 number pairs { (8 8) (7 7)} to be propagated, we generate k * p
= 3 * 2 = 6 graph pairs requiring a pair of processors (U, V) for each graph pair
and therefore we require t = 2 * k p = 2 * 3 * 2 = 12 target processors at the
graph pairs strand. The required number of base-level processors is the sum of the
target predecessors and the number pairs to be propagated. In our example there
are k + p = 3 + 2 = 5 base-level processors and t - k * p = 12 - 5 = 7 secondarylevel processors. First, we propagate the U and V pairs to the base-level processors.
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Then, the propagated U and V pairs in the base-level processors are additionally
propagated to the secondary-level processors.
We need a function to compute the addresses of base-level processors. Let (U1,
Uk ) be the tree pairs of target predecessors, N1,
of target predecessors. Let (V1 ,

Nk, where k is the number

Vp ) be the pairs to be propagated, where p is

the number of these pairs. For U and V pair propagation, we need two functions
to compute the addresses of the base-level target processors. First, U and V pairs
are separately enumerated by enumerate!!. In the following formulas, B,, computes
the processor IDs of destinations to store U pairs, By computes the processor IDs of
destinations to store V pairs, and i and j stand for indices from the parallel function
enumerate!! for U and V pairs, respectively. Assume that 0 < i < k and 0 < j < p.

(3.2)
(3.3)
In Figure 3.6, indices (i) 0, 1, 2 are assigned to the processors with the tree pairs
[11 11], [10 10], and [9 9] by the parallel function enumerate!!. The target addresses
for these U pairs will be computed by the formula Bu(i). Assume that Φr = 1014.
For instance, the target address for the U pair [11 11] is B,,(0) = 1014 —0-1 = 1013.
Similarly, [10 10] and [9 9] will be assigned 1011 and 1009, respectively. For V pairs
propagation, indices (j) 0, 1 are assigned to (8 8) and (7 7). Then, by the formula
B„(j), the target addresses for these V pairs are computed, i.e., Bv(0) = 1014— 0 =
1014, B„(1) = 1014 — 1 * 2 * 3 = 1008.
Now we need functions for the secondary-level propagation based on U and V
pairs in the base-level processors. First, activate every processor located between Φr
and c1 — 2 * p * k where p and k are the numbers of number pairs and predecessors,
respectively. Then, we need to compute the addresses of source processors which
contain the minimum number pairs propagated by the base-level propagation. These
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functions compute the source addresses for the secondary-level- processors in contrast
to the functions in the base-level propagation which compute the addresses of target
processors. Finally, the source processors computed by the following two functions
will be mapped into the active processors.
Here are the functions for computing the source addresses for the secondarylevel processors.
e For U pairs,
(3.4)
where x stands for an odd address of target processors to store V pairs and. Φr
-2*k*p<x<
e For V pairs in the secondary-level propagation, we are using a similar technique
to the base-level propagation. V pairs are propagated to the target predecessors and when the ID of target processors is y, its source processors' IDs are
calculated by
(3.5)
where y stands for an even address of target processors to store V pairs and

Now, we can propagate the pairs (U1 , V1)

(Uk , Vp) according to the four equations

for the target addresses in the base-level propagation and the secondary-level propagation.
In the example of Figure 3.6, the secondary-level propagation are performed in
the secondary-level processors in parallel using the formulas Su and Sy For instance,
for the processor with ID = 1007, the pair in the processor with ID = 1013 will be
assigned by the following function.
For x = 1007,
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For x = 1005, Su(1005) = 1011 and for r = 1003, Su(1003) = 1009, and so on. Every
processor with odd processor ID between Φr and Φr - 2 * k * p will in parallel be
assigned the number pair of its target processor calculated by Su(x).
As an example of secondary-level V pairs propagation, Sv will compute 1014
as a base-level processor ID for the given processor with ID 1012. Thus, the V pair
in the processor with ID 1014, propagated during the base-level propagation, will be
propagated to the processor with ID 1012 for the secondary-level propagation.

For p = 1010, Sv(1010) = 1014, for y = 1006, Sv(1006) = 1008, and so on. Every
processor with even processor ID between Φr and (Φr - 2 * k * p will in parallel be
assigned the number pair of its base-level processor calculated by Sv (y). Using the
base-level and the secondary-level propagations, the many-to-many propagation is
completed.
Unlike the one-to-many propagation, the many-to-many propagation requires
only one mapping for tree and graph predecessors to their corresponding processor
IDs becaused we do not eliminate the redundant pairs during the propagation. This
permits the simpler mapping and results in the multiple pairs propagation although
redundant pairs may appear during this propagation.
Parallel Algorithms for Many-to-Many Propagation
Let us see the detailed algorithms for the many-to-many propagation. As mentioned
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previously, more than one pair can be propagated to predecessors in parallel in manyto-many propagation. However, we do not eliminate any redundant pairs we might
create during the propagation. Only the following three steps are necessary: (1)
collect a set of sources, (2) collect a set of targets, and (3) propagate all pairs in the
set of sources to all predecessors in the set of targets.
Steps (1) and (2) are equivalent to the one-to-one technique. However, step
(3) needs two phases of propagation: base-level propagation and secondary-level
propagation. The base-level propagation can further be divided into U pair and V
pair propagations. Remember that U pairs are tree pairs of the target nodes and V
pairs are pairs to be propagated.

Algorithm 3.8 Parallel Base Level U-Pair Propagation
Base-Level-U-Pair-Propagate(N: Node)
; Enumerate every predecessor and store its number pair in PRE!! and
; MAX!! temporary pears.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
; Identify all tree predecessors of N.
(PRE!![self-address!!() <!! PRENUM(tree-pair(N)) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] >!! MAXNUM(tree-pair(N)) AND!!
self-address!!() <!! Φr)
OR!!
; Identify all graph predecessors of N.
(self-address!!() >!! Φr AND!!
source-address!!() =!! self-address(N))
BEGIN
PRE!![(Φr - enumerate!! * 2 - 1]:= PREll[self-address!!()]
MAX!![Φr - enumerate!! * 2 - 1]:= MAX!![self-address!!()]
END

Algorithm 3.9 Base Level V-Pair Propagation
; Enumerate the pairs to be propagated and assign to a temporary pvar.
Base-Level-V-Pair-Propagate(N: Node)
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
target-address!!() =!! self-address(N) AND!!
self-address!!() >!!
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BEGIN
PRE!![(Φr - enumerate!! * 2 * k]:= PRE!![self-address!!()]
MAX!![Φr --- enumerate!! * 2* k]:= MAX!![self-address!!()]
END

Algorithm 3.10 Secondary Level Pairs Propagation
Secondary-Level-UV-Pair-Propagate()
; Propagate in parallel (U1 , . • ., Un) pairs to the targets of propagation
; whose processor IDs are calculated by Su (x).
; Propagate the pairs (V1 ,
Vp ) to the targets of propagation.
; The processor IDs for the targets are calculated by Sv(y).
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
self-address!!() > Φr AND!!
self-address!!() < (Φr -!! 2 * p * k)
DO BEGIN
IF!!(ocldp!!(self-address!!())
; assign pre and max of V to processors with IDs computed by Su(x).
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= PRE!![Φr - ((Φr - self-address!!()) MOD!! (2*k))]
MAX!![self-address!!()]:= MAX!![Φr - self-address!!()) MOD!! (2*k))]
ENDIF!!
IF!!(evenp!!(self-address!!()))
; assign pre and max of U to processors with IDs computed by Sv (y).
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= PRE!![Φr - 2* k * ((Φr - self-address!!())/(2 * k))]
MAX!![self-address!!()]:= MAX!![ Φr - 2* k * ((Φr - self-address!!())/(2 * k))]
ENDIF!!
END
Now comes the top level propagation algorithm for the many-to-many
approach.

Algorithm 3.11 Top Level of Parallel Many-to-Many Propagation
Many-to-Many-Propagation(N, M, C: Node)
; N-Pair and M-Pair are the tree pairs of a node N and a node M, respectively.
; PM-Pair-V is a pair at C to be propagated.
Initialize-Pvars()
Set:= Detect-Source-Set(C)
Mark-Predecessor (N-Pair, M-Pair)
; mark tree predecessors of N
Order-Strand()
; enumerate the marked processors
Base-Level-U-Propagate(N)
; enumerate the target processors
Base-Level-V-Propagate()
; enumerate the number pairs
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Secondary-Level-UV-Pair-Propagate() ; propagate UL and Vj pairs
Unset-Pvars
; do some house keeping
END FOR
END
3.3.3 Maximally Reduced Propagation
We have introduced the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover in Section 2.3.1. In this
section, we will present in detail how to propagate number pairs in the Maximally
Reduced Tree Cover representation dealing with updates of a class hierarchy.
Let "B IS-A* A" mean that there is a path of IS-A arcs from B to A. If B
IS-A* A, all successors of B are successors of A. 'Whenever there is a tree path from
B to A, we claim that we can achieve the effect of having all graph pairs of B at
A, without actually propagating these pairs to A, resulting in an additional saving

of space. Above "achieve the effect of having all graph pairs" means that we can
perform constant time subclass verification and all operations that rely on subclass
verification, including propagation itself.
Lemma 3.1 There is a tree path from B to A iff the tree pair [πB, µ B] forms a
subinterval of the tree pair [π A,
Proof: Trivial, by the definition of the tree numbering.
Now let's think about the other case, in which the path contains at least one
graph arc from B to A.
Lemma 3.2 If there is a graph, labeled according to the Hydra representation, with
a graph arc from B to A and B has a pair [πB, µB] and A has a pair [π A , µ A] and
A has in tree predecessors then (1) there exists a pair (πh , ,µB) at A and (2) there

exists a pair [π x, µ x] at each predecessor of A, such that

πX <

πA and µ A <

Proof: (1) follows from the need to propagate (713 , µB) according to the Hydra
representation. (2) follows by applying Lemma 3.1 m times.
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Figure 3.7 Maximally Reduced Tree Cover

Figure 3.8 Maximally Reduced Propagation
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In effect (Figure 3.7), Lemma 3.2 will permit us to verify that D is a successor of
any tree predecessor of I, without propagating D's pair [9 9] to I's tree predecessors
(H, G, P, A).
We will now present a propagation algorithm that propagates a smaller number
of graph pairs than Agrawal's optimal tree cover. However, due to our parallel
implementation in the Double Strand Representation, the resulting structure still
permits us to perform transitive closure operations in constant time. As mentioned
earlier we call this the "maximally reduced propagation algorithm."
Referring to Figure 3.8, our claim is that we need to propagate all pairs of B
and all graph pairs of B's tree successors to weak predecessors of B only, to maintain
constant time queries. How do we find all weak predecessors of a node B? We will
now develop a parallel algorithm to identify all "weak predecessors" of a node.
Lemma 3.3 Iff C is a graph labeled according to Agrawal's algorithm and the node
I is a weak predecessor of D, then the node I will have at least one graph pair
propagated from D or from a tree predecessor of D.
As an example of Lemma 3.3, in Figure 3.7, E and I are both weak predecessors
of D. I receives the pair (9 9) from D, while E must have a graph pair from C,
namely (8 9). The proof relies on Figure 3.7, but the arguments given are perfectly
general.
Proof: Case 1: Let's assume that we insert a graph arc from D to I. All pairs of
D need to be propagated to I, which is a weak predecessor. This is directly following
the Hydra Representation. Case 2: Now, let's assume that there are several tree
predecessors of D. Let C be one of the tree predecessors of D. By inserting a graph
arc from C to E, all pairs of C should be propagated to E, following again Agrawal's
algorithm. Because E is a weak predecessor of D, and E receives at least C's tree
pair by propagation, the Lemma is true in this case too.

IN
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Based on Lemmas 3.1 - 3.3, a number pairs propagation algorithm is developed.
We now describe the parallel propagation algorithm that shows which number pairs
should be there for any given graph, according to our theory. This algorithm defines
what it means for a graph to be correctly numbered according to the Maximally
Reduced Propagation algorithm.
Suppose that we want to insert a graph arc from B to A in a graph G. The
insertion of an arc from B to A means that every node in the segment under B
has established a relation with every node above A. We call the segment above A
"target of propagation" and the segment below B "source of propagation." The
main difference between the number pair propagations in the optimal tree cover
representation and in the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover representation is that the
ranges of the target of propagation and the source of propagation have been extended.
Specifically, the targets of propagation are all weak predecessors and the sources of
propagation are all tree successors of B (including B).
This effect can be achieved by propagating the pairs from the source of propagation to the target of propagation. This requires the following processes: (1) Collect
every graph pair in the source of propagation into a set, called "a set of sources."
Pairs to be propagated are available in every
, tree successor of B (including B).
(2) Eliminate every potentially redundant pair from the set of sources. (3) Identify
every weak predecessor and omit all weak predecessors which will cause any potential
redundant pairs. Then accumulate them into a set, called "a set of targets." (4)
Propagate the graph pairs in the set of sources to every weak predecessor in the set
of targets.
Step 1: Collect Graph Pairs at Weak Predecessors
The number pairs propagated through a relation from B to A might not be available
in B, because graph pairs are propagated only to the "weak predecessors" by our
Maximally Reduced Propagation algorithm when an arc is inserted into a graph.
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Therefore, we need to collect propagated graph pairs from all the tree successors of
B (including B itself). In other words, in this step we are searching downwards from
B for tree successors (sources of propagation) because some tree successors of B are
guaranteed to have pairs that should be propagated to 13, but are not; we have the
effect of propagating these pairs without actually doing so.
In the following algorithm, we identify every tree successor S of the child node
C (including C itself) and mark them. This step can be done by comparing the tree
pair of nodes with the tree pair of C for a node Si where 1 < i < n and [si ti] is the
tree pair of

Algorithm 3.12 Parallel Detection for Set of Sources in Maximally Reduced Tree
Cover Representation
Detect-Weak-Source-Set (C: Node)
; Activate every tree successor of the child node C (including C itself)
; Then mark processors containing graph pairs of the active node.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
self-address!!() >!! Φr, AND!!
oddp!!(self-address!!()) AND!!
PRE!! [self-address!!()] >1! PRENUM(tree-pair(C)) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] <!! MAXNUM(tree-pair(C))
DO BEGIN
; set source of propagation
mark!![source-address!!()]:= 1
END

Step 2: Eliminate Redundant Pairs
Now we will show why the redundant pairs occur and how to deal with these
redundant pairs. A redundant pair is a result of redundant relations between nodes.
An important point with the Maximally Reduced Propagation is that the area where
the redundant pairs could appear is limited to the end of each weakly terminated path
in a graph. However, the detection of redundant pairs in the Maximally Reduced
Tree Cover becomes more complicated than in Agrawal's tree cover.
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Figure 3.9 Three Kinds of Subsumption
Assume that new graph links (using thick dashed lines) are inserted into three
graphs (A) — (C) as shown in Figure 3.9. Three kinds of subsumptions may occur
during the above insertions in graphs (A) — (C). The case (A) will be discussed now
and the cases (B) and (C) will be discussed in. Step 3.
(A) Eliminate Redundant Pairs from Set of Sources: We now deal with how
to identify the set of sources without any redundant pairs. For instance, a link from
a node V to T is inserted and the tree pair of V is propagated to T according to the
Maximally Reduced Propagation technique in Figure 3.9(A). The newly propagating
pair (7 7) at T might be subsumed by a pair (6 7) already existing at a predecessor S.
In that case, the propagated pair (7 7) will be redundant at S, i.e. 6 < 7 <= 7 <= 7
but not at T. Therefore, (7 7) would be propagated to T but will not be considered
as a graph pair of S because of (6 7). In the case of propagating graph pairs of S to
any weak predecessors of 5, this pair (7 7) will not be propagated. In general, if (u
v) at an upper node subsumes (s t) at a lower node, i.e., u < s < t <, then (s t) is
a redundant pair at the set of sources.
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Algorithm 3.13 Eliminating Redundant Pairs from Set of Sources

Step 3: Mark Target of Propagation
This step is to identify every weak predecessor of a given node N and accumulate
them in a set of targets. How do we find all the weak predecessors of a node N? In
Lemma 3.3 we have shown that iff G is a graph labeled according to the Maximally
Reduced Propagation and I is a weak predecessor of D, then I will have at least one
graph pair propagated from D or from a tree predecessor of D (Figure 3.7). Based
on this theorem, we shall now develop an efficient algorithm to identify all "weak
predecessors" of a node.
Lemma 3.3 guarantees that information from D is available at E. Lemma 3.2
on the other hand expresses that information from A does not need to be passed
further up (Figure 3.8). The following parallel algorithm that identifies all weak
predecessors of a node A is based on Lemma 3.3.

Algorithm 3.14 Parallel Weak Predecessor Detection
Mark-Weak-Predecessors(N, M: Node)
Activate every weak predecessor of a node N which is not weak predecessor
; of the node M, where N is a new parent node of C and M is the tree
; parent of the child node C. Then set the flag markfl.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
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self-address!!() >!! Φr AND!!
oddp!!(self-address!!()) AND!!
PRE!![self-address!!()] <!! PRENUM(tree-pair(N)) AND!!
MAX!![seli-address!!()] >!! MAXNUM(tree-pair(N)) AND!!
NOT!! (PRE!![self-acidress!!()] <!! PRENUM(tree-pair(N)) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] >I! MAXNUM(tree-pair(N)))
DO BEGIN
markltarget-address!!()]:= 1
; set target of propagation
END

In summary, we activate all the predecessors that have a number pair including
the number pair of A as a graph pair. These are all the weak predecessors of A.
(B) Eliminate Redundant Pairs from Graph Pairs: We examine whether any •
graph pair in the weak predecessors or in any of its tree predecessors is subsumed by
the newly propagated pairs. If that is true, then the enclosed pair will be eliminated
because it becomes a redundant pair due to the newly propagated pair.
In Figure 3.9-(B), since a link from U to T is inserted, the graph pair (6 7) is
newly propagated to T. However, the graph pair (7 7) at, S is subsumed by (6 7)
at T. In that case the existing graph pair (7 7) at S is not necessary because the
relation between V and S can be verified by the newly propagated pair (6 7) at T.
Thus, the pair (7 7) will be eliminated from S.

Algorithm 3.15 Parallel Elimination of Redundant Pairs
Eliminate-Redundant-Pairs(P: Pair)
; Activate processors with mark!! set from Mark-Weak-Predecessors.
; Check whether any processor is associated with a graph pair (u v) such that
;
µc where P is (πc
πc<uv µc). If yes, then reset the redundant
; pair (u v) with (-1 -1).
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
mark!![target-address!!()] H! 1 AND!!
self-address!!() >!! Φr AND!!
evenp!!(self-address!!()) AND!!
PRE!![self-address!!()] >!! PRENUM(P) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] <!! MAXNUM(P)
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DO BEGIN
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= ; unset the redundant pair
MAX!![self-address!!()]:= -1
; unset the redundant pair
END
(C) Eliminate Redundant Target from Set of Targets: In contrast to the
case of eliminating a redundant pair from existing graph pairs, for this case, we
examine whether any graph pair or any tree pair in the predecessors is subsuming
the newly propagated pair. If that is true, we do not have to propagate the new pair
any further.
For instance, since a link from V to S is inserted, the graph pair (7 7) is
supposed to propagate to S. Due to the graph pair (6 7) at T, the new graph pair
(7 7) will be a redundant pair at S. In this case (Figure 3.9--(C)) the Maximally
Reduced Propagation algorithm will not propagate the redundant pair.

Algorithm 3.16 Parallel Elimination of Redundant Targets
Eliminate-Redundant-Targets(P: Pair)
; Activate processors with mark!! set from Mark-Weak-Predecessors.
; Check whether it is associated with a graph pair (u v) such that
; u < πC < µC < v where P is (πC µC). If yes, unmark the target of propagation.
; In this case, (πc µ c) will not be propagated to the target of propagation.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
mark!![target-address!!()] =!! 1 AND!!
self-address!!() >!!
AND!!
evenpfl(self-address!!()) AND!!
PRE!![self-address!!()) <!! PRENUM(P) AND!!
MAX!![self-address!!()] >!! MAXNUM(P)
DO BEGIN
; unset the target of propagation
mark:= -1
END
Step 4: Propagate Pairs from Source to Target
We shall now show the top level implementation of maximally reduced propagation
which propagates all pairs in the set of sources to all weak predecessors in the set of
targets. Each step in the following algorithm is a parallel algorithm. Only when more
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than one graph pair needs to be propagated, we have to propagate each pair serially
Alternatively, we can apply the many-to-many propagation algorithm from Section
3.3.2. All redundant pairs appearing during the propagation will be eliminated.

3.3.4 Propagation in a Mixed Relational Hierarchy
In this section, the update mechanism dealing with a mixed relational hierarchy will
be discussed. We need to show how the insertions can be performed in a mixed
relational hierarchy. Remember that in case of a non IS-A relation, when a new
link is inserted between two existing nodes, the link is inserted as a graph arc. This
requires only local changes without any global transformations. Therefore, we will
explain how to perform the number pair propagation in a mixed relational hierarchy.
If a new non-IS-A relation is inserted between two nodes that are also new,
then we assume that two IS-A relations from the two new nodes to the root THING
are also inserted. Refer to Chapter 3.2 for the details.
Now let us discuss our representational paradigm for a mixed relational
hierarchy which we call "propagation gate."

In the process of constructing the

mixed relational hierarchy we need to impose a special restriction such that a path,
which is representing a relation R, allows a pair to be propagated unchanged while
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another path, representing another relation R,, changes the relation type during
propagation.
We now review how to differentiate a newly inserted arc with an IS-A relation
type from other arcs with other relation types. Assume that a new arc a which
represents a relation Rs with a relation type x is inserted. We have the following
two possible cases: (1) x = s, i.e., RX is an IS-A Relation (2) x ≠ s, i.e., Rx is a
hierarchical relation but not an IS-A relation. For the first case, we also have two
possible subcases: (1-1) this arc a is inserted as either a tree arc or a graph arc; (1-2)
a is always inserted as a graph arc. Refer to [9G] for the details of how to decide
whether an arc is a tree arc or a graph arc. For the second case (2), the arc is inserted •
as a graph arc according to our paradigm for a mixed relational hierarchy. For both
(1-2) and (2), graph pairs would be propagated to every weak predecessor according
to our Maximally Reduced Propagation (Section 2.3.1).
In Figure 3.10, the left part shows propagation based on Agrawal's approach
[1] and the right part shows propagation based on our approach. When a graph
arc is inserted from Ω to σ with the relation type x, we propagate the pair x(π
only to σ instead of propagating x(π µ) up to all tree predecessors of a (including
T). Our approach is called Maximally Reduced Propagation and its advantages were
explained in Section 2.3.1. This example shows how we reduce the number of graph
pairs for all tree predecessors of a. That the relevant algorithms work was proven in
in Section 2.3.1. We now show how we can achieve constant time mixed transitivity
reasoning for the x relation type from Q to all tree predecessors of a (including a
and T) with the Maximally Reduced Propagation.
Clearly, while a graph pair is propagated to the weak predecessors, it may
propagate through a path which includes more than one relation. If each relation is
associated with a relation type, this can be used to represent criteria for whether the
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Figure 3.10 Maximally Reduced Propagation in Mixed Relational Hierarchy
pair will be propagated unchanged through the relation Rx with the relation type x
or not.
We will now explain the propagation technique in a mixed relational hierarchy.
Assume that a link, which represents a relation Rx with x as a relation type, is
inserted from a node C to another node N. Let W1,........, Wn be the weak predecessors
of N. Due to this link insertion, the number pair Px needs to be propagated through
the newly inserted relation R.' to all the weak predecessors of N.
We will show the algorithm how to propagate the pair Px to WI , .... , Wn with an
appropriate relation type. The following algorithm for the relation type propagation
in a mixed relational hierarchy is designed according to the two rules introduced
in Section 2.3.4. In the following algorithm, RP(x) is a function which returns the
relational priority for the given relation type x. The procedure Parallel-Mixed-PairsPropagation is equivalent to Algorithm 3.6 (Parallel-Pairs-Propagation) except that
it is including relation type propagation.
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This propagation step in a mixed relational hierarchy can be performcd in
parallel if the many-to-many propagation technique (Section 3.3.2) is used.
In our example (Figure 3.11) assume that a Part-of arc from Plasma to Blood
was just inserted. This arc will be inserted as a graph arc because the relational type
of the arc is Part-of. According to our propagation algorithm, the tree pair s[9 9]
and the graph pair c(8 8) need to be propagated to the weak predecessors of Plasma.
By the first step of Algorithm 3.20, Blood and Heart will be activated as the
weak predecessors of Plasma. As the second step of the algorithm, the pair p(9 9)
needs to be changed to c(9 9) and propagated to Heart because RP(Part-of) <
RP(Contained-in). As the last step, the tree pair [9 9] of Plasma is propagated
through a Part-of link to Blood, resulting in the pair p(9 9). In contrast, the graph
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Figure 3.11 An Example of Constructing Mixed Relational Hierarchy
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Figure 3.12 An Example of Propagation in a Mixed Relational Hierarchy
pair c(8 8) at Plasma has a Contained-in relation type and its priority is higher
than that of the Part-of relation of the arc from Plasma to Blood and is equal to the
Contained-in relation of the arc from Blood to Heart. Therefore, the pair c(8 8) is
propagated to Blood and Heart with its own relation type, by the third step of the
algorithm.
Due to the insertion of the arc from Plasma to Blood, two graph pairs are
generated both in Blood and Heart and will he stored of (c(8

8), p(9 9)) and

(c(8 8), c(9 9)) in our Double Strand Representation. We will discuss how to use
these number pairs associated with the relational types for reasoning in Section 7.2.3.
We need to reconsider problem cases caused by redundant pairs during the
propagation in a mixed relational hierarchy. Let a pair x[πi µi] be the newly
propagated pair and let another pair y[πj µj] be a pair at a target node of propagation. In the first case, if the pair y[πj µj]
is enclosing the newly propagated pair
x[πi i.e., πj < πi and µi < pj and x = y, then we do not need to propagate the
pair s[πi pi] to this target. In other words, unlike for the propagation in a single
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relational hierarchy, if x ≠ y, the pair x[πii µiii]]] needs to be propagated to the target.
As an example, see Figure 3.12. By inserting a Contained-in link from Erythrocytes
to Blood Cell, the pair c(13 13) is propagated to Blood Cell although the pair s[11 13J
contains c(13 13). The reason for that is the difference between the relation types s
and c.
y[
In the second case, if a pair
y[πj
π atµj
µthe target is enclosed by the propagated
, i.e., π < πj and µj < µi and x = y, then the pair

pair
y[π
replaced by
and

µj] must be

to the firstπcase,
µ . Similar
≠ y,
µ ]ifwill be propagated
will not be replaced. In summary,
πj µj
a relational type associated with

a number pair should be considered when we decide whether a pair is a redundant
pair.

3.4 Evaluation of Update Algorithm
In order to analyze the time complexity of these algorithms more formally, we need
to define the following parameters:
• Tq (N): Parallel time to update all pairs in a graph for a graph insertion. This
can be done in 0(1) SIMD operations.
: Parallel time to determine every predecessor of a node N. This can be
done in 0(1) SIMD operations.
• T
Td(N)
Ti
p(N,C): Parallel time to determine whether the number pair at a node N is
p(N):
enclosing the number pair at a node C. This requires 0(1) SIMD operations.
•

(N, C): Parallel time to replace pairs at the predecessors of N with pairs
from C or mark the processors when redundant pairs may have appeared in
the Double Strand Representation. This can be done in 0(1) SIMD operations.
Parallel time to propagate a number pair to the marked predecessors in
the Double Strand Representation. This can be done in 0(1) SIMD operations.
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Pc: Average number of number pairs in C.

In Section 3.2, we described how to update the number pairs of nodes in a graph
in parallel. The parallel graph insertion operation for the Double Strand Representation treats each of the three relevant areas uniformly, with the same operation
being applied to all the nodes in one area. This means that three parallel operations
on a SHOD massively parallel computer suffice for performing a graph insertion in
the Double Strand Representation. To particular, both tree pairs and graph pairs can

be uniformly updated by our graph insertion algorithm. The run-time for a graph
insertion is therefore 0(T9 ) = 0(1).
In Section 3.3, we mentioned that a link insertion usually requires propagation
of number pairs. Remember that every number pair, associated with a child node,
needs to be propagated to a parent node and its predecessors. In addition, two kinds

of propagation techniques designed for our Double Strand Representation have been
introduced, one-to-many and many-to-many, in Section 3.3.2.1. We will show that
due to the many-to-many propagation, the runtime for a link insertion with pair
propagations can be reduced to 0(1).

In our propagation algorithm for the Double Strand Representation, there are
four phases: (1) identify all pairs to be propagated (Ts ), (2) identify the tree predecessors and the graph predecessors (Td ), (3) replace any redundant pairs (T,.), and

(4) enumerate the predecessors and propagate number pairs (Tr). We can formulate
the average run-time for the one-to-many propagation algorithm as follows:

T = Ts(C) + Td (N) + P (C) * (Tr(N, C) + Tp(N)).

(3.6)
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As before Ts , Td , Tr , and Tp can be regarded as constants because within constant
processor set size, these do not grow with increasing knowledge base size.

Therefore, we can simplify the run-time complexity for the link insertion with the
one-to-many propagation algorithm to 0(P). With the many-to-many propagation
technique, the run-time for the pairs propagation can be reduced to 0(1) because
we can propagate P pairs in parallel. Similarly, the run-time of the one-to-many
propagation algorithm in the Grid Representation is

(3.7)

By the same reasoning as for T, this expression also can be simplified to 0(P). In
summary, a link insertion requires 0(1) time for the Double Strand Representation
with many-to-many propagation while it requires 0(P) for the Grid Representation,
and the Double Strand Representation with one-to-many propagation.
In Section 2.3.1, we have mentioned the computational and space advantages of
the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover over Agrawal's tree cover. There we showed that
the storage requirements to represent our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover are much
smaller than the storage required for Agrawal's tree cover. Also, computation times
for link insertion and graph insertion will be much reduced compared to Agrawal's
techniques, by using parallelism.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has presented the general principles of update operations in class
hierarchies. The update operations may be graph insertions or link insertions. We
hare shown that efficient parallel algorithms exist for both graph and link insertion
for the Hydra representation. Specifically, we have introduced two kinds of number
pair propagation techniques (many-to-many and one-to-many) with 0(1) and 0(P)
runtimes, respectively.
We have formally shown how to construct an optimal spanning tree better than
Agrawal's and how to propagate number pairs in this spanning tree. Dealing with
update in our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover representation, we have presented
the details of our update algorithms. We have outlined how to update a graph
incrementally with a Maximally Reduced Tree Cover. Specifically, we have shown
an incremental propagation algorithm for number pairs and proven its correctness.
We have shown how to extend our update algorithms to deal with the Hydra
representation of a mixed relational hierarchy. We conclude that these algorithms are
in fact useful for maintaining large knowledge bases consisting of relational DAGs.
In the following three chapters we will discuss the details of updates and deal with
a special phenomenon, called "Jumping Arc."

CHAPTER 4
GLOBAL CHANGES DURING UPDATE
4.1 Introduction
We have introduced the principles of a link insertion dealing with adding a new
connection between two nodes of an existing graph in Section 3.3. In this chapter,
we will introduce a special phenomenon which might occur during link insertion
and which causes some problems. The main reason for the problems is the need to
maintain optimal tree covers for class hierarchies. In addition to the changes of the
spanning tree that must occur, every jumping arc also influences the propagation of
number pairs.
In this dissertation, we were able to decompose changes caused by a link
insertion into two sets of changes: one set of localized changes which deal with
propagation effects, and one set of non-local changes that are due to the change in
the structure of the spanning tree. This can be said more formally as follows: a
structure is given that consists of (a) the graph, (b) the spanning tree of the graph,
(c) the number pairs of the spanning tree (tree pairs), (d) the propagated number
pairs (graph pairs).
In this chapter, we will address the global changes which are the effects of a
single change to the spanning tree ((a) — (c)). Specifically, in Section 4.2 we will
describe the so-called jumping arcs problem. Then, in Sections 4.3 — 4.4, we will
completely analyze the global changes caused by jumping arcs and present a set of
transformation rules for these global changes. The changes (d) caused by propagation
are relatively local and will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.2 Problem of Jumping Arcs
Let us call the parent node of a link insertion N and the child node C. Unfortunately,
the link insertion operation is far from trivial because it can lead to all sorts of nonlocal changes in the graph. In the best possible case, the new link does not influence
the spanning tree. However, it is very possible that the new link itself becomes a part
of the spanning tree. Pictorially, this is as if the spanning tree arc jumps from the
old parent node to the new parent node N. Therefore, we call this effect a jumping
arc (or jumping edge, or jumping link). We will first talk about primary jumping
arcs and then secondary jumping arcs. The newly inserted arc between C and N
becomes a tree arc and this forces the previous tree arc leading from C to become a
graph arc. The arc from C to N is called the primary jumping arc.
For secondary jumping arcs, some problems are even more complicated. The
insertion of the new arc between C and N adds new predecessors to the node C.
It is very possible that somewhere below C this change forces several other arcs to
"jump." We call those arcs secondary jumping arcs. The changes in this case are
that a former tree arc to the previous tree parent becomes now a graph arc and a
former graph arc to the new tree parent becomes now a tree arc for every secondary
jumping arc.
To demonstrate these effects, Figure 4.1-(a) shows a graph before the insertion
of a new link between H and F. Figure 4.1-(b) shows a graph with a new arc (H, F)
compared to Figure 4.1-(a). As the new parent F of H will have more predecessors
(A and D) than the old parent C of H (A only), the arc (H, F) is a primary jumping

(a) Original Graph

(c) After Primary Jumping Arc (H, F)

(b) An arc (H, F) is inserted in (a)

(d) After Secondary Jumping Arc (I, H)

Figure 4.1 An Example of Primary and Secondary Jumping Arcs
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arc. Figure 4.1-(c) shows the spanning tree after updating the primary jumping arc.
In addition, the connection between H and F adds two more predecessors to H.
Therefore, the edge between I and 11 should be part of the spanning tree, instead
of the edge (I, G). This makes (I, H) a secondary jumping arc. The new spanning
tree is shown in Figure 4.1-(d).
short, for the spanning tree every jumping arc means that a subtree is severed
at the place where it existed before the link insertion, and is reattached at another
place. (The old tree arc continues to exist as a graph arc.)
In summary, we can analyze a link insertion in a relation graph into three cases:
(a) Inserting one link changes the graph only at one place. This has no effect on the
structure of any other part of the graph. (b) Inserting one link may cause a primary
jumping arc which causes a change of the spanning tree at the lower node C of the
inserted arc. (c) In addition, the insertion of a link may also cause several secondary
jumping arcs which are other arcs under the lower node. Every one of the secondary
jumping arcs has to be processed separately, but all of them can be processed by
repeated application of the techniques developed for primary jumping arcs.
Luckily, we have developed efficient update algorithms to deal with the jumping
arc problems. In Section 4.3 the details of global changes dealing with the jumping
arcs problem will be discussed. In Sections 6.4 — 6.5 we will show the algorithms to
deal with primary and secondary jumping arcs.
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Figure 4.2 An Up Move is Really a Left Move
4.3 Tree Pair Changes
Tree pairs are assigned to the spanning tree under complete disregard of the graph
arcs. Therefore, at this point we can completely ignore the fact that those graph
arcs exist. That means, that from the point of view of tree numbering, a jumping
arc is identical to a subtree move. During a subtree move, a tree is removed at one
point, and reattached at another point. In previous work we have developed tools for
changing the number pairs in the tree in a way reflecting a removal or an insertion
of a subtree [54]. We have also previously shown that the subtree move operation
can be implemented directly, instead of implementing it as a pair of a removal and
an insertion [541. As we have simplified our representation since [54], we need to
develop new transformation rules for the subtree move operation in this dissertation.
Unfortunately, we need to distinguish between two different cases.

(1) Left

move: In the tree representation, the new tree parent is to the left of the child. In
the set representation, the preorder number of the new parent is greater than the
preorder number of the child. (2) Right move: If the new tree parent is to the right
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of the child, we need different transformation rules. In the set representation, the
preorder number of the new parent. is less than the preorder number of the child.
Interestingly, there appears to be a possibility of an "up move" also. If the new
parent is on a path from the old parent to the root (Figure 4.2) and, if the new arc
causes a jump, this could be called an up move. Clearly, the preorder number of the
new tree parent (N) is less than the preorder number of the child (C). Therefore,
this looks like a right move, according to (2) above. However, because other parts of
this formalism stay cleanest if we always assume that insertion is done at a left most
position, the up move really amounts to a left move (Figure 4.2). The moved node
(C') is now obviously to the left of the path from the old parent (M) to the root.
Therefore, the up move would require the transformation rules for a left move.
However, in practice an up move can never occur as a result of a jumping arc.

Lemma 4.1 A jumping arc with a new parent on a path from the old parent to the
root of the spanning tree ("an up move") cannot occur.

Proof: A graph arc that is inserted from a node C to a node N could cause a jump
only if N is a node in a tree path from C to the root of the spanning tree. In the
worst case the node N would be the parent of the tree parent M of C (Figure 4.3).
That means that C has now two candidates for tree parents. But clearly, M would
have all the predecessors of N, and one more, namely N itself. As we always choose
the node with the most predecessors, we clearly maintain M as the tree parent.
Therefore, the new arc from C to N could not cause a jumping arc to N. ■
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Figure 4.3 A Jumping Arc Cannot Cause an Up Move
We note that there are reasons to consider the insertion of such a new arc as
entirely redundant. We will address this question later.
This leaves the question whether there is also something like a down move
that we have to consider. This is not the case, for the following reason. As we do
not permit circularity, a node cannot be made a child of one of its own successors
(Figure 4.4). We call this case a strict down move, and a strict down move is therefore
impossible. A node could be made a child of a left or right sibling, or of a successor
of a left or right sibling. Now, if a node is made the child of a right sibling and
this causes a jump, this is clearly a right move (Figure 4.5). If a node is made the
child of a left sibling and this causes a jump, this is clearly a left move (Figure 4.6).
Therefore, no down move distinct from a left move or a right move is possible.
We are now ready to specify the rules for left and right moves. We start
with some comments that are common to both left and right moves. As was shown
previously, every node in the tree, except for the root, can be used to define a path,
and this path can be used to divide the tree into four areas (Figure 4.7). Clearly,
once we have two nodes C and N, that are distinct from the root and each other,
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Figure 4.4 Down Moves are Impossible

Figure 4.5 Right Move under a Sibling

C

Figure 4.6 Left Move under a Sibling
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Figure 4.7 Four Areas defined by one Node
we can define two paths. As we have excluded the possibility of an up move or a
strict down move, each one of these two paths must have at least one segment that
is distinct from the other path. Therefore, these two paths clearly also stand in a
left-right relation to each other, and we can refer to the left path and the right path.
These two paths define seven areas in the tree (Figure 4.8).
The two paths themselves are two areas, everywhere where they are distinct
from each other. Potentially, there might be a common part to those two paths. This
defines the third area. Then there are the areas to the left of the left path, to the
right of the right path, and between the two paths. This adds another three areas.
The final area is the subtree of the child node that is moved with the child node.
Now we introduce some useful abbreviations to describe those seven areas.
We will use the letter N for new parent, the letter C for child, and the letter P
for path. Therefore, the seven basic areas, as described above, are, for a left move:

(Al) PAT & ~PC: Path from the new parent to the root, only where it is distinct
from the path from the child to the root.
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Before

A4

After

Figure 4.8 Seven Areas Defined by Two Paths for Left Move
(A2) PC St ~PN
Path from the child, excluding the child itself, and
excluding all nodes on the path from the new parent to the root.
(A3) (RN & LC) v (N/
Nodes to the right of the path from the new parent
and to the left of the path from the child, including the subtree of N, but not
N.
(A4) C/: The child and all nodes in the tree under it.
(A5) LN: Nodes to the left of the path from the parent to the root.
(AG) RC: Nodes to the right of the path from the child to the root.
(A7) PN Si PC: Nodes that are common to the path from the child to the root and
the path from the parent to the root.

For identifying these areas in the tree we will combine the following terms
appropriately (Figure 4.7).

(T1) Path from node X to root, including the node X:
(pre (X) >= PRE! !) & (max (X) <= MAX! !
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(T2) Path from node X to root, excluding the node X:
(pre (X) > PRE! ! ) & (max (X) <= MAX ! )
(T3) Subtree of node X, including the node X:
(pre (X) <= PRE! ! ) & (max (X) >= MAX ! ! )
(T4) Subtree of node X, excluding the node X:
(pre (X) < PRE! ! ) & (max (X) >= MAX ! ! )
(T5) Part of the tree to the left of the path from X to the root:
(pre(X) < PRE!!) & (max (X) < MAX ! ! )
(T6) Part of the tree to the right of the path from X to the root:
(pre(X) > PRE ! ! ) & (max (X) > MAX ! ! )

4.3.1 Left Move
We will now explain recognition and transformation rules of the left move.
(1) (Al) PN & ,PC: This area can be recognized by using T1 twice, once in
negated form, and once in original form. The resulting condition is as follows:
(pre(N) >= PRE! !)

& (max(N) <= MAX !)

(pre (C) >= PRE! ! ) & (max (C) <= MAX!!))

Lemma 4.2 All nodes in the area PN &~ PC have to be updated by --(n 0).

Proof: To get to nodes in this area, the preorder numbering procedure has to
traverse n fewer nodes than before the left move. This results in a subtraction
of n from the preorder number and the maximum number. However, the moved
nodes are added under N, so the maximum number has to be incremented by
n. Those two changes cancel each other for the maximum number. •
(2) (A2) PC &

&

This case is almost the mirror image of the previous

case. The additional term NC is necessary because C is the root of the moved
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tree (A4), and not part of the path. Therefore, C has to be excluded explicitly.
In summary, this area can be recognized using T2 and the negated
(pre (C) > PRE! ! )
( (pre (N)

&

(max (C) <= MAX! ! )

>= PRE! ! ) & (max (N) <= MAX ! ! ) )

Lemma 4.3 All nodes in the area PC &, ~ PN & ~C have to be updated by
-(0 n).

Proof: Clearly, there is no delay in reaching the nodes in this path, so the
preorder numbers are not changed. On the other hand, the n nodes of the
moved tree disappear now under the old parent node, so n has to be subtracted
from the maximum number. This results in the update vector -(0 n). •
(3) (A3) (RN & LC) v (N/& ~ N): This area requires some additional explanations. RN describes the nodes to the right of the path from the new parent
to the root. LC describes the nodes to the left of the path from the child to
the root. Together, these two terms describe the nodes that are intuitively
between the two paths. However, for a left move we need to add the term AT/
&

NI is the tree of nodes under N. N/ & ~N is the tree of nodes under

N, except for N itself. The nodes in this area are also between the two paths,
which is again a result of adding C at the leftmost position under N.
This area can be recognized using (T6 & T5) v T4:
( ( (pre (N) > PRE! ! ) & (max (N) > MAX!!))
( (pre (CI ) < PRE! ! ) &

(max (C) < MAX!!)))
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( (pre (N) < PRE! ! ) & (max(N) >= MAX! ! ))

Lemma 4.4 All nodes in the area (RN & LC) v (N/ & ~ N) have to be
updated by --(n n).

Proof: All nodes in this area will be reached by the preorder numbering
procedure by n nodes earlier. This accounts for the change in the preorder
number. Specifically, this is the case for N/ & ~N because we are numbering
from right to left, but inserting the new subtree as a leftmost sibling. For
every node in the described area all nodes under it go through the same kind
of change. Therefore, we subtract n from the preorder number of such a node
also. As the maximum number of a node is the largest preorder number under
it, the maximum number will also be reduced by n. ■

(4) (A4) C/: This area consists of the node C and the tree of all the nodes under
it. Recognition is trivial, using T3:
(pre (C) <= PRE! ! ) & (max(C) >= MAX! !)

Lemma 4.5 All nodes in the area C/ have to be updated by
+(max(N) - max(C)

max(N) - max(C)) .

Proof: Before the tree move the number pair at C is:
(pre (C)

max (C))

(1)
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Now, the tree gets moved to its new position. Both preorder number and
maximum number at the new position are unknown.
(2)

(x y)

Because we move to the left-most position, C must supply the max number of
its new parent N after the move. We can conclude that:
y = max(N) = max(Nafter)

(3)

The number of nodes of a subtree of a node Xis equal to max(X) - pre(X) +
for every node X. This number stays constant during the move and we get:
(4)

p - x = max(C) - pre(C)
Substituting (3) in (4) we get
max(N) - x = max(C) - pre(C)

(5)

It follows by isolating x on one side that
(6)

x = max(N) - max(C) + pre (C)

We had as initial pair (1):
(pre (C)

max (C))

(7)

and we get as final pair from (2), (3), (6):
(max(N) - max(C)

pre(C)

max (N))

(8)

What we really want to find is a vector that, if added to the initial number
pair, will result in the final number pair. For that purpose we subtract the
initial pair (7) from the final pair (8).
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(9)
The only problem with (9) is, that when we talk about max(N) we mean the
value after all the transformations have been performed. But the vector should
be expressed in terms of max(Nbefore). For nodes in PAT & —PC (Al) we
found before the following transformation rule:
-(n 0)

(10)

Thus, max(N after) = max(N before) = max(N). Therefore, this does not raise
any additional problems, and we have proven the lemma. •

(5) (A5) LN , (A6) RC, and (A7) PAT & PC:
As will be shown in the following lemma, in these areas we do not actually
have to do anything. Therefore, we do not need to specify recognition criteria
in more detail.

Lemma 4.6 For the areas (A5) LN, (A6) RC, and (A7) PAT & PC the
transformation vector is (0 0).

Proof: (A5) LN: The preorder numbering procedure will traverse the same
nodes after the same number of steps, whether it is before the tree move or
after. Therefore, the preorder numbers do not change. No node is added or
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removed under any of the nodes in LN, therefore the maximum numbers do
not change.
(A6) RC: All nodes in RC are numbered before the moved subtree is reached.
As this is a left move, there is no change at all in this area.
(A7) PAT & PC: All nodes in PN & PC are traversed before the first node
that changes is reached. Therefore, the preorder numbers are not affected. The
total number of nodes under each one of those nodes is also the same before
and after the move. Therefore, the maximum numbers are also not affected.
■

4.3.2 Right Move
The seven areas for a right move are defined, recognized, and transformed as follows.

(1) (Al') PN & ~PC
This area is recognized by Tl(N)
(pre(N) >= PRE! !)
(pre (C) >= PRE! ! )

& (max (N) <= MAX! !) &
&

(max (C) <= MAX!!))

Lemma 4.7 Nodes in (Al') are transformed by +(0 n).

Proof: This proof is sufficiently similar to the proof of the corresponding area
of the left move, as the reader can ascertain by comparing Figure 4.9 with
Figure 4.8. Therefore, this proof and the proofs of the following lemmas will
be omitted in the interest of brevity.
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Before

After

Figure 4.9 Seven Areas Defined by Two Paths for Right Move
(2) (A2') PC & ~PN &
This area is recognized by T2(C) &. ~T1(N)
((pre(C) > PRE! !) & (max(C) <= MAX! !))
~((pre(N) >= PRE! !) & (max(N) <= MAX! !))

Lemma 4.8 Nodes in (A2') are transformed by +(n 0).

(3) (A3') LN & RC:
This area is recognized by T5(N) & T6(C).
((pre (N) < PRE! !) & (max(N) < MAX! !))
(pre(C) > PRE! !) & (max(C) > MAX! !))

Lemma 4.9 Nodes in (A3') are transformed by +(n n).
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(4) (A4') C/:
This area is recognized by a straight forward application of T3(C).
(pre (C) <= PRE! !) & (max(C) >= MAX ! ! )

Lemma 4.10 For the nodes in the area C/ (A4') the update vector is

+(max(N) + n - max (C)

max(N) + n - max(C)) .

Proof: The proof follows the same steps as the proof for a left move in the
area (A4), up to and including result (9).
(max(Nafter) - max(C) max(Nafter) - max(C))
But, the new parent node N is by definition part of (Al') PN & ~ PC.
Applying Lemma 4.7 for this area, max(N) will be increased by +n. In other
words,
max(Nafter) = max (Nbefore)

.

This leads to an update vector
+(max(Nbefore) +

- max(C) max(Nbefore) + n - max(C)) .

■

There is a possibility of "different" proofs for all the right move transformations.
These proofs rely on the fact that a sequence of a left move and a right move
has to correspond to transformations that cancel each other. In fact, if one
compares the transformations of left move and right move for corresponding
areas, they tend to add up to 0. Unfortunately, this variant proof is not as
straight forward as one might think. The reason for that is the possibility
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Figure 4.10 Displaced Siblings
of displaced siblings. Figure 4.10 explains this problem. The figure shows a
sequence of a left move of the node Al, followed by a right move of the same
node. Due to our rule that nodes are moved to the ]eft most position, node
D ends up at a different location before and after the sequence of left move
and right move. In other words, a sequence of left move and right move is not
always an identity operation.
(5) (A5') RN v (N/ & ~N):
This area is recognized by T6(N) v T4(N).
(6) (A6') LC:
This area is recognized by T5(C).
(7) (A7') PN & PC:
This area is recognized by T1(N) &

Lemma 4.11 Nodes in areas (A5'), (A6'), and (A7') are transformed by (0 0).
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4.4 Graph Pair Changes
So far we have concentrated on the changes to the spanning tree and to tree pairs. All
these changes affect the whole DAG representation. Now we discuss changes to the
graph pairs due to the global transformation. Graph pairs are created by propagating
tree pairs along at least one graph arc up in the hierarchy. From that point on they
may travel upwards along graph arcs and tree arcs until they are subsumed at some
point.
The most remarkable fact about the global transformations is that they apply
equally to tree pairs and graph pairs. The reason for that is as follows. The change
of a graph pair has to mirror the change of the tree pair from which it was created by
propagation. But how does the algorithm know which transformation to apply to a
tree pair? It makes this decision based completely on the tree pair itself! Therefore,
the same criteria can be applied to the graph pairs that are identical to this tree
pair.
Let us express this in more detail. Suppose that a tree pair T and a graph pair

G, such that T = G exist in one of the seven areas of the graph. If T is changed,
then we want G to change in exactly the same way. Luckily, to achieve this we can
just apply the same transformation rules to G that we applied to T! After all, the
decision which transformation to apply to T depends exclusively on the "form" of

T, and not on its location. All recognition conditions are expressed purely in terms
of the values of T. If the same recognition conditions are applied to G, the same
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Table 4.1 Transformation for Left Move

transformation will be performed for G, as for T. We do not need to do anything
extra!

4.5 Global Changes Summarized
Theorem 4.1 The spanning tree move that corresponds to a jumping arc results in
the global transformations in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Proof: The proof follows by combining all the Lemmas 4.2 — 4.11.
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Table 4.2 Transformation for Right Move
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the jumping arcs problem as a special phenomenon
occurring in the Hydra representation during a link insertion. We have recognized
some of these changes as global. To deal with these changes, we have first examined
them in detail, and then we have developed the parallel recognition algorithms
and update vectors for the Hydra representation of a class hierarchy. According to
out formalism, only four areas of the class hierarchy need to be updated, and all
important steps of the update operations treat each of these four areas uniformly,
with the same operation being applied to all the nodes in one area. This means that
four parallel operations on a SIMD massively parallel computer suffice for performing
these update steps. This global update algorithm is almost constant time under the
assumption of constant processor space and independent of the size of the knowledge
ban. We will show the experimental result of global update algorithms in Chapter 8.
In the next chapter, we will show the local effects of jumping arcs and present the
parallel algorithms to handle these changes.

CHAPTER 5
LOCAL CHANGES DURING UPDATE
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the effects of the jumping arcs can be divided into global
changes and local changes. In Chapter 4, we have concentrated on the global changes
to the spanning tree and to tree and graph pairs. Now we advance to the local effects
of jumping arcs. Basically, we start with the fact that due to a tree move, an arc
from a child node to a new parent node becomes a tree arc for a primary jumping
arc (a graph arc from a child node to the parent node is transformed into a tree arc
for a secondary jumping arc) while the arc from the child node to its old tree parent
changes from a tree arc to a graph arc.
In our encoding, relations between nodes are represented by number pairs at
those nodes. If a node N is reachable from a node C through a graph arc, then
the relation between the two nodes was usually established by propagating a pair
from C to N and its predecessors. If two nodes are connected by a tree arc, this
propagation is never needed. Because the tree arc from C to M was transformed
into a graph arc, no propagation was performed. As a consequence, the node C and
its subtree lost a relation to the node M and its predecessors. On the other hand,
the node N and its predecessors did receive at least one pair from C by propagation
for a secondary jumping arc. (Note that for the case of a primary jumping arc, there
is no arc from C to N before the jumping arc. N or one of its predecessors might
have already received at least one pair from C or one of its tree successors through
another link.) As there is now a tree arc from C to N, a redundant relation exists
132
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between C and its subtree to N and its predecessors. We should (a) recover the lost
relations between the area under the child node C and the area above the old tree
parent M, and (b) eliminate the redundant relations between the area under the
child node C and the area above the new tree parent N.
Unlike the global transformation effects, these changes only occur in graph
pairs. In this chapter, we deal with special phenomena in our encoding called
"obsolete and due number pairs" which occur in addition to propagated pairs. A
good understanding of obsolete and due number pairs leads to a simple parallel
update algorithm. However, to get to this good understanding we had to perform
an in-depth analysis of an overwhelming number of complex cases of spanning trees
within a DAG. We will address the problem (a) in Section 5.9.1 and the problem (b)
in Section 5.4.2.

5.2 Definition of Due Pairs and Obsolete Pairs
A graph is given annotated with number pairs as described above. There is a node
S with a pair [rs its] below a node T with a pair [try H. Imagine a graph arc
that connects two nodes S and T in two different areas. This graph arc is used to
propagate a pair (πS µS) from S (the source node) to T (the target node). Due to
the locations of the nodes S and T, the pair (πs µs ) is propagated upwards to the
µS)
µ
node T. Because (πS
πT <
πS and

s < [LT, the pair

is subsumed by the pair

[try Pr], i.e., it does not really appear at the target node T.
Now a new arc from a node C to a node N is inserted into the graph. As the
arc (C, N) is a jumping arc, a tree move, which potentially changes the pairs in
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Figure 5.1 Due Pairs Caused by Jumping Ares
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both areas, is performed from (C, M) to (C, N). Due to those changes, both pairs
are changed, and now it might be that either

and

is not subsumed by

so that

or

anymore. To clearly

distinguish between values before and after the update, we use a symbol with the
upper index aft to describe values after the update operation.

is the value of

ars after all transformations.)
At this point in time, the pair

therefore has to appear "magically"

at the target node T. We call this therefore an due pair. The notation (source
(target) is referred to as the propagation path for the due pair.
The above argument was formulated for the case of a combination of tree and
graph pairs, but it works for the case where both pairs are graph pairs. Imagine a
graph arc that connects the target area to another area (Se ) and a tree pair [π
at the target area that is propagated to become a graph pair in the area (Se). The
tree pair [πs
s µs]
s at the source area is also propagated to the area (S1). In the area
π
µ
(Si),
a graphµ pair (π
S. After the tree move,

from T previously subsumed (
T]
T
T)propagated
does not subsume

) from
µ

anymore. We call

the area (Si ) a secondary target. The notation (source)
referred to as the secondary propagation path for the due pair.

5.3

Effects of Due and Obsolete Pairs

We can now formulate a similar kind of analysis for obsolete pairs (pairs that should
disappear). In other words, a pair is an obsolete pair, if it is not necessary for verifying
the existence of any relation in the graph. Imagine that a graph arc connects two
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Figure 5.2 Obsolete Pairs Caused by Jumping Arcs
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areas, and a pair

at the source node S is propagated to T and it is not

subsumed at the target node T. Now a jumping arc is inserted, achieving global
changes of pairs. It might happen, that one of the changed pairs
In other words,

target node T subsumes

at the

is a pair that should

disappear due to the global transformation. The notation (source)

(target) is

referred to as the depropagation path for the obsolete pair.
Assume that two pairs

are propagated to the same node

St and do not subsume each other. If a new tree arc is inserted from C to N, then
due to the caused global changes, both pairs

are changed, and

now it might happen, that the changed pair
The pair

St subsumes

at the secondary target node
)ecomes an obsolete pair at (St ) and

we use the following notation to refer to the depropagation path: (source)
(target)

(St ).

5.3.1 Due Pairs Effects
In this section, we will prove conditions that characterize the occurrence of due pairs.

Theorem 5.1 A set of necessary and sufficient conditions for due pairs is:

(1) The first condition for a due pair is that a tree arc on the tree path from S to
T is cut.

(2) The second condition is that (a) or (b) holds:
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(a) If a pair (πs µs) from S below the cut is propagated to T (where it does
not appear), then after the tree move,

must be a due pair at

the node T.
(b) If a pair (πs µs) from S below the cut and a pair (π µT)
T from T above
the cut are both propagated to the same node St , then after the tree move,
must be a due pair at the node St .
(3) If T [St] fulfills these conditions, but T [Se] is a common predecessor of both S
and T, then there will be no due pair at T [Si ].
Proof: Cases (1) and (2):
Necessary Direction: If a node has a due pair, the conditions (1) and (2) must hold.
By contradiction, assume that there is no cut between S and T but
a due pair. If

subsumes

is still

before the tree move, then there must be

a tree arc that leads from a node S with the tree pair [πs µs] to a node T with the
tree pair
pair

If there is still a tree arc from S to T after the tree move, then the
will still subsume

after the tree move. As we have shown

before, graph pairs are changing in the same way as the tree pairs from which they
originate, therefore

will still subsume

after the tree move, and

cannot be a due pair, resulting in a contradiction.
The above argument was formulated for the case where both pairs are graph
pairs, but it works for any combination of tree and graph pairs. For instance, if
subsumes (πs µs) before the tree move, then there must be a tree path that leads
from S to the node T. If there is still a tree arc from S to T after the tree move,
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will still subsume

then the pair
In summary,

, and

will subsume

will not be a due pair. Therefore, we must have

a cut between S and T if there exists a due pair.
Sufficient Direction: If the conditions (I) and (2) hold, then a node must have
a due pair. By contradiction, assume that the conditions (I) and (2) hold but there
at (T) or (Se). If there is a cut between S and T, a graph

is no due pair

arc between S and T must exist by the definition of the spanning tree algorithm.
If there is a graph arc between S and T, the tree pair [πs µs] must be propagated
through the graph arc. The tree pair of T will not subsume

because the

tree arc is cut. This results in a contradiction. Therefore, we must have a due pair
at (T) [(Si )] if there is a cut between S and T.
Case (3): By contradiction, assume that even though a node Cd is a common
will be a due pair at Cd. This means that the

predecessor of N and M,

was not propagated to Cd before the cut between C and M and due to

pair
the cut,

must be propagated to Cd .

Before the move,

is propagated to Cd through C → M. After the
is contained in (πc µc) before the move.

is still at C.

Move

is contained in

after the move. Therefore,

cannot be a

due pair at Cd.

5.3-2 Obsolete Pairs Effects
In this section, we will prove conditions that characterize the occurrence of obsolete
pairs.
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Theorem 5.2 A set of necessary and sufficient conditions for obsolete pairs is:
(1) Assume the existence of a propagation path. Let us call the start node of the
path S (source) and the end node T (target). Let us further assume that there
is a tree path from S to C and from N to T. The first condition for an obsolete
pair is that a tree arc, called "bridge," is created. The bridge creates a tree arc
from C to N.
(2) The second condition is that (a) or (b) holds:
(a) If a pair

from S is propagated to T, then after the tree move

must be an obsolete pair at the node S.
(b) If a pair

from S below the bridge and a pair

from T or a

derived from T are both propagated to the same node

graph pair

St, then after the tree move

must be an obsolete pair at the

node St.
(3) If a node T [St ] fulfills these conditions, but T [St ] is a common predecessor of
both S and T, then no obsolete pair will occur at T or St.

Proof: Using contradiction to prove the conditions (I) and (2), assume that there
is no tree arc from C to N before the tree move. Assume that after the tree move
there is still no tree path but
does not subsume

is an obsolete pair at T or St. If

before the tree move, then there must be no tree path

that leads from a node C with the tree pair

to a node N with the tree pair

[πT µT]. If there is no tree path from S to T after the tree move, then the pair
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will still not subsume

after the tree move (by definition). Therefore,

will not subsume

after the tree move, and

cannot

be an obsolete pair, resulting in a contradiction.
The above argument was again formulated for the case where both pairs are
graph pairs, but it works for tree and graph pairs. In other words, T itself could
be part of the path above the bridge. In this case, if [πT µT] does not subsume Ors
Ps) before the tree move, then there must be no tree path that leads from C to the
node T. If there is still no tree path from C to T after the tree move, then the
pair

will still not subsume

obsolete pair. In summary,

should not be an
will not be an obsolete pair. The proof for

the other direction follows easily from the proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of {3)
follows closely the corresponding proof of Theorem 5.1.

5.4 Locality of Due and Obsolete Pairs
Now we can turn the arguments of Section 5.3 around and use them to determine
where pairs that should appear or disappear might be located. We want to prove that
due pairs are only "local" problems. The exact meaning of "local" will become clear
as a side effect of our analysis. For this, we first identify all areas where due pairs can
exist and then prove that due pairs cannot exist for any other (combination of) areas,
except the ones where we proved that they can exist. As was shown previously, every
node in the tree, except the root, can be used to define a path, and this path can be
used to divide the tree into four areas. In a link insertion situation, we can define two
paths based on the nodes N and C and divide the spanning tree of the hierarchy into
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seven arcs (refer back to Section 4.3). A graph arc can connect any one of those seven
areas to any other area. Therefore, we need to look initially at 49 situations, for both
left and right moves, to find out if due pairs can exist. Luckily, we can cut down
considerably on the actual work to be done. First, every connection within one area
is not affected by this problem, because source and target are changing in the same
way. This eliminates seven from the 49, leaving us with 42. Secondly, there are three
areas (A5), (A6), and (A7) that do not change at all. Therefore, any connections
between those areas are not affected by this problem either. This accounts for six
more connections, reducing the total number of potentially problematic connections
to 36.
For the 36 combinations we have to answer the following questions:

(Q1) Is it possible that a tree pair T (index i) exists at the source location, that is
subsumed by a pair G (index j) at the target location, and the pairs T and/or
G will change due to the transformation to eliminate that subsumption (due
pairs)? The following conditions are implicitly contained in the due pairs cases:

(Q2) Is it possible that a tree pair T (index k) exists at the source location, that
is not subsumed by any pair at the target location, and T and/or the pairs
at the target location will change due to the transformation such that one
pair G (index 1) at the target will subsume T (obsolete pairs)? The following
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conditions are implicitly contained in the obsolete pairs cases:

In the above conditions, i and j represent target and source areas of due pairs
while k and I represent target and source areas of obsolete pairs, where 1 < i, j, k,
I < 7. We will define i and j in Section 5.4.1 and k and l in Section 5.4.2.
We claim that due pairs and obsolete pairs, which satisfy the conditions in (O1)•
and (Q2), appear only in a few specific areas such as Td , T0 , Sd, and So in Tables 5.1
and 5.2. We will prove in Sections 5.9.1 — 5.4.2 that the claim is correct.
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 we are hinting at the fact that it will be necessary
, to
subdivide some of the seven areas further. In those tables "X" means that no due or
obsolete pairs can be created by a connection between the two relevant areas, because
the pairs in one of the areas or both areas are not changed. "Y" means that no due
or obsolete pairs can be created, because the new connection stays within one area.
"Z" means that no due or obsolete pairs can be created by a connection between the
two relevant areas because there is no change of any tree path between them but
only changes in nodes in those areas. "I" and "I*" mean that a connection between
the two relevant areas creates an invalid link or a potentially invalid link (invalid
link after tree move), i.e., a cycle which is prohibited by the definition, respectively.
"P" means that a connection between the two relevant areas creates a redundant
link because there is a tree subsumption relation between them. "C" means that a
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Table 5.1 Configuration of Combination Links for a Left Move

connection between the two relevant areas creates a common predecessor area which
is eliminated from any propagation. The correctness of these arguments will be
proved in the following Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.5, 5.6 for a left tree move and Lemmas
5.3, 5.4, 5.7, 5.8 for a right tree move.
On the other hand, Td means that a due pair can be created at a target area,

To means that an obsolete pair can be created at a target area, Sd
pair can be created at a secondary target area, and

means that a due

S0 means that an obsolete pair

can be created at a secondary target area. Note that for the cases Sd and So, in spite
of the fact that there is no change of any tree path between the two relevant areas,
pairs propagated from the target areas create a due pair or an obsolete pair.
5.4.1 Due Pairs as Local Propagation Effects
In order to locate all the places where due pairs may occur, we need to consider
the due pairs caused by a left move and by a right move. For each case we have to
deal with tree and graph pairs at target and source areas. To simplify this problem
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Table 5.2 Configuration of Combination Links for a Right Move

we will assume that the pair at the source is always a tree pair. This is no real
limitation, because if the pair is a graph pair, then it must be coming from another
area in turn, and we are really dealing with a tree pair from a different source area.
We have the following four cases dealing with due pairs: (D1.) Due pairs at the target
area caused by a left move; (D2) Due pairs at the secondary target area caused by a
left move; (D3) Due pairs at the target area caused by a right move; (D4) Due pairs
at the secondary target caused by a right move.

Case Dl: Due Pairs at Target by a Left Move

Lemma 5.1 After a left move, due pairs are propagated only through a path (A4)
(A2) to a target.

Proof: We can formulate the subsumption of number pairs between areas before
and after a left move shown in Table 5.3. In the table

represent the

preorder number and maximum number of a node in an area i, where 1 < i < 7,
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Figure 5.3 Seven Areas for Left Move (Before Tree Move)
before a tree move, and

represent the same information after a tree

move.
Considering 36 cases in Table 5.4.1, we have only 3 cases (3, 8, 12) which
have changed subsumption relations between areas before and after a tree move. In
addition, only Case 8 matches the conditions of (Q1). Therefore, effectively only a
single candidate for due pairs remains, namely (A4)
A tree pair
tree move, the pair

(A2).

from (A4) is subsumed by a tree pair in (A2). After a left
is not subsumed in (A2) anymore. Therefore the pair

will now be a due pair through

(A2). ■

Case D2: Due Pairs at Secondary Targets by a Left Move
We now consider due pairs at the secondary target. We need to identify the secondary
target areas to which a due pair might be propagated. In order to more precisely
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Table 5.3 Subsumption between Areas for a Left Tree Move

Figure 5.4 Propagation Paths for Due Pairs (Left Move)
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analyze the secondary target area for a due pair, we divide A3 itself into three parts
tie "between part" (A3-b), the "children of N part" (A3-n), and the children of M
part" (A3-m).
Lemma 5.2 The secondary target areas for the due pairs are (A3-b), (A5), and
(A6). After a left move, a due pair

will be created by the following paths:

Proof: Let us consider all possible secondary target areas to which a tree pair from
(A2) can be propagated. As a graph arc can connect (A2) to any one of those seven
areas, we will work by eliminating candidate areas reachable from (A2):
1. (A4)

(A2)

(Al): Assume that

propagated through (A2)

is a due pair in (Al) and is

(Al). If (.A2) is connected to (Al), (Al) becomes

the common predecessor of (A4) and (A2). By Theorem 5.l—(3), no pair will
be propagated to the common predecessor (Al). Thus (πs, µs) cannot be a
due pair. Therefore, we eliminate this case from the candidacy for being a
secondary target area.
2.

(A3 — n): If there is a graph arc from (A2) to (A3-n),
[π2 µ2] in (A2) must be propagated to (A3-n), and even to (Al) because of a
tree path between (Al) and (A3-n). Assume that a graph arc from C to N is
inserted. Now, the graph arc from C in (A4) to N in (Al) will be a redundant
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arc and will not be inserted because the pair
by

in (A1), i.e.,

in (A4) will be subsumed
This fact is against the basic

assumption that a jumping arc will be caused by inserting an arc from C, which
is a tree successor of every node in (A2), to N, which is a tree predecessor of
every node in (A3-n). Therefore, (A2) → ( A3-n) will be eliminated from the
candidacy for being a secondary target area.
3. (A4)

(A3 — rn): If there is a graph arc from (A2) to (A3-m),

this causes a cycle with the tree path from (A3-m) to (A2). Cycles are by
definition prohibited. Therefore, (A2)→(A3-m) is also eliminated from the
candidacy for being a secondary target area.
4.

(A4): If (A2) is connected to (A4), this causes a cycle
with the tree path from (A4) to (A2). For the same reason as in 3, (A2) —
(A4) is eliminated from the candidacy for being a secondary target area.

5.

(A7): Since (A2) is connected to (A7) through a tree arc,
(A2)

(A7) is a redundant arc which will not be inserted by our link insertion

in Section 3.3. Therefore, (A2)→(A7) is eliminated from the candidacy for
being a secondary target area.
In summary, we were able to eliminate the areas (Al), (A3-n), (A3-m), (A4),
and (A7) from consideration. Therefore, nodes in (A2) can connect to nodes in areas
(A5), (AG), and (A3-b) only. Therefore, (A3-b), (A5), and (A6) are found as the
secondary target areas for due pairs.
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Figure 5.5 Seven Areas for Right Move (Before Tree Move)
Case D3: Due Pairs at Target by a Right Move
Lemma 5.3 The due pairs after a right move can be propagated only through a
path
Proof: In order to more precisely analyze the secondary target area for the due
pairs, we divide (A5') itself into two parts, the "right part of N" (A5-r'), and the
"children of N part" (A5-n') (this area is equivalent to (A3-n) in the left move).
Similar to a left move, we can formulate the subsumption relations between
areas for a right move as shown in Table 5.4. In the table

represent

the preorder number and maximum number of a node in an area i, where 1 < i <
7, before a tree move and

after a tree move.

For a right move we can apply the same reasoning as for a left move.
Considering the 2 * 18 cases in Table 5.4, the only danger for due pairs exists
for (A4')

(Al') (Case 3), for (A4')

(A2') (Case 8), and for (A4') → ( A3')
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Table 5.4 Tree Subsumption Relations between Areas for a Right Tree Move
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(Case 12). We can eliminate Case 12 and Case 3 because pre-conditions and postconditions of the path from (A4') to (A3') and the path from (A4') to (Al') do not
match (Q1). All we need to look at is (A4') —3 (A2').
In summary, a tree pair (πs µs) from (A4) is subsumed by a tree pair at (A2).
After a right move, the pair
the pair

is not subsumed at (A2) anymore. Therefore

will now be a due pair through

Case D4: Due Pairs at Secondary Targets by a Right Move
Now we will identify the secondary target areas to which the due pairs might be
propagated.

Lemma 5.4 The secondary target areas for the due pairs are
(A6'). Due to a right move we have to recover due pairs

and
by the following

paths:

Proof: Among 8 areas, the following areas can be eliminated from the secondary
target areas:

1.

This proof follows exactly arguments of the
proof-(1) of Lemma 5.2.

2.

This proof follows exactly arguments of the
proof-(3) of Lemma 5.2.
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Figure 5.6 Propagation Paths for Due Pairs (Right Move)
This proof follows exactly arguments of the

3.
proof-(4) of Lemma 5.2.

This proof follows exactly arguments of the

4.

proof-(2) of Lemma 5.2 except (A5-n') which can be replaced with (A3-n) of

the left move, ((A5-n') is equivalent to (A3-n) of the left move.)
This proof follows exactly arguments of the

5.
proof-(5) of Lemma 5.2.

In summary, we could eliminate the areas (M'), (A3-m'), (A4'), (A5-n') and
(AT) from consideration. Therefore, nodes in (AT) can connect to nodes in areas
(A3-b'), (A5-r'), and (A6'). Finally, (A3-b'), (A5-r'), and (A6') are found as the
secondary target areas for the due pairs.
We have analyzed the reason why due pairs occur in Section 5.4.1. We also
have proven that the above situation occurs only in the target area and the secondary
target areas by Lemmas 5.1 - 5.4. We will now formally prove that every due pair
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caused by a global tree move can be recovered. The recovering of all due pairs is
possible, because we know where and why they occur.
The following theorem is based on Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 that the area to which
T might belong is one of the secondary target areas (A3-b), (A5), and (A6) for a left
move and (A3-b'), (A5-1, and (A6') for a right move.
Theorem 5.3 Let [πm, µm] be a tree pair of a node in the area (A2), (πm, µm) be
a propagated pair from a node in the area (A2) and (πc µc) be a propagated pair
from a node in the area (A4). There are only two possible cases in which due pairs
need to be recovered because of a tree move of (A4) to (Al).
I. If both number pairs (πm, µm) and (πc, µc) are propagated to a node T, which
is in one of the secondary areas (A3-b), (A5), or (AG) for a left move and is in
one of the secondary areas (A3-b'), (A5-r'), or (A6') for a right move, then T
will have a due pair, namely

(Cases D2 & D4).

OR
II. If

is propagated to the area (A2) for a left move (the area (AT) for a

right move),

In both cases I and II,

becomes a due pair (Cases Di & D3).

becomes a due pair.

Proof: We will prove cases I (II) together. Initially the number pair
(A4) was subsumed, by the number pair
However, after the tree move,

(by the tree pair

is not subsumed by

from
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This can be shown by proving that

is not the case after

the tree move.
Remember that we distinguished between four cases Cases Dl D4 according
to whether the direction of spanning tree transformation is a left move or a right
move and whether the pair is a tree pair at the target area or a graph pair at a
secondary target area.
In this proof, πc(j) and µc(j) stand for preorder and maximum numbers of
nodes in the area (A4), πn (i) and µn(i) stand for preorder and maximum numbers
of nodes in the area (Al), and πm(q) and µm(q) stand for preorder and maximum
numbers of nodes in the area (A2). It holds that 1 < q < r, 1 < i < k, and 1 <
j < p and r, k, and p are the numbers of nodes in the areas (A2), (A1), and (A4),
respectively. In the following formula,
and

represents the maximum number of N

represent the preorder number and the maximum number of

C.
(Cases Dl — D2) The number pairs in all nodes in the areas (A1), (A2), and (A4)
initially satisfy the following conditions:

(C1) is a result of the fact that there is a tree subsumption relation between (A2) and
(A4) before the left move (See Figure 5.3). (C2) and (C3) follow directly from the
fact that it is a left move in Table 5.4.1 ((A2) and (Al)). We made an observation in
Chapter 4 about a special case of left move: if the node C is made the child of a left
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sibling or of a successor of a left sibling, then the old parent M is on a path from the
new parent N to the root. After the tree move, we have a condition
which dose not match (C3). In this situation, the nodes in (A4) are always subsumed
by the nodes in (A2) before or after. Therefore, we eliminate this condition for this
problem.
What we are trying to prove is that after the left move, the following two
conditions are true, i.e., the pair

from (A4) is not subsumed by the
anymore.

pair

The preorder numbers and the maximum numbers of all nodes in (A2) and
(A4) are updated as follows by Table 4.1 in Section 4.5.

(1) We want to show that
and 7,(q), after update, is positive.

i.e., the difference δ1 between πc(j)
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In order to prove (

δ1 > 0, we need to show that

and

> 0. Therefore, (a) is true.
from (C1) and

(b) Combining
gives

where

from (C3)
and k and p are the

numbers of nodes in (Al) and in (A4), respectively. Therefore,

i.e., the difference (52 between µc (j)

We want to show that
and µm(q), after update, is positive.

In order to prove

(c) Remember that

we need to show that (c)

and

represents the preorder number of C, the root of

the subtree. By Schubert's encoding, the maximum number of a node in
a subtree under C is always bigger than or equal to its preorder number.
The preorder number of C is a smallest preorder number in the subtree.
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Therefore, every maximum number of nodes in the subtree is always bigger
than or equal to the preorder number of C, i.e.,

(d)

where 1 < i < k
and 1 < q < r and k and r are the numbers of nodes in (A1) and in (A2),
respectively. Therefore,

By (1) and (2) of (Cases Di - D2), we conclude that after updating these
number pairs,

where 1 < j < p and 1 < q <

r and p and r are the numbers of nodes in (A4) and in (A2), respectively.
(Cases D3 - D4) For the right move, we use a similar proof technique. Before the
right move, the number pairs in the areas (Al), (A2), and (A4) satisfy the previous
condition (C1) and the following conditions (C4) and (C5)

What we are trying to prove is that after the right move, the following two
conditions are true, i.e.,

are subsumed by either

OF

The preorder numbers and the maximum numbers of all nodes in (A2') and
(A4') are updated as follows by Table 4.2 in Section 4.3.
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We will show

are satisfied

after the tree move.

(1) We will prove that

To show that

we divide

into two subproblems:

(a) We have

by combining (C4) and

Therefore,
represents the maximum number of C, the root of the subtree. By
Schubert's encoding, the maximum number of a node in a subtree under

C is always bigger than or equal to its preorder number. The maximum
number of C is the biggest maximum number in the subtree. Therefore,
the maximum number of C is always greater than or equal to the preorder
number of nodes in the subtree,

(Formally,
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By combining (a)

we have

shown that
(2) We will prove that

(U7, U9)

(U7, U9)

To show that

we need to prove that (c)

(c) By (CI), we prove that
(d) Combining
Therefore, from
we can conclude
By combining
we can conclude

By (1) and (2) of (Cases D3 - D4) we conclude
after the right move. In summary, by (Cases D1 - D4), the number pairs from the
area (A2) do not subsume the number pairs from the area (A4) after a tree move as
defined initially. Therefore,

will be a due pair. ■
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Figure 5.7 Four Kinds of Paths for Due Pairs (before Tree Move)
Theorem 5.4 If the due pair (πs µs) is propagated from S to T, the pair will be
propagated only through a path from S through C and M to T. The source of any
(πs in
µs)the area (A4) can be projected into the child node C,
due pair

(πc µc) =

Proof: By contradiction, assume that a pair (πs µs) at a node S under the child
node C is propagated through S → A → T and A is a node that is not on the path
S → C → M → T but the pair (πs µs) is still a due pair. S → T must be a
graph path because S cannot have more than one tree predecessor, by the definition
of tree cover.
In order to prove this we need to prove the following cases. We have four
possible forms of paths through which the pair (πs µs) might be propagated to T:
(a) a tree path from S to T; (b) a tree path from S to M and a graph arc or a path
including a graph arc from M to T; (c) a graph arc or a path including a graph arc
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from S to C and a tree path from C to T; (d) a graph arc (a graph path) from S to
C and a tree path from C to M and a graph arc (a graph path) from M to T.
Case 1: Before a tree move, the pair (πs µs) will be propagated to T. However,
will be subsumed by the pair

after the tree move, the pair

M -4 T. Every tree pair of the path below the cut is

propagated through C

subsumed by the tree pair of C because C is a top node in the path below the cut.
Therefore,

cannot be a due pair.
is propagated to T because of the

Case 2: Before a tree move, the pair

graph arc from M to T and the pair (πM µM) from M subsumes the pair
from S because S is a tree successor of M. However, after the tree move, a pair
from C will subsume

Therefore,

Case 3: Before the tree move, the pair

cannot be a due pair.
is propagated to T due to absence

of tree subsumption between S and T. After the tree move, the pair

will

be at T because there is no tree subsumption between S and C. Therefore,
is not a due pair.
Case 4: Since the pair

is propagated to T before and after the tree move,

the cut of the arc (C, M) is irrelevant to that subsumption. Due to the same reason
as in Case 3,

is not a due pair. ■

5.4.2 Obsolete Pairs as Local Propagation Effects
Now we can turn the argument of Section 5.4.1 around and use it to determine
where obsolete pairs (that should disappear) might be located. We want to prove
that obsolete pairs are only local problems. For this, we first identify all areas where
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the obsolete pairs can exist and then prove that obsolete pairs cannot exist for any
other combination of areas, except the ones where we proved that they can exist. As
was shown previously, dealing with 36 combinations of areas we have to answer the
following question: (Q2) Is it possible that a tree pair T (index k) exists at the source
location, that is not subsumed by any pair at the target location, and T and/or the
pairs at the target location will change due to the transformation such that one pair
G (index 1) at the target will subsume T (obsolete pairs)? The following conditions
are implicitly contained in the obsolete pairs cases:
Precondition:

Postcondition:
In the above conditions, k and l represent target and source areas of obsolete
pairs, where 1 < k, l < 7.
In order to prove that obsolete pairs are local phenomena, we need to consider
again left moves and right moves. For each case we have to deal with tree pairs
at the target area and graph pairs at the secondary target areas. To simplify this
problem further we will assume that the pair at the source is always a tree pair.
This is no real limitation, because if the pair is a graph pair, then it must be coming
from another area in turn, and we are really dealing with a tree pair from a different
source area. We have the following four cases dealing with due pairs: (01) Obsolete
pairs at the target area caused by a left move. (02) Obsolete pairs at a secondary
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Figure 5.8 Depropagation Paths for Obsolete Pairs (Left Move)
target area caused by a left move. (03) Obsolete pairs at the target area caused by a
right move. (04) Obsolete pairs at a secondary target area caused by a right move.

Case 01: Obsolete Pairs at Target by a Left Move

Lemma 5.5 For a left move, obsolete pairs are created only through a path

Proof: Let us look at obsolete pairs for a left move. We can start immediately
with 36 area combinations, as the first 13 are eliminated under all circumstances.
As shown previously in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the subsumption relations between pairs
of areas have not been changed at all in 15 cases (30 link combinations). Changes
are shown only in three cases (Cases 3, 8, and 12). As the subsumption relations in
Case 3 exactly matches the conditions for obsolete pairs at the target area and there
is a tree arc from (A4) to (Al), we are down to (A4)
Before the tree move, a graph pair (πs

µs)

(Al).
propagated from (A.4) is not

subsumed by a tree pair [π1 µ1] at (Al). After the left move, the pair

is
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subsumed by

Therefore, the pair

will now become A

obsolete pair due to

Case 02: Obsolete Pairs at Secondary Targets by a Left Move
For obsolete pairs we also need to consider graph pairs at the target. Now we will
identify the secondary target areas at which obsolete pairs might be created.

Lemma 5.6 (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), and (A6) are secondary target areas for obsolete
pairs. Due to a left move we have obsolete pair (πs µs) created by the following paths:

Proof: In Theorem 5.2, we have proven that the obsolete pairs could be generated
only when two pairs, (πT µT) from (Al) and (πs µs) from (A4), appear together in
one area. In the following, refer back to Figure 5.3.
Let us consider all possible secondary
, target areas to which a tree pair from
(Al) can be propagated. We will again operate by elimination.

1.

If (Al) is connected to (A2), (A2) becomes the
common predecessor of (Al) and (A4). No pair will be propagated to this
area by the definition of propagation because there is a tree arc from (A4) to
(A2). In other words, the obsolete pair from (A4) will be subsumed by pairs
of nodes in (A2), i.e.,

Therefore, the pairs from
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(Al) and (A4) cannot be together in this area. We eliminate this case from
the candidacy for being a secondary target area.
If a graph arc from (Al) to (A3-n) is inserted,

2.

this graph arc might cause a cycle because there is a tree arc from (A3-n) to
(Al). So no pair will be propagated to (A3-n) from (A4) because of
Therefore, there is no pair propagated from (Al) to (A3-n).
If (Al) is connected to (A4), this causes a cycle

3.

with the graph arc from (A4) to (Al). Cycles are prohibited.
Since (Al) is connected to (A7) through a tree

4.

arc, every graph pair from (Al) will be subsumed by tree pairs of nodes in
(A7), i.e.,

Therefore, there is no pair propagated

from (Al) to (A7).
In summary, we now can eliminate (Al), (A2), (A3-n), (A4), and (A7) from
this consideration. Therefore, (A5), (A6), (A3-b), and (A3-m) can be candidates for
secondary target areas. ■

Case 03: Obsolete Pairs at Target by a Right Move
Lemma 5.7 The obsolete pairs after a right move are created due to a tree arc

Proof: This proof follows exactly the arguments of the proof of Lemma 5.5. As
can be seen from Table 5.4.1 and the obsolete pair conditions, the only possible
occurrence for obsolete pairs is
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Figure 5.9 Depropagation Paths for Obsolete Pairs (Right Move)
Case 04: Obsolete Pairs at Secondary Targets by a Right Move

Lemma 5.8

are secondary target areas for the

obsolete pairs due to a right move. The obsolete pair (πs µs) is generated through
the following paths:

Proof: Let us consider all possible secondary target areas to which a tree pair from
(Al') might be propagated. As a graph arc can theoretically connect (Al') to any
one of the areas, we work again by elimination.

If (A1') is inserted to (AT), (A2') becomes the
common predecessor of (A1') and (A4'). No pair will be propagated to this
area by the definition of propagation because there is a tree arc from (A4') to
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(A2'). In other words, the obsolete pair from (A4') will be subsumed by pairs
of nodes in (A2'), i.e.,

Therefore, the pairs from

(A1') and (A4') cannot be together in this area. We eliminate this case from
the candidacy for being a secondary target area.
2.

If a graph arc from (Al') to (A4') is inserted, this
causes a cycle with the graph arc from (A4') to (Al'). Cycles are prohibited.

3.

If a graph arc from (Al') to (A5-n') is
inserted, this causes a cycle with the graph arc from (A5-n') to (A1'). Cycles
are prohibited by definition.

4.

Since (Al') is connected to (AT) through a tree
arc, every graph pair from (Al') will be subsumed by tree pairs of nodes in
Thus, no pair will be propagated from
(A1') to (A7').

We now can eliminate (A1'), (AT), (A4'), (A5-n') and (A7') from this consideration. Therefore, (A5-r'), (A6'), (A3-b'), and (A3-m') remain as secondary target
areas.
We will now develop a theorem to detect every obsolete pair that may occur
due to a global spanning tree transformation. The detection of obsolete pairs is
possible, because we know where and why they might occur.
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The following theorem is based on Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8 that the area to which
T might belong is one of the secondary target areas (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), or (A6)

for a left move and (A3-b'),

(A5-r'), or (A6') for a right move.

Theorem 5.5 Let [πn µn ] be a tree pair of a node in (Al), (πn µn) be a propagated
pair from a node in (A1) and (πc µc) be a propagated pair from a node in (A4).
There are only two possible cases in which obsolete pairs will occur during a tree
move of (A4) to (Al).
I. If both number pairs (πn µn) and (πc µc) are propagated to a node T, this
node will have an obsolete pair after the tree move, namely
be subsumed by

will

The area to which T might belong is one of

the secondary target areas: (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), or (A6) for a left move and
(A3-m'), (A5-r'), or (A6') for a right move. (Cases 02 T 04). OR
II. If (πc µc) is propagated to (Al) for a left move (to (A1') for a right move),
after the tree move
In both cases I and II,

subsumes

(Cases 01

03).

becomes an obsolete pair.

Proof: We will prove I (II) together. Initially the number pair (πc µc) from Cl/ is
not subsumed, by the number pair (πn µn) (by the tree pair [arm [4,]). However,
after the tree move,
be shown by proving

is subsumed by

This can
after the tree move.

Every notation used in the following proof was defined in the proof for due
pairs (Section 5.4.1).
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(Cases 01 — 02) The number pairs in all nodes in the areas (Al) and (A4) initially
satisfy both the conditions (C2) and (C3) for a left move and the following conditions
for an obsolete pair.
(C6)
(C7)
(C6) and (C7) follow directly from the fact that it is a left move [94]. What we
are trying to prove, with our extended terminology, is that after the left move, the
following condition is true. i.e.,

is subsumed by

(or

(R5)
The preorder numbers and the maximum numbers of nodes in (Al) and (A4)
are updated as follows, by Table 4.1 in Section 4.5.
(U10)
(U11)
In order to show

we have to show its

three "<" relations.

(1) We want to show that

is true. We have to show that the

difference S5 between πc(j) and πn(i), after update, is positive.

1. 71.
In order to prove

we will show that

(a) The preorder number of

is the smallest number among

the preorder numbers of nodes in C/ by the definition of the preorder
encoding. Therefore,

(b) By the encoding of [132], the preorder number of N is the largest number
among the preorder numbers of every node in (Al), because N is at the
bottom of (Al):

The maximum number of N is bigger

or equal to the preorder number of N:

Combining

Therefore,
By (a) and (b),

(2) We want to show that

therefore

This is true by the definition of Hydra

representation.
(3) We want to show that
should be positive.

The difference δc between

and
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In order to show

we should show that (c)

and (d)

The maximum number of every node in (Al) is always
bigger than or equal to the maximum number of N because every node in (Al)
is a tree predecessor of N:

Similarly,

the maximum number of C, the root of C/, is bigger or equal to the maximum
number of all nodes in C/

Therefore,

(c) and (d) are always true. Thus, we have proven that

In summary, by (1) - (3) we conclude that after updating these number pairs

(Cases 03 — 04) For the right move, we use a similar proof technique. Before the
right move, the number pairs in the areas (A1') and (A4') satisfy the conditions (C4)
and (C5) for a right move and the conditions (C6) and (C7) for an obsolete pair.
What we are trying to prove is this:
(R6)
The preorder numbers and the maximum numbers of all nodes in (Al') and
(A4') are updated as follows by Table 4.2 in Section 4.5.
(U12)
(U13)
In order to show
three "<" relations.
(1) We will prove that

we have to show its
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We conclude that δ7 > 0 for the same reason as in the proof (1.) of (Cases D1
- D2) in Section 5.4.1.

(2) We have proven that

(3) We will prove that

by the proof (2) of [Right Move].

by showing

The proof that 58 > 0 is now the same as the proof (3) of (Cases 01 - 02).

By (1) - (3) of (Cases 03 - 04) we conclude that
after the right move. By (Cases 01 04), the number pairs from the area
(Al) subsume the number pairs from the area (A4) after a right move as defined
initially.
Let us see an example of obsolete pair generation (Figure 5.10). In this figure
there is a tree move from (I, F) to (I, J). B and F have the propagated pairs
(7 8) from I and (4 4) from J. Before the tree move, the propagated pairs were not
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(A) Before Inserting an Arc (I, J)

(B) After Update a Primary Jumping Arc

Figure 5.10 Obsolete Pairs after Tree Move from (1, F) to (1, J)
obsolete pairs. However, after the tree move, the pair (7 8) from 1 is transformed
into the pair (5 6). As there is now a pair (4 6) at B and E, (5 6) becomes
an obsolete pair due to the Case I of Theorem 5.3. Let us see another example of
an obsolete pair in the same figure. G and 1) have a propagated pair (8 8) from
the node K before the tree move. After the tree move, the number pair (8 8) is
transformed into (6 6) and becomes an obsolete pair, because [3 6] occurs at G.
This is an example of case (II) of Theorem 5.3.
We can divide the source of any obsolete pair into two cases based on whether
a jumping arc is a primary jumping arc or a secondary jumping arc. In the case
of a primary jumping arc, the source of an obsolete pair can be any node in (A4).
The main reason is that a new arc is inserted from a child node C to a new parent
node AT and this becomes a primary jumping arc. So, there was no pair propagated
through the arc from C to N before inserting the new arc. But obsolete pairs might
be propagated to the target or the secondary target area through other paths. On
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the other hand, for a secondary jumping arc, there was a graph arc from C to N
before the jump. Through the graph arc, the tree pair of C was propagated to every
node in (Al). Any other pairs propagated from (A4) must be subsumed by the tree
pair of C because of tree subsumption between the tree pair of C and the other tree
pairs from (A4), i.e., πc, < πi < µi < µc where [πi µi] is any tree pair of a node in
(A4). In the case of a secondary jumping arc, the source of the obsolete pair will be
the tree pair of C.
Let So be a set of the obsolete pairs and Sr he a set of all pairs that need to
be depropagated after a tree move.

Theorem 5.6 The set of all pairs that need to be depropagated after a tree move
is a subset of the obsolete pairs (Sr C So).

Proof:
Fact 1: The child node C is a node in the area (A4).
Fact 2: The area of the new parent N and its tree predecessors is (A1).
Fact 3: If any tree pair of a node in (A4) is propagated to a. node in (Al), this
pair becomes an obsolete pair by Case (II) of Theorem 5.5.
Since the new parent node N is reachable from the child node C through a tree
arc after a tree move, the tree pair of the child node C propagated to the new parent
node and its tree predecessors become redundant pairs and need to be depropagated.
Therefore, by Facts 1 — 3, the set of pairs to be depropagated (Sr ) is a subset of or
equal to the obsolete pairs (So).
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Practical Advantage: Dealing with redundant pairs due to a tree move,: we 'need
only one algorithm, not two, because the obsolete pairs elimination algorithm can
take care of the set of pairs to be depropagated (Sr ).

Lemma 5.9 Due to inserting a new tree arc from a child node C to a parent node
N, the graph pairs at C need to be propagated to N and its predecessors (but not the
predecessors of the old parent M) which are all nodes in (Al) and their predecessors
in (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), and (A6).

Proof:
Fact 1: By the definition of propagation, if there is a tree arc from a node C to a
node N, all graph pairs associated with the node C need to be propagated to N and
its predecessors.
Fact 2: By the definition of (Al) in Section 3.2, all nodes in the path from N to
the root but not the path from C to the root are belonging to (Al).
Fact 3: By the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have proven that (Al), (A2), (A3-n), (A4),
and (A7) cannot be candidate areas to which a pair can be propagated from a node
in (Al). This follows by Lemma 5.6 which detects the secondary target area of an
obsolete pair. Since both refer to the secondary target areas to which number pairs
of the target area (Al) might be propagated, the arguments of Fact 1 and Lemma
5.6 are equivalent.
Fact 4: It is not necessary to propagate a tree pair of C to (Al) and its predecessors
in (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), and (A6) because there is a subsumption relation between
(A4) and (Al) or between tree pairs of nodes in (A4) and graph pairs propagated
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from (Al) to (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), and (A6). This follows from Lemmas 5.5 and
5.6.
We have proven by Fact 3 that all graph pairs at the child node C need to be
propagated to the target (A1) and the secondary target areas which are limited to
(A3-b), (AS-m), (A5), and (AG). By Fact 4 we know that the graph pairs do not
need to be propagated to any other areas. ■

Theorem 5.7 There is no common pair between the set of due pairs and the set of
pairs to be propagated, i.e.,

Proof: We can formalize the following facts based on Theorem 5.3 in Section 5.4.1
and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.9.
Fact 1: Let St be a set of one tree pair of the child node C and Sg be a set of graph
pairs at the child node C.

for every node, by definition.

Fact 2: Let Td be a set of all nodes in the target area (A2) or their predecessors in
the secondary target areas (A3-b), (A5), or (A6). A due pair is a pair in St to be
propagated to all nodes in Td by Theorem 5.3.
Fact 3: Let Tp be a set of all nodes in the target area (Al) or their predecessors in
the secondary target areas (A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), (AG). A propagated pair is a pair
in S9 which must be propagated to all nodes in T9 by Lemma 5.9.
Fact 4: Let Tc be a set of all common nodes in Td and
By Facts 2 and 3, we can define that Sd is a set of pairs generated by propagation
of all pairs in St to all nodes in Td (using a notation St

Td ) and Sp is a set of pairs

generated by propagation of all pairs in S9 to all nodes in Tp (using a notation Sg→
Tp).
By contradiction, assume that

and there is a pair Pc which is in

Sc. →
By the definition of Sc, Pc must be a pair generated from the propagation (St
Td ) (Sg
by Fact
also be a pair generated from the propagation
→ Tp) 2byand
Fact
3.
First, if Pc is in Sc, Pc must be a pair propagated from a pair both in St and S9.
Since there is no common pair between St and Sg by Fact 1, Pc cannot be a pair in Sc.
Second, if Cc is in Sc, Pc must be a pair propagated to a node X both in Tp and Td.
Then X must be in Tc by Fact 4 and no pair is propagated to X by Theorem 5.i-(3)
and Lemma 5.9. Thus there exists no Pc, resulting in a contradiction. Therefore, Sd

5.5 Summary
In Chapter 5 we have shown that the second major component of the Hydra representation, the graph pairs, can also be updated with a parallel algorithm. We have
referred in Chapter 5 to the sum of all operations performed by this algorithm as
"local changes." In Chapter 6 we will show that efficient parallel algorithms exist
for both local (Chapter 5) and global (Chapter 4) changes during updates for the
Hydra representation. Considering the bewildering number of factors that had to
be taken into account in deriving this parallel algorithm, the brevity of the resulting
algorithm for local changes is quite pleasing. We will show in Chapter 8 that the
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Hydra representation has very good runtime characteristics for parallel query and
update operations.

CHAPTER 6
PARALLEL UPDATE ALGORITHMS FOR JUMPING ARCS
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 4 - 5, we explained that the update of knowledge bases consisting of
relational DAGs requires global changes and local changes. We will present parallel
update algorithms which deal with those changes. Specifically, we will show parallel
algorithms for the global changes in Section 6.2.1 and for the local changes in
Sections 6.3.1 - 6.3.2. In addition, we will show the top level algorithms to deal
with primary and secondary jumping arcs in Sections 6.4 - 6.5.

6.2 Parallel Operation for the Global Changes
6.2.1 Parallel Tree Move Operations
We have theoretically proven that a tree move is a necessary step due to a jumping
arc in Chapter 4. Previously, we have defined a tree move as the operation where a
subtree of the spanning tree of a DAG is moved from one place to another. What is
needed are parallel operations that update the number pairs in the graph in a way
that reflects the new position of this subtree. Here, an additional complication arose
because these parallel operations depend on the direction of the subtree move.
We have designed the following algorithms according to Theorem 4.1 in
Chapter 4. We need to distinguish between two different cases: (1) Left move: In
the tree representation, the new tree parent is to the left of the child. In the node set
representation, the preorder number of the new parent is greater than the preorder
number of the child (Figure 5.7). (2) Right move: Not surprisingly, if the new tree
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parent is to the right of the child, we need different transformation rules. In the node
set representation, the preorder number of the new parent is less than the preorder
number of the child (Figure 5.8).
We will show the top level of the tree move operation that invokes a left move
operation or a right move operation depending on the direction of the tree move..

Algorithm 6.1 Parallel Tree Move Operation
Parallel-Tree-Move(C, N: Node)
IF (PRENUM(tree-pair(N)) > PRENUM(tree-pair(C))) THEN
Left-Tree-Move(C, N)
ELSE
Right-Tree-Move(C, N)
ENDIF

In Section 4.3.1, we have formulated the transformation rules for a left move.
We have described in Chapter 4 that given two nodes in a link insertion, seven
parts of a class hierarchy can be identified. According to our transformation rules in
Tables 4.l and 4.2, the four areas (Al) — (A4) out of seven areas need to be updated.
The tree move operations treat each of these four areas uniformly, with the same
operation being applied to all the nodes in one area. This means that on the order of
four parallel operations on a SIMD massively parallel computer suffice for performing
those update steps.
We have introduced parallel functions to identify the four changing parts of
a class hierarchy in Section 2.3.2. In fact, IS-PATH-P(N) returns T on every
processor in the path from N to the Root; IS-SUBTREE-P(N) returns T on every
processor in the subtree of N; IS-LEFT-P(N) returns T on every processor in the
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left part of N; IS-RIGHT-P(N) returns T on every processor in the right part of N.
Assume that there are n nodes in the subtree rooted at the node C and the function
NUMNODE(C) returns n.

Algorithm 6.2 Parallel Left Tree Move
Left-Tree-Move (C, N: Node)
; (Al) PN
CC: - (n 0)
IF!! (IS-PATI-T-P(N) AND!! NOT IS-PATH-P(C)) THEN
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= PRE!![self-address!!()) - NUMNODE(C)
; (A2) CC & CAT &
: -(O n)
IF!! (IS-PATH-P(C) AND!! NOT IS-PATH-P(N)) THEN
MAX!![self-address!!()]:= MAX!![self-address!!()] - NUMNODE(C)
; (A3) (RN LC) or (NI
N): (n n)
IF!! (TS-RIGHT-P(N) AND!! IS-LEFT-P(C) OR!!
IS-SUBTREE-P(N)) THEN
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= PRE!![self-address!!()] - NUMNODE(C)
MAX!![self-address!!()]:= MAX!![self-address!!()] - NTJMNODE(C)
END IF!!
(A4) C/ :
(MAX(N) MAX(C) MAX(N) MAX(C))
IF!! (IS-SUBTREE-P(C)) THEN
PRE!![self-address!!()]:= PRE!![self-address!!()] MAX(N) - MAX(C)
MAX!![self-address!!()]:= MAX!![self-address!!()] MAX(N) - MAX(C)
END IF!!
; (A5, AG, A7) LN, RC, (PN 6V PC) : no change

Similarly, the right move operation can be formulated as follows. Due to the
different direction of tree move, the functions to define the areas (A3'), (A5'), (AG')
are different from the left move operation. In addition, the transformation rules are
completely distinct from the left move.
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Algorithm 6.3 Parallel Right Tree Move

6.3 Parallel Operations for the Local Changes
6.3.1 Parallel Due Pairs Propagation Operations
We have designed a parallel algorithm for propagating due pairs. The main purpose
of this algorithm is to recover the disconnected relations between the areas (A2) and
(A4) caused by a tree move. In order to show how the necessary steps for propagating
due pairs can be reduced using parallel processing, we first show the serial algorithm
of due pairs propagation, and then we will present the parallel algorithm.
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In the serial algorithm we need to propagate due pairs depending on whether
it is for the target area or the secondary target area and whether it is caused by a
left tree move or a right tree move. Luckily, the propagation of due pairs to a target
area is independent of the direction of tree move. Therefore, we can summarize due
pairs propagation by the following two steps: (1) propagation to the target area
(one algorithm is sufficient for a left move and a right move); (2) propagation to the
secondary target area (two separate algorithms are needed, one for a left tree move
and another for a right tree move).
Each step in due pairs propagation requires the following phases. First, we
need to define the target area and secondary target areas of due pairs. Note that
the secondary target areas will depend on the direction of the jumping arc. Then,
the due pairs propagation for the target area and the secondary target areas will be
executed.
For the target area, the tree pair of C will be propagated to all nodes in (A2)
for a left move and to all nodes in (A2') for a right move by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 in
Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
In all serial algorithms in this section, we will use the following notations: [πi
µi] represents any tree pair in a graph, π c µc] represents the tree pair of the child
node, and [πN µN ] and [πM µM] represent the tree pairs of the new parent node N
and of the old parent node M.
Algorithm 6.4 (Serial): Set of Targets
Set-of-Target(N, M: Node)
Target-Set:= {
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Return Target-Set

For the case of a left move, the secondary target areas might be (A3-b), (A5),
and (A6), by Lemma 5.3, if they have a pair propagated from (A2). The following
algorithm identifies every predecessor in the secondary target areas for a left move.
In the algorithm, Pop() is a function that take the first number pair from a given set
and return it.
Algorithm 6.5 (Serial): Set of Secondary Targets (Left Move)
Secondary- Target-for-Left-Move(C, M: Node)
Let [πN µN] and [πC µC ] be tree pairs of N and C
Sec-Target-Set:=
; Select all nodes in the secondary target areas (A6), (A5), and (A3-b)
; with a pair propagated from the area (Al)
FOR each node i with a tree pair [πi µi] in the graph
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Sec-Target-Set:-= Sec-Target-Set U {i}
TRUE = FOUND:
ENDIF
ENDWHILE
ENDIF
ENDFOR,
Return Sec-Target-Set
The secondary target areas are defined as (A3-b'), (A5-r'), and (A6') for a right
move by Lemma 5.4 in Chapter 5. In the following algorithm, among all nodes in
the secondary target areas, the nodes which have a pair propagated from a node in
the area (A2') are selected and collected into a set. Return the set.

Algorithm 6..6 (Serial): Set of Secondary Target (Right Move)
Secondary-Target-for-Right-Move (C, M: Node)
Let [πN µN] and [πC µC].

be tree pairs of N and C

Sec-Target-Set:= {
; Select all nodes in the secondary target areas (A6'), (A5-r), and (A3-b')
; with a pair propagated from the area (Al')
FOR each node i with a tree pair [πi µi] in graph
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TRUE = FOUND:
ENDIF
ENDWHILE
ENDIF
ENDFOR
Return Sec-Target-Set

We now show a top level algorithm for due pairs propagation. For identifying
the target area, the procedure Set-of-Target will be invoked and for identifying
the secondary target areas, the procedure Secondary-Target-for-Left-Move (or
Secondary-Target-for-Right-Move) will be invoked depending on the direction of
move. Then, the procedure Due-Pairs-Propagation propagates the tree pair of the
child node to nodes in the target area and the secondary target areas. Note that the
source of due pairs is the tree pair of the child node C, by Theorem 5.4.
Algorithm 6.7 (Serial): Due Pairs Propagation
Serial-Due-Pairs-Propagation (C, M: Node)
Target:= Set-of-Target(C, M)
; Depend on the direction of the spanning tree move
IF (Left-Tree-Move) THEN
Secondary target:,Secondary-Target-for-Left-Move(C,
ELSE
Secondary-target:= Secondary-Target-for-Right-Move(C, M)
; Propagate due pairs to all nodes in the target area
FOR all nodes T with [πT µT] in Target
Propagate the tree pair of C to T
; Propagate due pairs to all nodes in the secondary target areas
FOR all nodes St with (πi µi) in Secondary-target
IF (πT< πi AND µi < µT) THEN
Propagate the tree pair of C to St
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Unlike for the serial algorithm, in the parallel algorithm we do not need three
separate operations for due pairs propagation. With parallel processing, every step
for propagating due pairs, such as propagating to the target area or the secondary
target areas for a right move or a left move, can be done in a single step.
The reason is that the target and the secondary target can be detected in
parallel by checking whether a node has a tree pair of a node in (A2). In other
words, this step can detect in parallel the target which has the number pair as a tree
pair or the secondary target which has the number pair as a graph pair. Two serial
steps become NOT two parallel steps but collapse into one parallel step.
Parallel Due Pairs Propagation
The propagation steps for due pairs can be summarized as follows:
• Step 1: Identify all nodes in target area and secondary target area in parallel.
This is done by marking the nodes with number pairs

such that

where I < q < r and r stands for
the number of nodes in (A2).
Step 2: We propagate upward the tree pair of C to the nodes marked by Step 1.
Now, we will show the parallel algorithm to recover the due pairs.

Algorithm 6..8 (Parallel) Due Pairs Propagation
Paralle-Due-Pairs-Propagation(N, M, C: Node)
; Activate every processor which has a tree pair of (A2) (Target area)
; or a graph pair propagated from the area (A2) (Secondary target area).
; Then, mark the target address of the pairs on the active processors.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
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Theorem 6.1 Every due pair can be recovered by our propagation algorithm.

Proof: In Section 5.4.1 we have proven that the combination of a tree pair of a node
from the area (A4) and a tree pair of a node from the area (A2) causes a due pair
after a tree transformation. Step 1 of Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation shows that all
pairs at the target area (A2) or at the secondary target areas ((A3-b), (A5), and (A6)
for a left move and (A3-b'), (A5-r'), and (A6') for a right move) can be identified
by a simple parallel operation. Step 2 of Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation shows that
the tree pair from area (A4) can be identified by another simple parallel operation.
Together the two steps recover the due pairs of all predecessors.
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6.3.2 Parallel Obsolete Pairs Elimination Operations
We now present a parallel algorithm for detecting and eliminating obsolete pairs. The
main purpose of this algorithm is to eliminate the redundant relations between the
areas (Al) and (A4) due to a tree move. In this algorithm we eliminate all obsolete
pairs by identifying where pairs propagated from (Al) and pairs propagated from
anywhere in (A4), the subtree rooted at C, appear in a graph.
In the following algorithm, "depropagate" means that a pair is set to (-1, -1).
Set-of-Target(), Secondary-Target-for-Left-Move(), and Secondary-Target-for-RightMove() are defined in Algorithms 6.4 - 6.6.
Algorithm 6.9 (Serial): Obsolete Pairs Elimination
Serial-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination

(C, N, M: Node)

Source:,All nodes in (A4)
Target:,Set-of-Target(C, N)
Set:= { }
; Depend on the direction of the spanning tree move
IF (Left-Tree-Move) THEN

Secondary target:= Secondary-Target-for-Left-Move(C, M)
ELSE

Secondary target:= Secondary-Target-for-Right-Move(C, M)
; Eliminate obsolete pairs in the target area
FOR all nodes T with [πT µT] in Target
FOR all graph pairs (πs µs) of T
IF (πc < πs AND µs < µc) THEN
depropagate (πs µs)

; Determine all predecessors of T in the secondary target areas
FOR all nodes St in Secondary target
Let Set-of-GPairs be a set of graph pairs (πs µs) of St
FOUND:= FALSE
WHILE (Set-of-GPairs ≠ NULL AND NOT FOUND)
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Parallel Obsolete Pairs Elimination
We can simplify the serial algorithm for eliminating the obsolete pairs into a two step
parallel algorithm. This is possible because we can identify all sources of obsolete
pairs in parallel and also can identify the target and secondary target areas either for
a left move or for right move in one step. In addition, the depropagation of obsolete
pairs can be completed in parallel.
The basic steps are as follows:
• Step 1: Identify all nodes in target or secondary target in parallel. This can be
done by marking the nodes with tree or graph pairs of nodes in (Al).
e Step 2: Now if any marked node has a graph pair (πc(j) µc(j)) that is strictly
contained in the tree pair [πc(1) µc(1)) of C such that πc(1) < 7c0) and µc(j) <
where 1 < j < p and p stands for the number of nodes in (A4), then depropagate
that pair by setting it to (-1, -1).
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Algorithm 6.10 (Parallel) Obsolete Pairs Elimination
Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination(C, N, M: Node)

Due to our parallel operations for the division of the spanning tree into seven
areas in Sections 4.3 - 4.5, these obsolete pairs elimination operations can be easily
performed in parallel.
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Theorem 6.2 Every obsolete pair can always be eliminated by our elimination
algorithm.
Proof: In Section 5.4.2 we have proven that the combination of a tree pair of a node
from the area (A4) and a tree pair of a node from the area (Al) creates an obsolete
pair after a tree transformation. Step I of our algorithm shows that all pairs at the
target area (Al) or at the secondary target areas ((A3-b), (A3-m), (A5), and (A6)
for a left move and (A3-b'), (A3-m'), (A5-r'), and (A6') for a right move) can be
identified by a simple parallel operation. Step 2 of Our algorithm shows that all pairs
from area (A4) can be identified by another simple parallel operation. Together the
two steps identify all processors with obsolete pairs. ■

6.4 Dealing with Primary Jumping Arcs
In Chapters 4 - 5, we have discussed the .jumping arc problem and its global and local
effects. In Sections 6.2.1 - 6.3.2, the detailed algorithms for the global and the local
changes caused by a jump have also been described. Now we will precisely discuss
how to deal with a primary jumping arc by using the algorithms in Sections 6.2.1
- 6.3,2. This basic technique can be applied to the more complicated case of a
secondary jumping arc.
Given is a graph G, and we add a new arc from a node C to a node N. As
before, let M be the old tree parent of C. Now there are two possibilities. Either
the new arc is a jumping arc, or it is not. When will the newly inserted arc become
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a jumping arc? The answer for that is as follows: A jumping arc can occur only if
the new parent N has more predecessors than the old tree parent M.

6.4.1 Detection of Primary Jumping Arcs
During detection of a primary jumping arc, we need to perform the following two
steps: (1) identify the parent with the maximum number of predecessors; (2)
Compute and compare the numbers of predecessors for the new parent N and the
numbers of predecessors for the parent identified by step (1). In fact, the Hydra
representation is very efficient in recognition of predecessors but finding parents is
not trivial. Luckily, we have observed some important facts and derived the following
lemmas.
Assuming that the child node C has several parents, let us deal with the first
step of detecting a primary jumping arc. We need to answer the following questions:
(a) how do we know which parent of C has the maximum number of predecessors;
(b) how do we know which node is the tree parent M among predecessors. To answer
these questions, we present the following lemmas (Lemmas 6.1 — 6.2).

Lemma 6.1 The tree parent is the parent with the maximum number of predecessors among the parents.

Proof: This is trivial by Agrawal et al.'s tree cover representation. a

Lemma 6.2 The tree parent is the tree predecessor with the maximum preorder
number.

Proof: This is trivial by the Hydra representation.
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In the Hydra representation, the tree parent of C can be identified by looking
for a node with a tree pair that encloses the tree pair of C and that has the largest
preorder number among all such pairs by Lemmas 6.1 — 6.2. Therefore, it is possible
to detect the tree parent M of C with the following parallel comparison operations.
En the following formula *MAX is an efficient parallel operator which returns the
maximum value among all the values of a pear.

The next question is that how to compute the numbers of predecessors for the
new parent N and the tree parent M. Simple strategies for doing that are (1) to
activate all predecessors of the tree parent M and then count them (Cm); (2) to
activate all predecessors of of the new parent N and then count them (Cn); (3) to
compare Cm with Cn. Lucidly, we can do this computation in three steps without
any precalculation of predecessors. The beauty of this calculation is that each step
can be done in parallel.
(P1) Detect the tree parent of C: Activate all nodes with a tree pair [πM km] such
that [π M µM] subsumes [πc pc] (the tree pair of the child node C). Among the
activated nodes, select the node with the largest maximum number, namely
M. M will be the tree parent of the child node C [in parallel].
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(P2)

Activate all predecessors of the old parent M and count the number of activated
processors [in parallel].

(P3)

Activate all predecessors of the new parent N and count the number of activated
processors [in parallel].

(P4)

If the new parent N has more predecessors than the current tree parent M,
there is a primary jumping arc from (C, M) to (C, N). Otherwise, this is a
graph arc.

Here is the function which computes in parallel the number of predecessors
for a given node. This function activates every predecessor (tree predecessors and
graph predecessors) of the node and returns the number of the predecessors. In the
algorithm, length!! is a function that returns the number of active processors.

Algorithm 6.12 Parallel Computation of Number of Predecessors
Compute-Predecessor (C: Node)
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Algorithm 6.14 Parallel Detection of Primary Jumping Arc with Maximally
Reduced Tree Cover Representation
Detect-Primary-Jumping-Arc-Weak(C, N, M: Node): BOOLEAN

6.4.2 Update of Primary Jumping Arcs
We present the effects of a single change to the spanning tree due to a primary
jumping arc. The following algorithm takes care of all necessary steps for global
changes of the structure [Chapter 4] and local changes [Chapter 5].
Assuming that we have in fact a jumping arc, the next step is the update of the
class hierarchy. During this process (C, M) is transformed from a tree arc to a graph
arc. The connection from C to N becomes part of the spanning tree. Additionally,
number pair propagation and depropagation steps will be necessary to reflect these
changes in the hierarchy.
Here is a basic explanation of updating a primary jumping arc.
(U1) Move the tree C/ from under M to under N [in parallel]. This step can be
done by the procedure Parallel-Tree-Move (Algorithm 6.1).
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(U2) Propagate all graph pairs of C to N and to an predecessors of N [in parallel].
This step can be done by the procedure Parallel-Pairs-Propagation (Algorithm
3.7).
(U3) Apply the due pairs propagation algorithm [in parallel]. This step can be done
by the procedure Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation (Algorithm 6.8).
(U4) Apply the obsolete pairs elimination algorithm [in parallel]. This step can be
done by the procedure Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Propagation (Algorithm 6.10).
We will show the parallel algorithm that updates a primary jumping arc.

Algorithm 6.15 Parallel Update Primary Jumping Arc
Update-Primary-Jumping-Arc(C, N, M: Node)
Parallel-Tree-move (C, N, M)
; (U1) the details in Section 6.2.1
Parallel-Pairs-Propagation(C, N)
; (U2) the details in Section 3.3.2
Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation(C, M)
; (U3) the details in Section 6.3.1
Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination(C, N); (U4) the details in Section 6.3.2
END

Proof of Correctness of Algorithm: (U1) is derived from Theorem 4.1 in
Section 4.5. (U2) is derived from Lemma 5.9 in Section 5.4.2. (U3) is derived from
Theorem 5.3 in Section 5.4.1. (U4) is derived from Theorem 5.5 in Section 5.4.2.
Specifically, by Theorem 5.7, as due pairs and pairs to be propagated are not
common, we need two separate procedures to deal with them.
As an example of a link insertion with a primary jumping arc (Figure 6.1), a
tree arc is inserted from H to F. (U2) needs to be applied to all predecessors of F,
and to F, because of the same reason as in the first case. Additionally, the arc from
H to C is transformed from a tree arc into a graph arc because we inserted a new
arc to a node with a bigger number of predecessors (Figure 6.1). (U3) needs to be
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(a) An arc (H, F) is inserted.

(b) After Primary Jumping Arc (H, F)

Figure 6.1 An Example of Primary Jumping Arc
applied to C and its predecessors because of changing (H, C) from a tree arc to a
graph arc. C was tree parent before, but now it is a graph parent.

6.5 Dealing with Secondary Jumping Arcs
One of the most difficult problems of the link insertion operation is the detection of
secondary jumping arcs. Parts of this operation are inherently serial. To deal with
this problem, we use a two step approach. First, we identify a set of candidates for
secondary jumping arcs. Then we evaluate every one of those candidates serially.
Finding candidates turns out to be easy, as the following theoretical result indicates,
because they are already implicitly identified by the node set representation. This
result was published previously by us in 94].
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6.5.1 Detection of Secondary Jumping Arcs
Definition 6.1 If a relation graph contains a link L from B to A, then we call the
node A the upper node of L, and the node B the lower• node of L.

Definition 6.2 If a relation graph contains a graph link L from B to A, then we
call the tree pair at the lower node of L the lower pair of L. The upper pair of L is
the graph pair at the upper node of L which is identical to the lower pair of L.

Definition 6.3 A secondary jumping arc L is said to be under a causing node C,
if L is a graph arc that is transformed into a tree arc by the insertion of an arc with
C as its lower node.

Lemma 6.3 If a secondary jumping arc L is under a causing node C, then there
exists a path from the upper node of L to C.

Proof: L can only be transformed into a tree arc if the upper node of L receives new
predecessors. The only source of new predecessors is the node C, after the primary
arc insertion. Therefore, there must be a path from the upper node of L to C.

Theorem 6.3 If there are k jumping arcs under a causing node C, then there must
be at least k upper pairs propagated to the node C—one for each jumping arc.

Proof: We limit the proof to the case of k=2. Extensions to higher values of k
follow inductively. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there are two jumping
arcs, X and Y, under the causing node C, but only one upper pair is propagated
to C (Figure 6.2). Let x denote the upper pair of X, and y th.e upper pair of Y.
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Figure 6.2 Illustration of Proof
By th.e Lemma, there is a path from the upper nodes of both jumping arcs, X and
Y to C. Therefore, both upper pairs, x and y, should appear at C. (Remember
that upper pairs are graph pairs.) The only way that x can be propagated without
y or y without x is if one is a subinterval of the other. Assume, without loss of
generality, that the pair x is enclosed by the pair y. Then, following the normal
rules of propagation of graph pairs, y would appear at C but not x. That would
imply that there is a tree path from the lower node of X to the lower node of Y (See
Figure 6.2). That, in turn, means that there must be a path from the lower node
of X to the node C through the arc Y. Thus, if C receives any new predecessors,
then both the upper node of X and the lower node of X will receive those same new
predecessors.
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By the definition of the spanning tree algorithm, the only way that an arc can
jump is if the upper node receives a sufficient number of additional predecessors,
and the lower node does NOT receive any additional predecessors except through the
upper node. As the lower node of X receives the same new predecessors as the upper
node through Y, X cannot be a jumping arc. This contradicts our assumption that
both X and Y are jumping arcs. ■
Note: The pairs x and p cannot be enclosed by any tree pair z on the propagation
path from C to their upper nodes, because that would imply that the node that is
the source of z is already connected with a tree path from the lower nodes of X and
Y. But if such a path exists, then X and Y cannot be jumping arcs either.
Informally, we can say that the "higher" jumping arc (e.g., Y in Figure 6.2)
creates a "short circuit" for any lower arc that might be jumping, unless those two
arcs come from different tree paths. In that case, however, we would have two
propagated upper pairs at C.
Practical Importance: This result is of considerable practical importance for the
following reason: The detection of candidates for jumping arcs becomes very easy.
Every graph pair at the node C implies a candidate, and we do not have to do any
form of search. The identity of the candidates is already implicit in the representation! Every node that has a tree pair that is identical to one of the graph pairs at
the node C is potentially a lower node of a jumping arc.

6.5.1.1 Detection of Child and Parent for Secondary Jumping Arc
Based on Theorem 6.3, we now design serial and parallel algorithms for detecting
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a set of candidates for secondary jumping arcs. We first present a serial algorithm
for detecting the candidates for secondary jumping arcs, followed by the parallel
algorithm.

Algorithm 6.16 Serial Algorithm for Detecting a Set of Sources
Serial-Detect-Source-Set()

The graph pairs of C together with the tree pair of C are distributed in the
graph pairs strand of the Double Strand Representation. Clearly, detecting the
candidates can be done by activating processors with graph pairs propagated from
the causing node C [in parallel].

Algorithm 6.17 Parallel Detection for Set of Sources
Detect-Source-Set(C: Node)

A similar question arises here as we had for a primary jumping arc: Given a
child node Ci as a lower node of a secondary jumping arc, how do we identify both
tree parent

A

and new parent Ni of the child node

C.
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Similar to a primary jumping arc, we use the procedure Detect-Tree-Parent to
identify the new parent A. What about the new parent Ni? In the case of the
primary jumping arc, the new parent is known at the beginning. However, it is
unknown for the secondary jumping arc. Then, how do we identify the new parent
Ni for the secondary jumping arc?
Here is our solution to deal with this problem. We use a parent pvar to keep
direct parents of each node. For the Double Strand Representation, this pvar is valid
for every processor in the tree pairs strand and in the processors with odd ID in
the graph pairs strand. In the algorithm, PAR!! stands for a parallel variable that
contains for every node (processor) its parent ID. If there are several parents, the
parent IDs will be stored with the child ID in the graph pairs strand of the pvar
PAR!!. For a secondary jumping arc, we need a serial algorithm which identifies the
new parent with the maximum number of predecessors.

Algorithm 6.18 Parallel Parent Detection
Find-Parent(C: Node)

Algorithm 6.19 Parallel New Parent Detection
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However, we observe that this is naturally slow because of the serial processing
(linear with the number of parents). In practice we use a different method that
maintains the number of predecessors of each node in a pear. This method must
be considered a heuristic algorithm that is working based on an assumption of the
correctly predefined predecessor count for every node in a graph.

Algorithm 6.20 Parallel New Parent Detection with Predefined Predecessor Count
Detect-Max-Parent-with-Count(C: Node)

6.5.2 Update of Secondary Jumping Arcs
In the previous subsection we have proven an interesting theoretical result about
the detection of candidates for jumping arc. Nevertheless, update operations for
the secondary jumping arcs are quite expensive because Parts of this operation are
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inherently serial. To deal with this problem, we use a three step approach. First,
we identify a set of candidates for secondary jumping arcs. Then we evaluate every
one of those candidates serially. Finally, we update the class hierarchy. However,
finding candidates turns out to be easy, as the previous section indicates, because
they are already implicitly identified by the node set representation. We first explain
the basic steps of updating the secondary jumping arcs, and then we will present an
, jumping arcs.
update algorithm for the secondary
(Si) Detect all candidates for being secondary jumping arcs by the procedure
Detect-Source-Set.
(S2) Evaluate each candidate whether it is an actual jumping arc by comparing the
number of predecessors in the current tree parent with the maximum numbers
of predecessors of all parent nodes by the parallel procedures Detect-Parent
and Detect-Max-Parent.
(S3) Update the graph for each jumping arc by the procedures Parallel-TreeMove (U1), Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation (U3), and Parallel-Obsolete-PairsElimination (U4).

Algorithm 6.21 Parallel Update Algorithm for Secondary Jumping Arcs
UDdate-Secondarv-Jumning-Arc(C. N: Node)
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(a) An arc (H, F) is inserted.

(b) After Secondary Jumping Arc (I, H)

Figure 6.3 An Example of Secondary Jumping Arc
As an example, in Figure 6.3, by the insertion of an arc (H, F), (S3)-(U1)
transforms (1, F) from a graph arc into a tree arc and correspondingly, (I, C) from
a tree arc to a graph arc. (S3)-(U3) is applied to the old parent G and all predecessors
of G, because G was the tree parent of 1, but now it is not. Also (S3)-(U4) must
be applied to H to eliminate any obsolete pairs that appeared due to the global
transformation. Note that H was a graph parent of I but now it is the tree parent.
Now comes the top level link insertion algorithm which combines UpdatePrimary-Jumping-Arc (Algorithm 6.15) and Update-Secondary-Jumping-Arc
(Algorithm 6.21) algorithms. In the following algorithm, the Boolean function
Detect-Primary-Jumping-Arc (Algorithm 6.13) returns TRUE if the number of
predecessors of the new parent N is greater than the number of predecessors of the
tree parent M. It is important to notice that the difference between our Maximally
Reduced. Tree Cover and Agrawal's tree cover is a standard measure for a tree move.
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In other words, the jumping arc is defined by the number of weak predecessors in
our tree cover, while it is defined by the number of predecessors in Agrawal's. If we
substitute the function Detect-Primary-Jumping-Arc by another function DetectPrimary-Jumping-Arc-Weak (Algorithm 6.14) which returns the value based on
weak predecessors, the following algorithm incrementally maintains the Maximally
Reduced Tree Cover.

6.6 Summary of Jumping Arc Processing
In this section, we will summarize the effects of jumping arcs and the update
operations to deal with them. For the better understanding of these effects, we will
present several examples showing different cases of jumping arcs.
In Section 4.2, we divided the problem of jumping arcs into two cases: primary
jumping arcs and secondary jumping arcs. First, we summarize the effects of a
primary jumping arc which means that a former tree arc becomes now a graph arc
and a new tree arc is inserted at a place where no arc was before. In Figure 6.3 the
arc

C) is transformed from a tree arc into a graph arc, and the new tree arc (H,

F) is inserted. As was mentioned previously, we might have an arc "under" the lower
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node that, also jumps due to an insertion of the link (H, F). We call this "secondary
jumping arc." For the secondary jumping arc, the former tree arc (I, G) becomes
now a graph arc and the former graph arc (I, H) becomes now the tree arc. Simply,
both arcs switch their positions in the spanning tree.
Due to a jumping arc, we may have some global and local changes of the
structure of the graph. The overall update algorithms for a primary jumping arc or
a secondary jumping arc can be summarized as follows:

We now summarize the update operations to deal with the global and local
changes due to primary or secondary jumping arc presented in Sections 6.2.1— 6.3.2.
Updating A Jumping Arc
(1) Tree move: A global transformation requires the update that a former tree arc
becomes now a graph arc. For a primary jumping arc, a new arc is inserted as
a tree arc while for a secondary jumping arc, a graph arc becomes a tree arc.
This step can be done by the procedure Parallel-Tree-Move in Section 6.2.1.
(2) Propagation of due pairs: Before jumping, the arc (H, C) was a tree arc. By
definition, a tree arc does not propagate the tree pair of the lower node (H) to
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the upper node (C). (However, it does propagate all graph pairs.) As (H, C)
is turned into a graph arc, the tree pair at H must now be propagated upwards
to C, and to all predecessors of C'. This step can be done by the procedure
Parallel.-Due-Pairs-Propagation.
(3) Propagation of pairs: In the case of a primary jumping arc, the arc (H, F) is
newly inserted, thus all graph pairs of H need to be propagated to F, and to
all predecessors of F. In the case of a secondary jumping arc, the arc (H, F)
was a graph arc and turns into a tree arc. Before the jump, all pairs of H have
already been propagated to N and its predecessors. Therefore, this step is not
required for the case of a secondary jumping arc.
(4) Elimination of obsolete pairs: As described in Section 5.4.2, the pairs from H
and its tree successors (in the area (A4)) become obsolete pairs in the target
area (Al) or the secondary target areas (the predecessors of nodes in (Al)) due
to the jumping arc. Therefore, the tree pair of H should be "depropagated"
from F and its predecessors. This step can be done by the procedure ParallelObsolete-Pairs-Elimination.
The tree move effect (1) is referred to as a global change, because there is a
change in the overall structure of the spanning tree. The propagation effects (2) -(4) are referred to as local changes, because the locations of the nodes H, C, and F
give us indications where these changes occur.
Now we will explain the effects of jumping arcs by examples of both primary
and secondary jumping arcs. In Section 4.2, we explained that according to the
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Figure 6.4 An Example of Secondary Jumping Arc for a Left Move (Before Jumping
Arc)

21.2

Figure 6.5 Due and Obsolete Pairs During Update of Secondary Jumping Arc
direction of jumping arc, we can further define left moves and right moves. Thus,
we will show three examples of jumping arcs: [1] a secondary jumping arc for a left
move; [2 a primary jumping arc for a left move; [3] a primary jumping arc for a right
move. (We omit an example of a secondary jumping arc for a right move because it
is similar to [3]:)
[1] Example: a Secondary Jumping Arc for a Left Move
Figure 6.4 shows an example of a secondary jumping arc. By inserting an arc fromO
to F, a secondary jumping arc will occur under the causing node 0. The arc from
C to M will jump to (C, N). The reason is that due to the link insertion from 0 to
F, 2 more predecessors {F, B} are added to the set of predecessors of the parent N
{X, 0,G, E, A, D, P,
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Figure 6.6 After Update of Secondary Jumping Arc for a Left Move
As step (1) of processing the secondary jumping arcs, we will detect every
candidate for being a secondary jumping arc. According to Theorem 6.3 in
Section 6.5.1, we can easily detect that the arc from C to N is a candidate for
secondary jumping arc because of the graph pair (13 14) at the causing node 0. As
step (2), we evaluate whether it is an actual jumping arc by comparing the number
of predecessors of the current parent (M) with the number of predecessors of the
new parent (N). In fact, as the parent N has 10 predecessors {X, 0, C, B, A, D,
F, B, P, H} while the current parent M has 9 predecessors {Y, R, I, E, A, Z, Q,
II, J}, the arc from C to N is a secondary jumping arc. As a final step, we need to
update the graph according to the steps on pages 209 — 210.
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As step (1) of updating the secondary jumping arc, the procedure ParallelTree-Move is called to update every number pair in the graph. As the preorder
number of the tree pair of the child node C [13 14] is smaller than the preorder
number of the tree pair of the new parent node N [24 25], this arc is moving to the
left by the procedure Left-Tree-Move. According to the global transformation rule
of the procedure Left-Tree-Move, all number pairs in or from the four areas ((Al) (A4)) will be changed. Figure 6.5 shows the graph after the transformation rules are
applied to every pair in or from the four areas ((.A1) - (A4)).
Step (2) is the propagation of due pairs. The tree pair of C needs to be
propagated to its target area and its secondary target areas. In the same figure, a
node with a circle is a node to which the due pair (24 25) needs to be propagated.
By Theorem 5.3 in Section 5.4.1, the primary target area (A2) consists of {M, Y,
R, I}. The secondary targets are defined as {Z, Q}, {J} which are in (A3-b) and
(A6), respectively. There are no target nodes in (A5). Interestingly, H is not a
secondary target, because it is a common predecessor of N and M, i.e., in (A7).
By the procedure Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation, the tree pair of C [24 25] will be
propagate to {M, Y, F, I, Z, Q, J} with a circle in Figure 6.5.
Step (3) is the elimination of obsolete pairs. Figure 6.5 shows a square symbol
indicating the targets of this elimination. Before the tree move, an obsolete pair
(13 14) was propagated to {N, X, 0, G} in the target area (Al) and to {B,
F, C, D} in the secondary target areas (A5), (A3-b), and (A6). After the tree
move, (13 14) changes to (24 25) and becomes an obsolete pair by Theorem 5.5
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Figure 6.7 An Example of Primary Jumping Arc for a Left Move
in Section 5.9.2. By the procedure Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination, the obsolete
pair (24 25) will be eliminated from {N, X, 0, G, B, F, C, D}. Figure 6.6 shows
the final graph after updating the secondary jumping arc.
[2] Example: a Primary Jumping Arc for a Left Move
We now consider an example of a primary jumping arc for a left move (Figure 6.7).
By inserting an arc from C to N, the arc becomes a primary jumping arc because
the new parent N has 10 predecessors {X, 0, G, F, A, D, F, B, P, H} while the
current parent M has 9 predecessors {Y, R, I, F, A, Z, Q, H, J}. Figure 6.7 shows
the graph before inserting the jumping arc.
By the parallel update algorithm for primary jumping arcs, the following
procedures will be invoked: Parallel-Tree-Move, Parallel-Pairs-Propagation, Parallel-
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Figure 6.8 Due and Obsolete Pairs After Tree Move for Primary Jumping Arc
Due-Pairs-Propagation, Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination. As the preorder number
of the tree pair of C [13 14] is smaller than the preorder number of [24 25], the tree
pair of N, by the procedure Left-Tree-Move all number pairs in or from the four
areas ((Al) - (A4)) will be changed. Figure 6.8 shows the graph after this update of
number pairs. By the procedure Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation, the tree pair of C
[24 25] propagates to {M, Y, R, I, 2, Q, J}, which are marked with a circle symbol
in Figure 6.8.
Now we need to propagate every graph pair of C to N and its predecessors.
By Theorem 5.9 in Section 5.4, the target area is defined as (A1) and the secondary
target areas are (A3-b), (A3-m), (AS), and (A6). In this example, the graph pair
(28 28) is propagated to {N} by the procedure Parallel-Pairs-Propagation (Figure 6.8
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shows a triangle symbol indicating the target of this propagation). Note that the
pair (28 28) will be a redundant pair if it is propagated to other predecessors.
The last step is the elimination of obsolete pairs. Figure 6.8 shows a square
symbol indicating the target of this elimination. A. pair (22 28) at (A1) and a pair
(14 14) at (A4) are propagated to a node P which is in a secondary target area
(A3-b) before the tree move. After the tree move, (22 28) and (14 14) are updated
to (20 28) and (25 25). The pair (25 25) becomes an obsolete pair by Theorem 5.5
in Section 5.4.1. By the procedure Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination, the obsolete
pair (25 25) at the node P is eliminated.
There is a secondary jumping arc from hh, to C under the causing node C.
There is an example of a redundant arc in Figure 6.8. P is reachable from ii through
a path C

N -4 X so the arc from ii to P is a redundant arc. We have discussed

in Section 2.3.2 that this arc does not exist in our representation but this absence
does not cause any side effect.
[3] Example: a Primary Jumping Arc for a Right Move
Let us see an example of a primary jumping arc for a right move. In Figure 6.9, by
inserting an arc from C to N, the tree arc from C to M is jumping to AT because AT
has 1.0 predecessors while M has 7 predecessors. Similar to the example of a primary
jumping arc for a left move, the graph will be updated by the procedures RightTree-Move, Pair-Propagation, Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation, Parallel-ObsoletePairs-Elimination. In addition, under the causing node C, there is a secondary
jumping arc from (hh, gg) to (hh, C). According to the secondary jumping arc
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Figure 6.9 An - Example of Primary Jumping Arc for a Right Tree Move (Before
Tree Move)
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Figure 6.10 An Example of Primary Jumping Arc for a Right Tree Move (After
Tree Move)
algorithm in Section 6.5.2, the graph will be updated by the procedures RightTree-Move, Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation, Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination.
Figure 6.10 shows a final graph after updating these two jumping arcs.

6.7 Evaluation of Update Algorithms for Jumping Arcs
In Sections 6.2.1 — 6.3.2, we presented our parallel algorithms for tree moves, due
pairs propagation, and obsolete pairs elimination. Now we analyze the run-time
complexity of our update algorithms for the Double Strand Representation. In order
to analyze the time complexity of these algorithms, we need to define the following
parameters:
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Tm: Parallel time to perform a Parallel-Tree-Move operation. This can, be done
in constant time.

• T9: Parallel time to perform a Parallel-Pairs-Propagation. This can be done in
constant time by the procedure Parallel-Pairs-Propagation in Section 3.3.2.1.

• Td: Parallel time to perform a Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation. This can be
done in constant time by the procedure Parallel-Due-Pairs-Propagation in
Section 6.3.1.

▪

To: Parallel time to perform a Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination. This can
be done in constant time by the procedure Parallel-Obsolete-Pairs-Elimination
in Section 6.3.2.

Let us now consider the computation time for updating a primary jumping arc.
The update algorithm for a primary jump arc includes (1) perform the tree move
(Tm; (2) propagate graph pairs of the child node C (T9 ); (3) propagate the due pairs

(Td ); (4) eliminate the obsolete pairs caused by the tree move (T0).
We can summarize that the total cost for a primary jump is O(Tm + T9 + Td

T0) . As mentioned previously, Tm and To can be done in constant time. For

Tg

and

Td , we need to review the steps of propagation of number pairs in Section 3.3.2.1.
As mentioned in. Section 3.3.2.1, the following three phases are required for the
propagation algorithm in the Double Strand Representation: (a) identify the tree
predecessors and the graph predecessors (Td), (b) replace any redundant pairs (Tv ),
and (c) propagate number pairs (T p ). Note that while there is only one due pair, there
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might be multiple graph pairs at C. Assume that the average number of graph pairs
at C is c. Thus, we can formulate the average runtime for (2) and (3) as follows:

To = Td + Tr + Tp and Tm =

Td

+ Pc * (TT +Tp) As we found that for constant

machine size Td, Tr, and Tp are practically constants, the runtime complexities can
be simplified to To= O(Pc) and Tm = 0(1). By the many-to-many propagation
technique in Section 3.3.2.1, the runtime complexity of Tm was reduced to 0(1). In
summary, assuming constant time communication, the time complexity of the update
algorithm for a primary jumping arc is 0(1).
We can now analyze the runtime for updating secondary jumping arcs. As
can be seen, this update requires three steps: (S1) detecting candidates for being
secondary jumping arcs, (S2) evaluating each candidate, and (S3) updating the
structure of the spanning tree. In the step (S1), every graph pair at C is identified
in pairs of processors with the tree pair of C in the graph pairs strand. Clearly,
detecting the candidates can be done in constant time. In the step (S2), for each
candidate, the number of predecessor of its tree parent needs to be compared with
the maximum of the numbers of predecessors of all other parent nodes. This requires
time in proportion to the number of graph pairs at C. In the step (S3), the hierarchy
needs to be updated in proportion to the number of candidates confirmed in (S2).
Now we analyze the total cost of updating secondary jumping arcs. First,
we have to bound the number of secondary jumping arcs in a graph during a link
insertion. We have proven by Theorem 6.3 in Section 6.5 that if there are k jumping
arcs under a causing node C, then at least k pairs are propagated to the node C.
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Theorem 6.4 Due to a link insertion, the worst case runtime for updating a
secondary jumping arc that occurs under a causing node C is 0(N), where N is the
number of pairs at the causing node C.

Proof: Fact 1: In Theorem 6.3 in Section 6.5.1, we have shown that the number
of secondary jumping arcs which may occur under the causing node C is equal to or
less than the number of graph arcs at the causing node C.
Fact 2: In Section 3.4, we showed that the total number of graph pairs for a bipartite
graph is

where N is the number of nodes in the graph.

Then, the average number of graph pairs at each node will be
Fact 3: For each secondary jumping arc, we need a parallel tree move operation
(Tt ), a parallel due pairs propagation operation (Td ), and an parallel obsolete pairs
elimination operation (T). Thus, we can formalize the runtime for each secondary
jumping arc as Ts =

Td

To. As before, Tt , Td, and To can be considered as

constant time for a given machine size.
Therefore, by the Facts I — 3, the runtime for N secondary jumping arcs is
0(N). We have proven that the total cost for updating a secondary jumping arc
which might appear under the causing node C is bounded by 0(N).

6.8 Summary
Chapters 4 — 6 have presented results describing the update of the Hydra representation of knowledge during a link insertion. The Hydra representation of knowledge
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consists of the mapping of a DAG of one (or several) binary transitive relations onto
a massively parallel architecture.
The update operation itself consists of two parts. One part describes the transformation of the spanning tree of the DAG. The necessary operations for this transformation can be expressed in a compact parallel algorithm. This algorithm was
described in Chapter 4. We have referred to the sum of ail the operations performed
by this algorithm as "global changes."
In Chapter 5 we have shown the second major component of the Hydra representation; the graph pairs can also be updated with a parallel algorithm. We have
referred in Chapter 5 to the sum of all operations performed by this algorithm
as "local changes." The top level of link insertion function Parallel-Link-Insertion
(Algorithm 6.22) is in Section 6.5.
As we have shown in Chapter 6 that efficient parallel algorithms exist for both
local (Chapter 5) and global (Chapter 4) changes during updates for the Hydra
representation, we conclude that this representation is in fact useful for maintaining
large knowledge bases consisting of relational DAGs.

CHAPTER 7
REASONING
7.1 General Approaches to Transitive Reasoning
In this section, we will review the notions of transitivity and inheritance and discuss
their importance to knowledge representation in AI and object-oriented database. In
Section 7.2, we will present the details of the transitive reasoning processing in our
reasoning mechanism.
Systems based on inheritance have changed the face of research in databases
and in programming languages. Together with the long standing interest of AI
researchers in such hierarchies, we predict that efficient mechanisms for dealing with
hierarchies and transitive reasoning and inheritance will be of continued importance
in several fields of computer science for years to come.
Transitive relations are of considerable interest in the database and knowledge
representation literature. Often, a query requires the computation of the transitive
closure of such a relation. Some researchers have attacked this problem by trying
to find efficient algorithms for transitive closure computation [158, 76]. The other
approach has been to apply a materialized view [9] technique to the relation, i.e.,
to precompute the closure. Any naive representation of such a precomputed closure
would require large amounts of storage. However, by using Schubert et al.'s encoding
[132], a space and time efficient representation for the closure can be found 1]. Our
previous approach has been to "massively" parallelize a linearized form of Schubert's
representation [47].
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Research in cognitive psychology and linguistics has raised a number of interesting questions regarding the transitivity of relations [30, 77, 125, 165]; one question
is "whether transitivity is maintained even if a transitive relation is combined with
another type of transitive relation."
In AT some researchers also have turned their attention to the transitivity
of relations and applied it to reasoning [20, 58, 74, 106, 108, 129, 135]. In the
context of semantic networks, the part relation is used in the analysis of granularity in [107]. Winston et al. [165] worked on the transitivity of the part relation.
Specifically, they pointed out the differences between six types of part relations such
as component-integral, member-collection, portion-mass, stuff-object, feature-activity,
and place-area. They reached a negative conclusion about the transitivity of the part
relation if and only if the composition includes different types of the part relation.
Similar conclusions are found in [77], where an alternative analysis yields another set
of four different part relations. As a different opinion, Simons [142] argues that any
rejection of the transitivity of the part relation occurs due to a misconception based
on notions external to parts. However, the part relation is always transitive. In
past research at NJIT it was found that the phenomena occurring during transitive
reasoning in part hierarchies [64, 65, 62, 63] are more complicated than transitive
reasoning in class hierarchies, and sufficiently different to warrant investigation.
Winston et al. [165] also presented a hierarchical ordering among different
hierarchical relations and analyzed the transitivity among these different types of
relations. Drawing on the work of [165], Huhns et al. [74] proposed an algebra
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for the composition of various semantic relations including the part relation. As in
[164 the analysis is based on the decomposition of relations into basic relational
elements. Their work is being incorporated into the Cyc knowledge base [100, 101].
The representation of part configurations in artificial neural nets has also been investigated [70]. In some cases, human reasoning seems to use the directionality of
transitive relations resulting in blurring the distinctions between those relations.
As an example, remember the question of whether Aspirin can be coated. Aspirin
itself would be represented in a medical information system as a class. This class
might, have several descendants according to different common preparations, such as
pills, drops, or capsules. Capsules consist of two parts, the active ingredient and
the coating. In our research, we want to answer a question that a human could
answer quickly in a similarly quick manner, avoiding the overhead of a generalpurpose reasoner. One way to answer the given question about Aspirin quickly
within our framework would be to use mixed transitive reasoning which combines
different hierarchical relations into one single hierarchy while maintaining the directionality of the relation. The combined hierarchy permits a fast positive or negative
answer to the given question. Additionally, the coexisting single-relation hierarchies
can be used to find an answer for a pure transitivity query.
Clearly, there are many other kinds of questions that humans can answer
quickly and that relate to mixed transitive reasoning. Interestingly enough, many
of these answers are negative, and our system is able to answer them quickly. For
example, the general class of questions where relations are used in the wrong direction
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("Is an animal a leg?") can be answered quickly either in the negative or in the
positive with our massively parallel implementation of mixed transitive reasoning.

7.2 Processing Transitive Closure Reasoning
In this section, we will show how to achieve constant time responses for three kinds
of transitive closure queries: (Case 1) pure transitivity reasoning with an IS-A
hierarchy: "Is a Cheetah an Animal?" (Case 2) pure transitivity reasoning with a
single relation different from IS-A: "Is Hemo contained in Blood Cells?" or "Is an
Elephant bigger than a Can opener?" (Case 3) mixed transitive reasoning dealing
with more than one relation: "Is a Leg a part of an Animal?" This query is related
to mixed transitive reasoning because this kind of query can be answered quickly by
knowing that a Dog has four Legs and a Dog is an Animal.
For (Case 1), we will present our reasoning algorithms for the Double Strand
Representation and the Grid Representation in Sections 7.2.1.1 - 7.2.1.2, and for the
Maximally Reduced Tree Cover in Section 7.2.2. In Section 7.2.3, we will describe
our reasoning algorithms for (Case 2) and (Case 3).

7.2.1 Transitive Reasoning in an IS-A Hierarchy
Suppose that we want to verify whether B IS-A A. There are two cases: (1) A is
a tree predecessor of B. (2) A is a graph predecessor of B. The first case can be
easily verified by a subsumption test: the tree pair of A subsumes the tree pair of
B. For the second case, we have to check whether A has a graph pair propagated
from B or from a tree predecessor of B. We will show the verification algorithm for
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[8 8] Siamese

Cheetah [7 7]

Figure 7.1 An Example of an IS-A Hierarchy
both representations. See Figure 7.1 for an example of an IS-A hierarchy. As an
instance of the first case, we want to answer the query "Is Feline a subclass (IS-A)
of Animal?" As an instance of the second case, we want to answer the query "Is
Siamese a subclass (IS-A) of Domestic Animal?"
These verification algorithms are implemented on both the Grid and Double
Strand Representations. We will compare reasoning techniques in both representations and will describe how to achieve constant time verification in both representations. The primary difference between the Grid and Double Strand Representations
is the structure over which the number pairs are distributed. However, this does not
make a big difference in verification processing. Interestingly, the transitive reasoning
algorithms for those representations are quite similar. First, we will show parallel
verification algorithms for the Double Strand Representation in Section 7.2.1.1 and
second, for the Grid Representation in Section 7.2.1.2. Some of the necessary CM-5
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Figure 7.2 Transitive Reasoning in Double Strand Representation
terminology for parallel reasoning algorithms was previously introduced in Sections
3.2 — 3.3.

7.2.1.1 Transitive Reasoning in Double Strand Representation
Now we will explain how our verification algorithms can quickly respond to a transitivity query in the Double Strand Representation. We show a function DOUBLETS-A-VERIFY that performs subclass verification in the Double Strand Representation. As we mentioned above, if A is a tree predecessor of B (this will be shown
by DOUBLE-TS-A-VERIFY-1) or A is a graph predecessor of B (this will be shown
by DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-2), then B IS-A A.
Remember that in the Double Strand Representation,

represents the graph

strand lower bound and Φr represents the tree strand upper bound shown in
Figure 7.2. The parallel function self-address!! returns IDs of all active processors
and oddp!! contains TRUE on a processor if the processor's ID is an odd number.
Remember that a pair of processors (U, V) in the graph pairs strand is used to
represent a graph pair (see Section 2.3.3.2 for more details). The tree pair in the odd
processor (U) is used to represent a node S and the graph pair in the corresponding
even processor (V) is used to represent a node which propagates its tree pair to S.
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Therefore, we are looking for a pair of processors (U, V) such that the tree pair
of A is contained in processor U and the graph pair of B or its tree predecessor is
contained in processor V. In the following functions the expression mar k!![x] := y
means that the pvar mark!! on the processor with the ID x is assigned the value y.

Algorithm 7.1 Verification of B IS-A A in Double Strand Representation
DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN

DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-1 (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN
; If A is a tree predecessor of B, then the tree pair of A subme
; the tree.

DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-2 (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN
; Activate every occurrence of the tree pair of A in the graph pairs
; strand. Set the parallel flag mark!! on the right neighbor processors
; of the active processor.
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; Test whether any marked processor has the tree pair from B or from
; a tree predecessor of B, as a graph pair. If this is the case,
; return TRUE.

In our example (Figure 7.2), Feline is a subclass of Animal because [6 8] is
a subinterval of [3 9] (by DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-1). DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-2
will verify that Siamese is a subclass of Domestic-Animal because the tree pair [8 8]
of Siamese will occur as (8 8) together with the tree pair [9 9] in the graph pairs
strand. Feline is not a Plant because [6 8] is neither a subinterval of [2 2] nor is
there a processor pair ([2 2], (6 8)) in the graph pairs strand. In summary, with the
Double Strand Representation, it can be rapidly decided whether a subclass relation
exists between two classes.

7.2.1.2 Transitive Reasoning in Grid Representation
As introduced in Section 2.3.3.1, the processors of the Connection Machine are
organized as a grid in this representation. Nodes are assigned to columns in the
order that the system is informed about their existence (Figure 7.3). The first row
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Figure 7.3 Transitive Reasoning in Grid Representation
contains the tree pair of the node, while up to k graph pairs are maintained in the
other rows.
Now, we want to show the parallel functions that verify an IS-A relation. In the
following algorithms, SELF-ADDRESS-OF-X(A) is a function that returns a column
address of A in our grid structure. SELF-ADDRESS-OF-Y!! and SELF-ADDRESSOF-X!! represent on every processor the row and column of that processor in the
grid structure (Figure 7.3). Currently, a graph pair is located anywhere between the
first row and the seventh row (inclusive) in our grid structure. (The tree pair is in
the row zero).

Algorithm 7.2 Verification of B IS-A A
GRID-IS-A-VERIFY (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN
B is a A iff IS-A-VERIFY returns TRUE
RETURN(GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-1 (B, A) OR GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-2 (B, A));

GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-1 (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN
If B is a tree successor of A,
; then the tree pair of A subsumes the tree pair of B.
gl

ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
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GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-2 (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN
; Test whether A has the tree pair from B or B's tree predecessor
; as a graph pair. If this is the case, return TRUE.

We will now discuss why the Grid Representation permits constant time verification of transitive queries. If there is a path from a node Feline to a node Animal
that consists of arcs of the spanning tree only, then we can use the comparison of
two tree pairs, as in Figure 7.1. However, let's assume that there is no tree path
from Siamese to Domestic Animal. Therefore, there must be at least one graph arc
on a path from Siamese to Domestic Animal. In this case, the tree pair of Siamese
must have been propagated to Domestic Animal. (Or a pair that encloses the tree
pair of Siamese must have been propagated to Domestic Animal.) Therefore, if we
compare the tree pairs which enclose the tree pair of Siamese (because the tree pairs
are representing Siamese and Siamese's tree predecessors) with all pairs of Domestic
Animal, we can definitely verify an IS-A relation. As every pair of Domestic Animal
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is stored on a separate processor, we can compare the tree pairs which enclose the
tree pair of Siamese with all pairs of Domestic Animal in parallel, as long as there
are not more pairs at Domestic Animal than rows in our Grid Representation. On
the Connection Machine this verification can be done in constant time.
Consider DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-1 and GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-I in Algorithms
7.1 and 7.2. These two algorithms verify whether B is a tree successor of A by
comparing the tree pairs of A and B in the Double Strand Representation and the
Grid Representation, respectively. They are quite similar except that the line 4 in
both algorithms (g4 and d4) indicates the location in which tree pairs are stored.
The reason is that tree pairs are stored to the left of a border, called Φr. in the Double
Strand Representation but in the first row (row 0) in the Grid Representation.
As the second case of subclass verification, consider DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-2
and GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-2 in Algorithms 7.1 and 7.2. In these algorithms, we verify
whether A has a graph pair propagated from B. For the Grid Representation, every
graph pair is maintained from the second row to the kth row (k is predefined), while
for the Double Strand Representation, every graph pair is stored in the graph pairs
strand (processors to the right of Φr). These verification steps are done in lines g9
— g12 of the procedure GRID-IS-A-VERIFY-2 for the Grid Representation and in
lines d17 — d20 of the procedure DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-2 for the Double Strand
Representation.
In summary, we can verify in parallel whether B is a A by checking whether
A is a tree predecessor of B or checking whether A is a graph predecessor of
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B. Therefore, constant time subclass verifications for our Hydra representation,
using the massively parallel Grid and Double Strand Representations, are possible.
However, in Chapter 8 we will show that the experimental results of transitive
closure reasoning in the Double Strand Representation are slightly better than in
the Grid Representation.
7.2.2 Transitive Closure Reasoning in Maximally Reduced
Tree Cover Representation
We have explained how to construct a Maximally Reduced Tree Cover in Section 2.3.1
and how to propagate graph pairs in the tree cover in Section 3.3.3. Now, we
will describe how to maintain constant time transitive closure reasoning with the
maximally reduced set of propagated graph pairs. Suppose that we want to verify
whether B is a subclass of A in a graph G. However, the number pair which verifies
the relation between the two nodes might not be available in A, because pairs are
propagated only to the "weak predecessors" by our Maximally Reduced Propagation
algorithm, when an arc is inserted into a graph. (See Section 2.3.1 for more details
of weak predecessors.)
As an example from the medical domain (MED), we would like to answer the
transitive query: "Is Morphine a Drug Allergy Class"? in the Maximally Reduced
Tree Cover representation. In Figure 7.4, Morphine has three weak predecessors
{American Hospital Formulary Service Class, Drug Allergy Class Morphine, Drug
Dispensed by millilitre} In this case, a tree pair of Morphine Sulphate Preparations
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Figure 7.4 An Example of Maximally Reduced Tree Cover Representation of MED
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[16 17] is propagated to Drug Allergy Class Morphine which is a weak predecessor of

Morphine. Thus, the answer is "yes."
Therefore, we need to collect propagated graph pairs from all tree successors
of A (including A itself) that are also predecessors of B. But because of parallel
processing, the verification step can be done in constant time.

Algorithm 7.3 Verification of B IS-A* A in Maximally Reduced
Tree Cover Representation
MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN

; If A is a tree predecessor of B, then the tree pair of A subsumes
; the tree pair of B.

MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2 (B, A: Node): BOOLEAN

; Activate every occurrence of the tree pair of A or the tree pair of
; one of A's tree successors in the graph pairs strand. Set the
; parallel flag mark!! on the right neighbor processors of the active
; processor.
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Conceptually speaking, what happens in MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2 is that
we are searching upwards from B for predecessors, and downwards from A for tree
successors. Because some tree successor of A is guaranteed to have pairs that
should be propagated to A, but have not been, we have the same effect as if we
had propagated these pairs. This results in a slight difference between the subclass
verification algorithms in the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover representation and in
Agrawal's representation. Specifically, while A and its tree successors are activated
by the lines m9 - m10 of MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2, only A is activated by the
lines d9 - d10 of DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-2.
What we have to show now is that subclass verification in constant time is
possible for the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover. Suppose that we want to verify
whether C is a subclass of a distant node N in a graph G. Let weakly terminated

Figure 7.5 Possible Kinds of Propagation Paths
path be a path that consists of a tree path of length n, n > 0 followed by a single
graph arc.
Theorem '7.1 Subclass verification with the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover can be
performed in constant time.
Proof: Typically, we may have two possible forms of path from a child node C to
a predecessor N. First, N is reachable from C only through a tree path and there
is no weakly terminated path from C to N. Second, N is reachable from C through
at least one weakly terminated path. We want to show that the subclass verification
can be done in constant time, no matter how many number pairs are at N or at C.
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Case 1: Tree path only: According to Lemma 3.1 in Section 3.3.3, we can easily.
verify C IS-A* N by testing whether the tree pair [πc µc] is a subinterval of the tree
pair [πN µN].
Case 2: At least one weakly terminated path: Assume that X is a tree successor of
N, and Y is a tree predecessor of C. We may have four possible subcases (Figure 7.5):
Case 2-1: The tree pair of Y is propagated to N, because N is a weak predecessor
of C (Lemma 3.3 in Section 3.3.3). N is marked by lines m15 to m20 of MAXIMALIS-A-VERIFY-2. By lines m8 to m15, MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2 returns .TRUE
by Lemma. 3.3 in Section 3.3.3, because N is marked and because N has a pair from
Y which is a tree predecessor of C.
Case 2-2: The tree pair of C is propagated to N, because N is a weak predecessor
of C. N is marked by lines m8 to m15. MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2 returns TRUE
because N is marked and, again, by Lemma 3.3 in Section 3.3.3, N has a pair from
C.
Case 2-3: The tree pair of Y is propagated to X because of Lemma 3.3 in Section
3.3.3, because X is a weak predecessor of Y. All processors on the tree path from X
to N are marked by lines m8 to m15 in MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2. (Number pairs
which are propagated to tree successors of N have the effect of being propagated
to N by Lemma 3.2 in Section 3.3.3.) The check whether any marked processors
have pairs propagated along the tree path from C to Y is done by lines m15 to
m22. MAXIMAL-IS-A-VERIFY-2 returns TRUE because X is marked and has a
pair from Y, and Y is a tree predecessor of C.
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Case 2-4: The tree pair of C is propagated to X, by Lemma 3.3 in Section 3:3.3,
because X is a weak predecessor of C. All processors on the tree path from X to
N are marked by lines m8 to m15 by Lemma 3.2 in Section 3.3.3. MAXIMAL-IS-AVERIFY-2 returns TRUE because X is marked and has a pair from C.
What is missing is an argument that no other kind of path can exist between
C and N. Said in another way, we need to show that every possible succession of
arcs can be generated from our cases.
A pure tree arc or tree path can be generated by Case 1. Because a single
graph arc defines a weak predecessor, we can generate a single graph arc wherever
we like by the basic form of Case 2-2. Because a tree arc or path followed by a single
graph arc defines a weak predecessor, we can generate a single tree arc wherever we
like, except at a place where it has no graph arc above it. Because of that limitation
we have to separately consider a path that is terminated by a tree path (Cases 2-3
and 2-4). Because a weak predecessor might have a path that starts with a tree
path or not, we also have two cases for the initial segment (Cases 2-1 and 2-3 as
opposed to Cases 2-2 and 2-4). In summary, with our five cases we can generate
every possible path between two nodes. As it was shown for every case that constant
time verification is possible, we have shown that this algorithm performs a constant
time subclass verification for every pair of nodes.

7.2.3 Transitive Reasoning in Mixed Relational Hierarchies
In Section 2.3.4, we showed how to construct mixed inheritance hierarchies, i.e.,
hierarchies that combine relations such as IS-A, Part-of, Contained-in, etc. in one
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reasoning module. In this section we will show how to achieve constant - timeresponses
for parallel transitive closure queries in mixed inheritance hierarchies.
In order to integrate the different kinds of relations into our numerical representation, we introduced in Section 2.3.4 the relation type which is a unique index
for each relation.
Luckily, we can achieve constant time responses for transitive closure queries
in a mixed relational hierarchy. Before we take into account the transitive reasoning
in a mixed relational hierarchy, we need to supply the following definitions. Assume
that R1, R2,..., R n are hierarchical relations.
Definition 7.1 A target of transitivity, T, is a node at the end (top) of a path that
is used for transitive closure reasoning.
Definition 7.2 A source of transitivity, a, is a node at the start (bottom) of the
path that is used for transitive closure reasoning.

We will now define paths with two different kinds of transitivity.
Definition 7.3 A path P from a to 7 is purely transitive if C = a R1 a1 R2 a2
Rn 7 and R1 = R2 = • • = R.
Definition 7.4 A path P from a to T is mixed transitive (a Rx r) if P = a R1 a1 R2
a2
,

Rn T and /Ix is such that Priority(x) = Maximum(Priority(R1 ), Priority(R2)
Priority(Rn )).
Both transitivities satisfy the following property: If a R1 σ1 . . . a, Rn T holds,

then (a R r) & (R = R1 or . . . H = Rn ). Importantly, pure transitivity reasoning
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Figure 7.6 An Example of Mixed Transitive Reasoning
and mixed transitivity reasoning can be done in one step. We will present how these
mechanisms can be integrated during reasoning.
We now query which relation holds form a to

T.

Our transitive reasoning

mechanism works based on an extension of the number pair propagation algorithm,
called Maximally Reduced Propagation, introduced in Section 2.3.1. There we proved
that if the relation type of the path is IS-A, i.e., there is a tree path from a to

T,

we

can achieve the effect of having all graph pairs of a at r, without actually propagating
these pairs to

T,

resulting in an additional saving of space. Above "achieve the effect

of having all graph pairs" means that we can perform constant time subclass -verification and all operations that rely on subclass verification, including propagation
itself. We now show how we can achieve constant time mixed transitivity reasoning
for the x relation type from Q to all tree predecessors of a (including a and r) with
the Maximally Reduced Propagation.
Let's go back to Winston's example in Section 2.3.4. In the example, the
following two premises are given: Wings are parts of birds; Birds are creatures. We
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Figure 7.7 An Example of Mixed Relational Hierarchy
may obtain a reasonable conclusion " Wings are parts of creature" while "Wings are
creature" is an invalid conclusion.
We will show how to avoid invalid transitive reasoning in our paradigm. In the
example, only the Part-of relation holds as a result of mixed transitive reasoning from
Wing to Creature. The reason for this is that Bird, a tree successor of Creature, has
a graph pair (3 3) with a relation type p (represents a Part-of relation) propagated
from Wing in Figure 7.6. Therefore, we can reach a valid conclusion: "Wing is a
part of Creature" while we can automatically avoid the invalid conclusion "Wing is
a Creature." (The reasons for this follow below.)
Let's also consider a more complex medical example in Figure 7.7. We show an
example of pure transitivity for the IS-A relation: "Is Water a Fluid?" An example
of mixed transitivity, "Is Water contained in Heart?" was shown in Section 3.3.4. In
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order to execute the purely transitive query, we deal with IS-A relation paths such as
the path starting from Water, through Liquid to Fluid. Unlike in the first case, we
deal with multiple relations for the second query, i.e., Water is contained in Plasma,
and Plasma is a part of Blood, and Blood is contained in Heart, and Heart is an
Organ (Figure 7.7).
If the pure and mixed transitive reasoning representations are not separated in
our structure, how can we know in which case we are dealing with a pure transitivity
and in which with a mixed transitivity?
Now we will show how to solve the transitivity problems within our reasoning
paradigm. Remember (Section 2.3.4) that a spanning tree of IS-A relations becomes
the backbone of a mixed relational hierarchy while other hierarchical relations form
its branches. Specifically, the IS-A relations are represented with either tree arcs
or graph arcs while other hierarchical relations are represented only by graph arcs.
According to the differences between both structures, we distinguish the case of pure
transitivity into the following two subcases: one for the IS-A relation and another
for other hierarchical relations.
We now introduce a necessary definition to deal with transitive reasoning.
Assume that we query which relation holds form a to

T.

Definition 7.5 An inference path is a path starting from a node, a or any node
above a- but not -r, to another node, T or any node below

T

but not a.

Theorem 7.2 If r (or a tree successor of r) has a pair that contains (or is equal to)
a pair from σ (or a tree predecessor of a), then the relation type of the pair of T (or
a tree successor of r) tells the relation which actually exists between a and

T.

Proof: We prove Theorem 7.2 by proving the following two lemmas. If the relation
is an IS-A relation, the query is an instance of IS-A purely transitive reasoning
(Lemma 7.1). Otherwise, the query is an instance of mixed transitive reasoning
(Lemma 7.3) or purely transitive reasoning with other relations (Lemma 7.2).

Lemma 7.1 Pure Transitivity in IS-A Inference Path
Let Rs be an IS-A relation (Rs = Rs). If a Rx

T

holds through a pure inference

path, then after applying our propagation algorithm from 1961, the target

T

or one of

its tree successors will have a number pair with the relation type x = s propagated
from a or from one of its tree successors.

Proof: In Section 3.3.4 we introduced a propagation algorithm. There we proved the
above lemma except for the explicit use of the relation type x. We now have to prove
that the algorithm still works after including the relation type. By contradiction,
assume that the target

T

has a graph pair s(πs µss ) from the source a, although an

arc A in the inference path from a to r is not an IS-A relation. Since the IS-A
relation has the lowest relational priority among all relations, the pair s(πs µs) can
not be propagated through the arc A unless the relation
type of
s(πs
µ

) changes to

the relation type of the arc A (Rule 2 in Sectionµ3.3.4). Therefore, the pair (
πs
cannot be associated with the relation type x = s. This results in a contradiction.

)
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Now we will give a formal description of pure transitivity with other relations.
We need to address the following question: how do we know which case is a pure
transitivity and which is a mixed transitivity? In the following lemma, we will present
a solution for avoiding any confusion between pure and mixed transitivity reasoning.

Lemma 7.2 Pure Transitivity with Other Relations than IS-A
A source and a target are related by a relation x (≠ IS-A) as a result of combining
given relations between source and target iff the target of transitivity is associated
with a number pair propagated from the source of transitivity only through the
relation type x. If the transitive closure associated with the relation type x is to be
a pure transitivity, then the closure must satisfy the following two conditions:
1. All nodes which are on a path from a to T should be associated with the tree
pair of a with the given relation type x.
2. All nodes which are in a path from a to T should not be associated with any
tree pair of the nodes in the inference path from a to r as a graph pair with y
and x# y.

Proof: Our claim is that Lemma 7.2 for pure transitivity reasoning is true for any
transitive closure query dealing with an inference path from a to r of a length i, for
i = 2, ..., n and with a relation type e, where ξ ε {s, p, c}. Note that we limited
transitive relations to IS-A, Part-of, and Contained-in relations in this dissertation.
The proof of the claim is by induction on i, which is the length of an inference
path from a to r.
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Figure 7.8 Pure Transitivity/Mixed Transitivity
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Basis: We will prove that the claim is true when the length of the mixed transitive
inference path is 2, i.e., i = 2. Assume that we want to perform pure transitivity
reasoning for a Part-of relation. In other words, we want to verify whether a node
a is a part of a node

T

through a pure Part-of relation path. All possible inference

paths of the length 2 for a Part-of relation are seven (Figure 7.8). Each path is
associated with three nodes (A, B, C) and each arc is associated with a relation
such as IS-A, Part-of, or Contained-in. As an IS-A relation can be distinguished
into two types, tree arc and graph arc, we use a solid line for a tree arc and a thin
dashed line for a graph arc. Case 1 shows a path composed of only Part-of relations
which is a purely transitive inference path. Cases 2 - 4 show a path starting with
a Part-of relation and ending with other relations: IS-A (tree and graph arcs) and
Contained-in. Cases 5 - 7 show a path starting with other relations and ending with
a Part-of relation. Cases 2 -- 7 are not cases of purely transitive inference paths
because Cases 3, 4, 6, 7 are against the condition (1) and Cases 2 and 5 are against
the condition (2). Therefore, Lemma 7.2 is true for a pure transitivity path when
the length of its inference path is 2.

Inductive Hypothesis: Assume that a transitive inference path I with a length k
satisfies the conditions of purely transitive reasoning (the claim is true for i = k).

Inductive Conclusion: Show that the claim is true for i = k + 1; that is, show
an inference path with one link appended to I still satisfies pure transitivity. We
can add a new link either (a) to the end of the path I or (b) to the beginning of the
path I. As the new link can be associated with one of four possible relation types:
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Part-of, IS-A. (graph arc), IS-A (tree arc), and Contained-in, the resulting inference
paths of the length k + 1 from (a) are equivalent to Cases 1 — 4 and from (b) are
equivalent to Cases 1, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Thus, if the transitive inference path
I with a length k satisfies the conditions of purely transitive reasoning, the claim is
true for the transitive inference path I with a length k 1. Because the condition
holds for 72 = k + 1, it holds for all n > 2 by the principle of induction. ■
We now deal with the mixed transitivity query: Is Water contained in Organ?
In Figure 7.7, Organ is reachable from Water through a path of several relations, i.e.,
Water is contained in Plasma, and Plasma is a part of Blood, and Blood is contained
in Heart, and Heart is an Organ. We will introduce our reasoning mechanism which
permits to answer such a query without traversing the path.

Lemma 7.3 Mixed Transitivity
Let Rx be a relation with a relation type x. If a source a relates by Rx to a target
T

because of a mixed inference path from a to T, the target T or one of its tree

successors must have a number pair with relation type x propagated from the source
a or one of its tree predecessors.

Proof: By using Rule 2 in Section 3.3.4, this is trivial.
Now we will show how to answer mixed and pure transitivity queries within
our paradigm in parallel. We divide pure transitivity into two subcases: one for an
IS-A relation and another for other hierarchical relations. The reason for this is that
the representation for IS-A is different from the representation for other relations in
a hierarchy (see Section 2.3.4).
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As mentioned above, the IS-A relations are represented with either tree arcs or
graph arcs while other hierarchical relations are represented only as graph arcs. For
IS-A transitivity, this can be identified by checking:
• (Case 1) Tree subsumption through IS-A relations: whether the tree pair of
the target contains the tree pair of the source, or
• (Case 2) Graph path through IS-A hierarchical relations: whether the target of
transitivity or its tree successor has a graph pair, tagged with an IS-A relation
type, propagated from the source of transitivity or from its tree successor.
We have designed an efficient parallel algorithm for pure transitivity queries
with relation type x = s based on Lemma 7.1. This algorithm relies on a mapping of
the hierarchy onto our Double Strand Representation. The format of the mapping
is shown at in Figure 1.1
The massively parallel Double Strand Representation (Section 2.3.3.2) extended
by relation types still uses pairs of adjacent processors to represent a sequence of
graph pairs. In each pair one processor has an odd processor ID and is used to
represent a node which propagates its tree pair and its right adjacent processor has
an even processor ID and is used to represent a node from which a number pair is
propagated (Figure 7.2).

Algorithm 7.4 Pure Transitivity with IS-A (a, T)
▪ Activate every processor that contains a pair with the IS-A relation type (s).
• (Case 1: a tree path from a to 7-)
Among active processors, check whether the tree pair of a is contained in or is
equal to the tree pair of T.
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O (Case 2: a graph path from o to T)
Among active processors, check whether any processor has a tree pair of r or
a pair of a tree successor of T at an odd processor ID = x, and the processor
with ID = x + 1 contains a pair propagated from the tree predecessor of a.
• Iff Case 1 or Case 2 is the case, return "yes."

In addition to some CM-5 terminology introduced in Sections 3.2 - 3.3 the
expression reltype!! stands for a parallel variable that contains for every number
pair its relation type. As mentioned previously, the variable Φr represents the lower
bound of the graph pairs strand and I. represents the upper bound of the tree pairs
strand. The parallel function self-address!! returns IDs of all active processors and
oddp!! contains TRUE on a processor if the processor's ID is an odd number.
We now show a function PURE-IS-A-VERIFY that performs pure subclass
verification. As we mentioned above, if T is a tree predecessor of a (by PURE-ISA-VERIFY-1) or T is a graph predecessor of a (by PURE-IS-A-VERIFY-2), then a
IS-A T. Note that as every tree pair has associated with it a single relation type s,
it is not necessary to check the relation type for PURE-IS-A-VERIFY-1.
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Now we will show how to verify that a IS-A r when

T

is a graph predecessor

of a. Remember that a pair of processors (U, V) in the graph pairs strand is used
to represent a graph pair propagation. The tree pair in the odd processor (U) is
used to represent a node

T

and the graph pair in the even processor (V) is used to

represent a node which propagates its tree pair to

T.

pair of processors (U, V) such that the tree pair of

T

Therefore, we are looking for a
or of one of its tree successors

is contained in processor U and the graph pair of a or one of its tree predecessors is
contained in processor V. In the following functions the expression mark!![x] := y
means that the pear mark!! on the processor with the ID x is assigned the value y.
We omit the initialization of mark!!.

; Test whether any marked processor has the tree pair with the relation
; type s from a or from a tree predecessor of a, as a graph pair.

If this is the case, return TRUE.
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
s AND!!
reltype!!
PRE!! <!! PRENUM(tree-pair(a)) AND!!
MAX!! ›!! MAXNUM(tree-pair(a)) AND!!
mark!![self-address!!()] H! 1
DO BEGIN
IF any processor is still active THEN
return TRUE
END

Based on Lemma 7.2, we have formulated the following parallel algorithm to
perform purely transitive reasoning with other hierarchical relations.

Algorithm 7.5 Pure Transitivity Query with Other Relation (ξ, σ, γ )
• Step 1:
— Step 1-1:
* Activate every processor in the graph pairs strand which has a graph
pair, with the relation type
propagated from the source a.
* Mark the target addresses of the pairs on the active processors.
* If there is no active processor, then return FALSE.
— Step 1-2:
* Activate every processor in the graph pairs strand which has a tree
pair of the target T with the relation type
* Mark the target addresses of the pairs on the active processors.
* If there is no active processor, then return FALSE.
— Step 1-3:
* Activate every pair of processors in the graph pairs strand whose
target addresses are marked.
* Return FALSE if any active processor has either no graph pair or a
Otherwise, do Step 2.
graph pair with a relation type y and y
• Step 2:
— Activate every pair of processors in the graph pairs strand whose target
addresses are marked from Step 1 and which have a tree pair of T and a
graph pair from a with a relation type
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— Return FALSE if any even active processor has either no graph pair or a
graph pair from with relation type y and y
— Otherwise, do Step 3.
• Step 3:
— Activate a pair of processors in the graph pairs strand whose target
addresses are marked from Step 1.
— Return TRUE if there is any active processor.
— Otherwise, return FALSE.

PURE-OTHER-RELATION-VERIFY
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; Activate every processor, which has the tree pair of r associated with
; the relation type and whose target address is marked. If there is
; no active processor, return FALSE. Otherwise, mark its target address.

Step 1-3:
ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH
; Active every pair of processors whose target addresses are marked.
; If any active processor has either no graph pair or a graph pair
return FALSE.
; with a relation type y and y

PURE-OTHER-VERIFY-2
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PURE-OTHER-VERIFY-3

Algorithm 7.6 Mixed Transitivity Query

MIXED-RELATION-VERIFY
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Figure 7.9 An Example of Pure Transitivity

; Test whether any marked processor has the tree pair from a, or from a tree
; predecessor of a, as a graph pair with the relation type . If this is the case,
return TRUE.

Consider again our example of pure transitivity in Figure 7.7: Is Water a Fluid?
The tree pair of Fluid s[5 11] contains the tree pair of Water 48 11]. The answer
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"yes" can be given by comparing these two tree pairs (by PURE-IS-A-VERIFY): Let
us consider a purely transitive query with other relations: Is Hemo contained in Blood
Cell? (Hemo is contained in Hemoglobin; Hemoglobin is contained in Erythrocytes;
Erythrocytes is contained in Blood Cell). Unlike the pure transitivity with IS-A,
pure transitivity with other relations requires several complex verification steps, as
shown in Algorithm 7.5. In the path of transitive reasoning, Hemo, Hemoglobin,
Erythrocytes, and Blood Cell are connected through Contained-in links. By steps 1
— 3 of Algorithm 7.5, we can identify all nodes in the path such as Hemo, Hemoglobin,
Erythrocytes, and Blood Cell (Figure 7.9) and verify whether all graph pairs {c(4 4),
c(9 9), c(13 13)}, associated with the nodes and propagated from one of those nodes,
have the relation type Contained-in. We can conclude that the answer is "yes, Hemo
is contained in Blood Cell."
What about the mixed transitivity example? Is Water contained in Organ? As
the query is about Contained-in (c) and a is Water and

T

is Organ, the procedure

MIXED-RELATION-VERIFY will be invoked with a list of arguments (c, Water,
Organ). We are first looking for Organ and its tree successors. These are nodes with
tree pairs contained in s[3 4]. However, as we are interested in propagations, we are
looking for these tree successors (or Organ itself) in the graph pairs strand. There
we find Heart s[4 4] with a right neighbor Water c(8 8) (Figure 7.7). In. the second
stage we are looking for a tree predecessors of Water s[8 8] (or Water itself), but
with s replaced by the value of which is c. This perfectly matches the pair c(8 8)
identified in the first step, and we can conclude that the answer is "yes, Water is
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contained in Organ." Due to parallel processing, the mixed transitive closure query
can be answered in constant time.
An analysis of the parallel operations involved shows that both kinds of queries
can be answered with our parallel representation in constant time, independent of
the size of the knowledge base (assuming constant machine size) [164].

7.3 Evaluation of Reasoning Algorithms
Now we analyze the run-time complexity for transitive reasoning algorithms in the
Grid and the Double Strand Representations. Our parallel algorithms for subclass
verifications in both representations were presented in Sections 7.2.1.1 - 7.2.1.2. In
order to analyze the time complexities of these algorithms, we need to define the
following parameters:

Tt (N, C): Parallel time to determine whether the tree pair of N encloses the
tree pair of C.

Tg(N, C): Parallel time to determine whether the predecessors of N have a
graph pair from C.

For the Grid Representation, the predecessors of a node can be recognized in
constant time, as long as there are no more than k graph pairs per node, where k is
fixed for the grid structure. In fact, the Grid Representation is mainly designed for
the purpose of recognizing predecessors of a node in constant time.
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In the subclass verification algorithms for the Grid representation and the
Double Strand Representation, there are two possible cases with GRID-IS-AVERIFY (N, C) and DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY (N, C). If N is a tree predecessor
of C, the run-time for this operation is T. If N is a graph predecessor of C, the
run-time is

Tg.

Assuming a unit communication time [164], T1 and T9 are 0(1).

Therefore, overall run-time complexities for subclass verification are constant.
One question which arises now is whether there are any differences in runtime complexity between the GR and the DSR. The difference between the two
representations is not in the verification processing, but in the graph pair distribution.
The run-time complexity of the subclass verification for the DSR is the same as that
for the GR. Consequently, we have a constant time subclass verification algorithm
in both cases.

7.4 Summary
An analysis of the parallel operations involved shows that three kinds of queries can
be answered with our parallel representation in constant time, i.e., independent of
the size of the knowledge base (assuming constant machine size). In our reasoning
mechanism no matter how many relations, no matter how many levels, no matter
how many pairs are involved in the inference path, we can achieve constant time
transitivity reasoning.
In this section, we have discussed techniques for fast evaluation of transitive
queries in mixed relational hierarchies. We have introduced a paradigm based on
number pair propagation with a relation type. This paradigm avoids any invalid
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conclusions of mixed relational transitivity and integrates several relations when
needed. Due to our new mixed relational representation and parallel processing, it
is possible to perform fast mixed transitivity reasoning. In Chapter 8 we will show
experimental results using an existing medical vocabulary. The experimental results
will support the claim that mixed transitivity reasoning can be executed in constant
time assuming constant processor space.

CHAPTER 8
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present experimental results using two set of data: (1) An existing
large medical vocabulary, the InterMED (INTERnet version of the Medical Entities
Dictionary) system of CPMC (Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center) [25, 24, 22, 23]
in Section 8.2. (2) Randomly generated data in Section 8.3. The experiments were
done on a Connection Machine CM-5 [153, 123, 154]. We first introduce more details
of the CM-5 in the next section.

8.1 Description of the Connection Machine CM-5
The Connection Machine supercomputers, manufactured by Thinking Machines
Corporation, are massively parallel computers. They use many riscprocessors
connected together to achieve supercomputer performance, scalable to higher
performance by the addition of more processors. The Connection Machine CM5 makes use of groups of virtual processors executing serially on real processors
[154, 123].
The CM-5 hardware consists of a set of processing nodes that are usually
divided into smaller groups called partitions. The number of partitions and their
sizes tend to vary with site. Each partition of the CM-5 has its own control processor
known as the partition manager. The control processor attached to the parallel
processors of a partition performs scalar calculations, houses the connection to the
local area networks, and runs the user interface to the operating system. The CM-5
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is currently configured in 32, 64, 256 and 512 processor partitions (the partition size
must be a power of two). Each control processor may be attached to a single partition
of a fixed size and users get all of the processors in the partition when running. The
machine is repartitionable by the system administrator. The CM-5 is a distributed
memory machine. Each processing node has a primary memory available locally. The
size of this memory varies with location. A small portion of this memory is occupied
by the operating system and the rest is available to the user program [154, 123].
The CM-5 supports data parallel programming in *Lisp (a data parallel version
of Lisp). On the CM-5, data parallel programs are easy to write and debug because
the distribution of the data across the other nodes and interprocessor communication
are handled by the compiler. Sequential portions of a data parallel program are
executed on the control processor and the other nodes are used only for parallel
processing.
The CM-5 operates on a timesharing system which allows several users to use
the system simultaneously. Each user process executes only on one partition and is
given access to all the nodes in the partition during execution. Processes executing
on different partitions may communicate with each other. Each control processor
in the CM-5 runs the CMOST operating system which is an enhanced version of
UNIX. Each processing node runs a micro-kernel of CMOST. The following is an
important artifact of the CM-5 operating system. Once a program has been loaded
into a partition of the CM-5, it remains in the primary memory of the processing
nodes until completion even if it is idle during someone else's time slice. Therefore,
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the amount of memory available at any time depends on all the programs loaded
on the processing node at that time. This can affect both the scheduling and the
performance of programs [154, 123].
Sophisticated timing functions are available in most languages on the CM-5 in
order to help determine how much time a program or a portion of a program takes to
execute. Since the CM-5 is a timesharing system, two different times can be measured
for each program. One is the time elapsed between the start and completion of the
program. The elapsed time is the total time consumed by the process both on. the
control processor and on the processing nodes. Note that the elapsed time does
not correspond to the wall-clock time. The busy time is the time that the CM-5
processing nodes spend executing the program and it will not exceed the elapsed
time [154, 123]. Thus, all the run-times in our experiments are measured by giving
the busy time.

8_2 Case Study 1: Hydra-InterMED
Long before health care became a national priority, it was realized that in the future
the medical community will rely on computerized vocabularies for communications
between primary health care providers, labs, insurance companies, and government
agencies. However, the maintenance of growing medical vocabularies is a complex
task [25, 24, 22, 23]. In an effort to make progress in the management of medical
vocabularies, we have tested our reasoning facilities and update mechanisms with a
realistic medical knowledge base, the InterMED (a version of the MED system). The
data of the InterMED which has currently over 3,000 entries and is expected to grow
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by almost an order of magnitude, has been used as a realistic test-bed for our Hydra
system.
8.2.1 Description of the InterMED
In this section, we describe some of the structural characteristics of the InterMED, a
controlled medical vocabulary modeled in the context of a semantic network. As we
noted above, we are using the data of the InterMED as a representative example of
how a general vocabulary would be modeled. Most of its features are found uniformly
across such vocabularies [103].
The InterMED is a variant of the MED, which was developed and is presently in
use at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center. It was built as an inter-organizational
vocabulary to be employed by various medical centers. Structurally, the InterMED
is a semantic network whose nodes are medical concepts. Each node can have any
number of properties which we refer to as either attributes or relationships depending
on the domain of values they can have. An attribute is a property whose value is
a primitive data type (such as a string). A relation has as its value a reference to
another concept in the network. One attribute common to all nodes is "name", which
holds a concept's associated term (or textual denotation). Another is "synonyms"
which can hold alternate denotations aside from the primary one [103].
The InterMED features a class subsumption hierarchy—a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) composed of concepts connected through superclass (and subclass)
links. This hierarchy serves two important purposes. First, it acts as the property
inheritance mechanism within the network. A subclass inherits all the properties of

its superclasses. As an example, Glucose Test is a subclass of Test, and therefore it
inherits all of Test's properties. In other words, the set of properties of Glucose Test
is a superset of the properties of Test. Note that a class may have more than one
parent class. Also, the entire vocabulary hierarchy is rooted at a single class called
Entity. The second purpose of the hierarchy is to support reasoning with respect to
medical concepts. Such a capability would be exploited, for example, by decision
support systems that make subsumption-based inferences [103].
The scope of the InterMED is quite extensive. At the time of this writing,
the vocabulary comprises about 3,000 medical concepts. This figure is expected to
increase as the InterMED is extended over time to cover much of the current content
of the MED. The concepts are linked by approximately 9,000 non-hierarchical
(i.e., non-IS-A) relations. The IS-A links total about 3,500. We will discuss the
InterMED's mapping onto and implementation on the Connection Machine (what
we call the Hydra-InterMED) below.

8.2.1.1 The InterMED Source
The following description relies on material from [103]. The InterMED's disk-resident
format consists of two files. The first file, the slot file, describes all the attributes
and relation types of the InterMED. Every attribute (or relation type) is described
by one line in the slot file. As of this writing there are 52 lines in the slot file. The
exact format of the slot file is irrelevant and will not be described here. Figure 8.1
shows the first couple of lines of the slot file [103].
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Figure 8.1 The InterMED Slot File
The second file, the flat file, describes all the details of the data in the
InterMED. The flat file contains over 43,000 lines and is constantly growing.
Figure 8.2 shows the first couple of lines of the flat file. Essentially, an entry of
the flat file consists of three elements. The first element is a number representing
one of the concepts in the semantic network. The second number stands for one
of the relations or attributes. The second number is therefore a kind of index into
the slot file. The third element may be another number (for another concept) if
the second number stands for a relation. For an attribute, the third element is an
attribute value, represented as a string type. More details are again irrelevant for
this dissertation and will be omitted [103].
We have developed a program that extracts information from the InterMED,
and transfers it to Hydra. The InterMED is too large to consider creating the class
hierarchy-generating code by hand. Even if one would consider creating this schema
manually, it is expected that the Hydra knowledge base will change on a regular basis,
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Figure 8.2 The InterMED Flat File
as the InterMED is constantly growing. In addition, the task of dealing with the
schema is made more difficult by the length of many of the class names. Currently,
the longest class name has 47 characters and as such is not easily retyped [103]. To
deal consistently with the problem, the MED code (number) of each concept has
been used to represent the concept in the Hydra system. Therefore, it is necessary
to use a program that transforms the InterMED into a Hydra program. A *Lisp
program, that generates the Hydra representation was written for that purpose.
We need the following two steps to extract and convert InterMED information
into Hydra-InterMED information. For the first step, the program determines which
indices are representing transitive relations of the InterMED in the slot file. For the
second step, the program extracts every pair of concepts, which are related through
the relations determined by Step 1, from the flat file. Note that every concept in
every relation is represented by its MED code in the flat file. Therefore, we may need
an additional step during medical query processing to identify for which concept each
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MED code stands. Step 2 needs to be repeated for every slot index of the relations
determined by Step 1.

Figure 8.3 The Input for Hydra System
The output of this program is shown in Figure 8.3. The output is used as the
input for the generation of the Hydra-InterMED hierarchy. The first element in the
list of the output stands for a function name of a top-level insertion operation in the
Hydra system. The second element stands for a relation name specified within double
quotes. Note that the Hydra system can dynamically assimilate any kind of transitive
relation. The third and fourth elements stand for MED codes of a subconcept and
a superconcept to be connected through the relation, the second element in the list.
Each relation from a subconcept to a superconcept will be incrementally inserted
into the hierarchy.

8.2.2 Experimental Results of Grid and Double Strand Representations
In this section we present experimental results of the parallel graph insertion
operation (in Section 3.2), parallel link insertion operation (in Section 3.3), and
parallel subclass verification operations (in Section 7.2.1). We have tested these
operations in the Grid Representation and the Double Strand Representation using
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Table 8.1 The Processor Space and Total Run-time for Grid and Double Strand
Representations

* In fact, 419 graph pairs cannot be represented in GR.
** Due to the incomplete representation, no run-times are reported.

the InterMED system as a real test-bed on Connection Machines (CM-2 and later
CM-5).
The experimental results in Table 8.1 show the necessity of the Double Strand
Representation as well as the efficiency of the Double Strand Representation. In
order to represent InterMED1 data, 8K processors are used for the Double Strand
Representation while 32K (4096 * 8) processors are used for the Grid Representation. In the Double Strand Representation, 2495 tree pairs and 1442 graph pairs
are generated. However, some nodes have up to 426 graph pairs. This means 419
graph pairs cannot be represented in the Grid Representation because the Grid
Representation restricts the number of rows to 8. As it would be quite unacceptable
to extend the Grid Representation to 512 rows, this result shows that with real
InterMED contained 2495 terms when this experiment was performed.

1
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data the Grid Representation is not practical at all because 4096 * 512 = 2,097,152
processors would be required for the InterMED.
Second, we performed our parallel graph insertion operation, link insertion
operation, and transitive reasoning operation in more than 100 trials for each
operation in the Grid and the Double Strand Representations. The average runtimes from the trials for a subclass verification, a graph insertion, and a link insertion
in the Double Strand Representation are 0.0004 sec, 0.023 sec, and 0.139 sec, respectively. As the Grid Representation is not a complete representation of the InterMED,
the run-times in the Grid Representation are not presented here.
Figure 8.4 shows the run-time results for the link insertion algorithm over the
number of pairs propagated. In the link insertion operation, as the number of number
pairs to be propagated increases, the run-time for propagation of number pairs
increases. This performance is based on one-to-many propagation. This confirms
our analysis in Section 3.3.2.1 that the run-time for the number pair propagation
algorithm is proportional to the number of number pairs to be propagated. However,
the run-time can be reduced using the many-to-many propagation technique.
Experimental results show that the processing times of subclass verification and
number pair propagation are mainly affected by the number of allocated processors.
The Double Strand Representation achieves higher performance compared with
the Grid Representation in terms of processor utilization and run-time. We have
therefore shown that the Double Strand Representation is not only more efficient
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Link Insertion

Figure 8.4 Run-Time for Link Insertion with Number Pair Propagations
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than the Grid Representation but also necessary for a large knowledge base like the
InterMED.

8.2.3 Experimental Results of Tree Cover Representations
We have performed a set of three experiments that analyze the space and runtime complexities for the Maximally Reduced Tree Cover (MRTC) introduced in
Section 2.3.1, Optimal Tree Cover (OTC) introduced in Section 2.2.3, and the First
Order Tree Cover (FOTC) which will be explained below.
There are several purposes for this experiment: First, we want to show that
the MRTC representation is the best among the three representations in terms of
the number of graph pairs generated and the total performance of constructing the
knowledge base. Second, we want to know what the run-time averages are for our
parallel update algorithms in each of the three representations. Third, we want to
study how many graph pairs will be generated and how many processors will be
required to represent the InterMED knowledge base for each of the three representations. Finally, we want to show that in spite of additional run-time costs due to
jumping arcs, the total run-time to maintain a tree cover is still reasonable, but
considerable reduction of storage can be achieved compared to OTC and ROTC.
Let us review the MRTC representation and the OTC representation. In the
construction of the MRTC, at every node with multiple parents, the link to the
parent with the maximum number of weak predecessors is selected as part of the
tree cover. However, in the construction of the OTC, the link to the parent with
the maximum number of all predecessors is selected as part of the tree cover. Thus,
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in both MRTC and OTC, whenever a newly inserted arc has more predecessors
than the existing tree parent has, this causes a jumping arc and the jumping arc
needs to be updated in order to maintain the optimality of the tree covers (refer to
Section 4.2). Now, we will explain how to build a First Order Tree Cover. In the
FOTC, the first parent inserted into the hierarchy is always selected as part of the
tree cover. Thus, it is not required to reconstruct the structure of the knowledge
base for ROTC unlike for the MRTC and the OTC.
Similar to the first experiment in Section 8.2.2, we first extracted information
from the InterMED and then translated it into a format fit for our system. The total
number of IS-A links in the InterMED is 3374. We have constructed a hierarchy
for each experiment. Each hierarchy was built as follows: (1) We created a class
hierarchy according to our Maximally Reduced Tree Cover schema (MRTC). (2)
We created a class hierarchy following the optimal tree cover schema (OTC). (3)
We created a class hierarchy by the first order tree cover schema (FOTC). Second,
we stored the node set of each hierarchy in processor space on the CM-5 using our
Double Strand Representation (DSR). Finally, we tested the following operations on
the three hierarchies: parallel subclass verification operation, parallel graph insertion
operation, parallel link insertion operation, parallel jumping arc operations (only for
MRTC and OTC).
The experimental results in Table 8.2 show the details of the three kinds of
tree cover. The first, the second, and the third rows show the type of tree cover, the
number of tree pairs, and the number of graph pairs. The third, fourth, and fifth
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Table 8.2 The Processor Space and Total Run-time for Building the InterMED

rows show the height of each tree cover, the number of nodes annotated with graph
pairs, and the average number of graph pairs in the nodes, respectively. The last
two rows show the number of virtual processors and the total run-time to build an
InterMED hierarchy based on each tree cover schema.
Table 8.2 shows that MRTC has much fewer graph pairs than OTC and FOTC:
MRTC achieves about 50% reduction of the number of graph pairs that OTC has
and about 68% reduction of the number of graph pairs that FOTC has. In order
to represent the InterMED hierarchy in our Double Strand Representation, we need
4K processors for MRTC while we need 8K processors for the OTC and FOTC.
Although we need to perform subclass verification and link insertion operations with
a reduced set of number pairs, we still need much less overall run-time to build MRTC
than for OTC. We have quite an interesting result from this experiment: Although
MRTC needs to perform additional update operations for jumping arcs, we still need
much less overall run-time to build MRTC than FOTC. The main reason for this is
that a smaller processor space is required for MRTC than for OTC or FOTC and
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Table 8.3 Run-times for Three Update Operations

* The category is not applicable.
SV-1 represents Parallel Subclass Verification (Case 1).
SV-2 represents Parallel Subclass Verification (Case 2).
GI represents Parallel Graph Insertion.
WA represents Parallel Link Insertion without Jumping Arc.
LWPJA represents Parallel Link Insertion with Primary Jumping Arc.
LwSJA represents Parallel Link Insertion with Secondary Jumping Arc.
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the number of graph pairs in MRTC is much less than in OTC or FOTC. However,
the overall run-time to build the InterMED hierarchy in FOTC is smaller than in
OTC assuming the same number of processors because FOTC does not require any
additional update for the jumping arcs.
Table 8.3 shows the average run-times for the subclass verification algorithms
and the link insertion algorithms. All times are in seconds. The experiments show
clearly that MRTC is better than OTC and FOTC in terms of average run-time
for subclass verification and link insertion algorithms. As for the parallel verification algorithms, we have presented DOUBLE-IS-A-VERIFY-1 and DOUBLE-ISA-VERIFY-2 in Section 7.2.2. The results show that using these algorithms, we can
verify whether a class B is a class A in less than 9 milliseconds even when DOUBLEIS-A-VERIFY-2 is needed. We have presented parallel graph insertion and parallel
link insertion algorithms in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The results show that using these
algorithms, we can insert a new concept or a new link into our Hydra knowledge base
within less than 200 milliseconds. As mentioned in Chapter 4, we can divide link
insertions into three types: link insertion without jumping arc, link insertion with
a primary jumping arc, and link insertion with secondary jumping arcs. Table 8.3
shows the average run-time for each operation and the number of operations for the
three tree covers.
In summary, these results clearly show that the MRTC achieves high performance
compared with the OTC and the FOTC in terms of average run-time of subclass
verification and update algorithms.
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Table 8.4 Run-times for Three Sub-Operations

* The category is not applicable.

We have further tested the lower level link insertion operations. As mentioned
in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, these jumping arc operations might invoke the following
operations: parallel tree move operation, parallel graph pair propagation operation,
parallel due pair propagation operation, and parallel obsolete pair propagation
operation. Table 8.4 shows how long each operation takes in the MRTC and the
OTC. As it can be seen, we have better performance in MRTC than in OTC for
the lower level operations of updating jumping arcs. The main reason of the better
performance for MRTC is that each operation is performed in 4K processor space
for MRTC while in 8K processor space for OTC.
Table 8.5 shows how nodes are distributed in the specified levels of each tree
cover. The 2495 nodes are distributed into 10 levels in MRTC and OTC while 15
levels are needed in FOTC. We have found that MRTC has a similar structure as
OTC by comparing the numbers of nodes distributed in each level of the tree cover
representations. These differences between the three representations result in the
different numbers of graph pairs propagated in the representations shown in Table
8.5.
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Table 8.5 The Distribution of Nodes in Three Kinds of Tree Cover

Table 8.6 The Distribution of Graph Pairs in FOTC
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Table 8.6 shows how 1442 graph pairs are distributed over 223 nodes in the
OTC and how 2343 graph pairs are distributed over 265 nodes in the FOTC. The
first column represents the number of graph pairs at a single node and the second
and the third columns represent the frequencies of nodes in OTC and in FOTC for
each specific number of graph pairs in the first column. As can be seen, for both
representations, more than 80% of all nodes have less than 6 graph pairs. One node
stores 518 graph pairs. Thus, the average number of graph pairs for the 223 nodes in
the OTC is 6.4 while for the 265 nodes in the FOTC it is 8.8. In fact, The FOTC has.
901 more graph pairs than the OTC, Therefore, we require more time to process pair
propagation in the FOTC than in the OTC because this run-time is proportional to
the number of graph pairs.
Figure 8.5 shows the run-time results for the parallel update algorithm for
secondary jumping arcs over the number of secondary jumping arcs. In the parallel
secondary jumping arc update operation, as the number of secondary jumping arcs
per update increases, the run-time for the update operation with the jumping arcs
increases. This supports our analysis in Section 6.5 that the run-time for the
, jumping arcs update algorithm is proportional to the number of secondary
secondary
jumping arcs to be updated.
Figure 8.6 shows the run-time results for the parallel update algorithms for
link insertion, primary jumping arcs, and secondary jumping arcs over the number of
virtual processors. For this experiment, we have configured the processor space of the
CM-5 to contain 8K, 16K, ..., 4096K virtual processors. (The virtual processor set
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Performance of Secondary Jumping Arc

Figure 8.5 Run-Time for Updating Secondary Jumping Arcs
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Performace in Increasing Processor Space

Figure 8.6 Run-Times in Increasing Processor Space
size must be a power of two.) Experimental results show that the processing times
of our parallel update algorithms are mainly affected by the number of allocated
processors. As the number of processors that must be allocated depends primarily
on the number of graph pairs created, it becomes clear how important our MRTC
representation is.

8.2.4 Experimental Results of Mixed Transitive Reasoning
In Section 7.2, we have presented parallel algorithms for pure transitivity and mixed
transitivity. We have performed a set of experiments that analyze the run-times
for purely transitive IS-A queries and mixed relational queries using data from the
InterMED. For this experiment, we have used 2495 nodes, 3372 IS-A links, and
682 Pharmaceutic-component-of links from the InterMED. Note that the fan-in and
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Table 8.7 Experimental Results for Three Approaches

fan-out of the hierarchy are not of immediate experimental importance because the
node set representation eliminates the explicit 1S-A. links. The only relevant factor
is the number of graph pairs generated. The experiments were performed on a
Connection Machine CM-5 (TMC 1988) programmed in *LISP. For this purpose,
we constructed a hierarchy for each experiment as follows: (1) We created an IS-A
hierarchy (SubClass Hierarchy, SCH); (2) We created a mixed relational hierarchy
(Mixed Relational Hierarchy, MRH). Both of them are represented with the Double
Strand Representation in Section 2.3.3.2.
The results in Table 8.7 show that the run-times for transitive reasoning in
both hierarchies are the same within unit processor space (8K virtual processors).
We show run-times for "normal" transitive reasoning in the SCH hierarchy, for pure
transitivity reasoning with IS-A relation in the MRH hierarchy, for pure transitivity
reasoning with other relations in the MRH hierarchy, and for mixed transitivity
reasoning. Specifically, PURE-IS-A-Verify-1 and PURE-IS-A-Verify-2 represent the
first and the second cases of the parallel pure transitivity reasoning algorithm in
Section 7.2.3.
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As another experiment, we measured how the number of relations is related
to the run-time of mixed relational queries. For this experiment, we tested the
run-times by increasing the number of relations in transitive closure queries within
constant processor space (8K). These additional relation types were created by a
random generator. Figure 8.7 shows that the run-time for mixed relational transitivity reasoning is independent of the number of relations in a hierarchy. In summary,
we can conclude that our mixed transitive queries can be executed in constant time,
as in a pure IS-A hierarchy.

8.3 Case Study 2: Experimental Results with
Randomly Generated Data
A random generator of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) with a graphical interface
has been built as a master's project under my supervision [118]. The program is
written in Kyoto Common Lisp and implemented on a Vax/Ultrix 4.3 and a Sun
SunOS 5.4. This generator provides users with a rich set of tools for generating
DAGs for testing and for visual display of the generated DAGs.
These graphs were used as test data for our Hydra reasoning system. We
have performed three sets of experiments using the randomly generated DAGs. The
following parameters are supplied as input to this generator: the number of nodes
(AT), the maximum number of children per node (C), the branching factor of each
node (B), and the depth (D). Preliminary experiments with several values of B, C,
and D showed that the computation time seems to be unaffected by B, C, and D.
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Table 8.8 Run-times for Parallel Operations in GR and DSR

SV-1 represents Parallel Subclass Verification (Case 1).
SV-2 represents
Parallel Subclass Verification (Case 2).
GI
represents Parallel Graph Insertion.
LtJA represents Parallel Link Insertion without Jumping Arc.
LwPJA represents Parallel Link Insertion with Primary Jumping Arc.
LwSJA represents Parallel Link Insertion with Secondary Jumping Arc.

Therefore, we limited D = 9...12, C = 3 ... 7, and set B = 5. As these parameters
are not independent, ranges had to be specified for D and C.
The first experiment had the purpose to compare the run-times of parallel
subclass verification algorithms and update algorithms for the Grid Representation
with the Double Strand Representation. We have built a graph with 3000 nodes. The
graph has approximately 44% graph arcs, e.g., a graph with 3000 nodes has about
1320 graph arcs and 3000 — 1 tree arcs. In order to represent the randomly generated
DAG, 321< processors (4096 * 8) are required for the Grid Representation, assuming
that k is 8, while 8K processors are required for the Double Strand Representation. In
this example, we have encountered 2999 graph insertions, 511 link insertions without
jumping arcs, 115 link insertions with primary jumping arcs, and 4 link insertions
with secondary jumping arcs. With these operations, we constructed an optimal tree
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Table 8.9 'The Numbers of Tree Pairs and Graph Pairs for Two Approaches

cover (OTC), which followed the tree cover schema in Section 2.3.1. This experiment
created 3000 tree pairs and 1552 graph pairs. As we can see in Table 8.8, the

Double Strand Representation achieves better performance for subclass verification
algorithms and update algorithms than the Grid Representation.
The second experiment had the purpose to test how many number pairs will
be eliminated if we apply the redundant pair elimination algorithm during the link

insertion (Section 3.3). For this purpose, we built two hierarchies with 3000 nodes:
one eliminating redundant pairs (GER) and another without eliminating redundant
pairs (GNR). Both are built according to the optimal tree cover representation in

Section 2.3.1 and are distributed over the Grid Representation in Section 2.3.3.1.
Table 8.9 shows the number of number pairs in each row of the Grid Representation for the GER. and the GNR. GER generates 1552 graph pairs while GNR
generates 1733. When we do not eliminate redundant pairs during number pair
propagation, 181 graph pairs out of 1733 are redundant pairs. These experimental
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Figure 8.7 Processor Utilization
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Figure 8.8 Run-Time for Subclass Verification
results show that the elimination of redundant pairs is a necessary step to maintain
storage efficiency.
In the third experiment, we wanted to determine the effect of graph size on
runtime for both representations. The number of nodes was varied from 25 to 2000.
Our experiments with random graphs showed that the number of graph pairs
increased at approximately the same rate as the number of nodes. For instance, 100
tree pairs and 48 graph pairs are generated in a 100-node graph,

2000 tree pairs

and 900 graph pairs in a 2000-node graph, etc. In our experiments, typically, the
number of graph pairs is limited to less than half the number of tree pairs. According
to that, for the DSR, approximately 1K processors are required for graphs with up
to 0.5K nodes, 2K processors for graphs with up to 1K nodes, and 4K for up to 2K
nodes with very high processor utilization (up to 99%).
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For the GR., assume that k is 8. Then 11< processors are required for 1 to 128
nodes, 2K for 1 to 256, ..., 16K for up to 2K nodes. Processor utilization is very low,
only up to 18%. We also determined that the maximum number of actually used
rows in the GB. was 5. Note that this differs strikingly from the real test data of the
InterMED (see Section 8.2). This confirms our assumption that experimental work
with random data alone is not sufficient to judge the quality of an implementation.
In Figures 8.8 — 8.10, the run-times jump at two critical points, namely at the
node numbers 500 and 1000. These jumps are due to the doubling of the numbers
of allocated virtual processors, i.e., from 1K to 2K and 2K to 4K. As the number
of real processors stays the same, every real processor has to double the number of
operations it performs. The DSR, shows better performance than the GR in terms
of both the amount and utilization of processors with increasing knowledge base size
(Figure 8.3).
For the comparative run-time evaluation of DSR and GR with various sizes
of the knowledge base, we used the graph insertion, link insertion, and subclass
verification algorithms. Figures 8.8 — 8.10 show the results of experiments with
various sizes of the knowledge base. The figures show the run-times in seconds over
the total numbers of nodes in a graph for subclass verification (Figure 8.8), graph
insertion (Figure 8.9), and link insertion (Figure 8.10) in both representations. As
can be seen, the computation times of subclass verification and dynamic update
algorithms in the DSR grow much slower than in the GR. It is interesting that the
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Figure 8.9 Run-Time for Graph Insertion
execution times for increasing numbers of nodes in a graph are almost constant for
constant processor set size.
In summary, when we are increasing the size of the graphs, the cost of implementing the subclass verification and number pair propagation algorithms in terms
of processor utilization is much lower in the DSR than in the GR. For run-times of
the link insertion, the DSR becomes better for over 500 nodes. The run-time of the
link insertion for under 500 nodes in the GR is better than in the DSR, when both of
them are executed in the same size of processor space (1K) because the link insertion
algorithm for the GR is simpler than for the DSR.
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Figure 8.10 Run-Time for Link Insertion without Propagation

CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation has contributed to the state of the art a fast and theoretically well
founded massively parallel reasoner that excels in the kinds of reasoning problems
where humans show reflexive reasoning responses (under 0.5 second). This is the
result of developing sophisticated knowledge representation techniques and massively
parallel reasoning algorithms. In Section 9.1 we will summarize the contributions of
our research and in Section 9.2 we will discuss potential future research.

9.1 Contributions of this Dissertation
Hydra expands the boundaries of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning in a
number of different directions: (1) Hydra, based on special encoding techniques
and massively parallel knowledge structures, improves the representational power
of current systems. (2) Hydra allows fast retrieval and dynamic update of a large
knowledge base. (3) Hydra provides special-purpose reasoning facilities and combines
them with reasoning based on mixed hierarchy representations. (4) Hydra's reasoning
facilities have been applied to a version of an existing Medical Entities Dictionary
(InterMED).
We will briefly summarize this dissertation in terms of these four categories:
(1) Hydra Representation
The Hydra reasoning system is able to achieve fast query and update operations
in large knowledge bases, due to maintaining the efficient Hydra representation
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and using fine-grained parallelism as an implementational tool. The Hydra ...representation is based on the three step mapping of transitive relational hierarchies
onto the available space of processors of a Connection Machine. The three step
approach in the Hydra representation involves the use of the following powerful
representations of transitive relational hierarchies which have been developed in this
research: Maximally Reduced Tree Cover Representation, Node Set Representation,
Double Strand Representation, and Mixed Relational Hierarchy Representation. By
adopting this approach, we were able to eliminate the need for explicit relational
links, while still maintaining all relevant knowledge that is contained in the transitive
relational hierarchies.
As the first step of our approach, we extended classic Al approaches which
concentrate on IS-A hierarchies to other binary transitive relational hierarchies, even
to mixed relational hierarchies. In addition, this dissertation has extended tree-based
parallel special purpose reasoning to parallel reasoning on directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) which permit multiple inheritance.
For the second step, we created two kinds of representations: Maximally
Reduced Tree Cover representation and Node Set representation. The Maximally
Reduced Tree Cover representation is an improved tree cover (compared with
Agrawal et al.'s method). It was designed for the purpose of an optimal use of
available processor space for a realistic size knowledge base. As the result of the
Maximally Reduced Tree Cover, we achieved a considerable reduction of space
requirements for class hierarchies while maintaining fast retrieval and update, as was
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shown in Chapter 8. The efficiency of the representation was possible by applying
improved propagation techniques and developing efficient parallel algorithms. As
for the Node Set representation, it is a set-based pointerless representation for class
hierarchies that makes it easy to map class hierarchies onto arrays of processors.

As for the third step, we have developed and implemented two representations.
One is an extended method of the Grid Representation for mapping the node set
representation onto the processor space of a Connection Machine (initially CM-2,
then CM-5). The other representation that was also developed originally for this
research is the Double Strand Representation. It is an efficient representation not

only for fast processing but also for memory efficiency and optimal use of available
processors. We have shown in Chapter 8 that the Double Strand Representation

successively improved transitive closure reasoning in run time and processor space
utilization compared to the Grid representation and is also necessary for a realistic
knowledge base.
As a result of the three step mapping approach, Hydra's representations not
only permit fast retrieval and dynamic update of transitive relational. hierarchies,
but also enhance the efficient use of processor space.
(2) Dynamic Update Mechanism of Hydra

The update mechanisms of a class hierarchy represented using the Hydra representation become theoretically quite complex. Due to an in-depth analysis of an
overwhelming number of complex cases of spanning trees within a DAG, we were
able to theoretically formalize the update mechanisms and find efficient parallel
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algorithms for the dynamic update of the Hydra representation. Specifically, we
have discovered the jumping arcs problem and theoretically analyzed and overcome
the difficulties of "primary jumping arcs" and "secondary
, jumping arcs" that occur
in a class hierarchy during update.
To deal with the jumping arcs occurring during dynamic update of the
hierarchy, we have theoretically formalized the global changes and local propagation effects in the class hierarchy and developed efficient parallel algorithms for
both. Tree move operations are global transformation rules for spanning trees.
Propagation operations are local changes for a DAG with number pair annotations.
As for dealing with special phenomena related to local propagation effects in our
encoding, called "obsolete and due number pairs," we also developed simple parallel
update algorithms for them.
In summary, due to the efficient parallel update algorithms, the Hydra
reasoning system can perform dynamic updates in nearly constant time in the
Hydra representation of large (1000s of nodes) knowledge bases.
(3) Hydra Reasoning Facilities
We have extended traditional AI work, which is usually limited to class hierarchies,
to reasoning with any kind of binary transitive relation and tree-based parallel
special purpose reasoning to parallel reasoning on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
which permit multiple inheritance. As a result, the Hydra reasoning system can
assimilate any kind of binary transitive relation and successfully answer transitive
closure queries of the relation. As was be seen in Chapter 8, the Hydra reasoning
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system achieved constant time transitive closure reasoning for large (1000s of nodes)
class hierarchies assuming constant machine size.
The Hydra reasoning system further extended the reasoning mechanisms on
class hierarchies to mixed inheritance representations, i.e., representations that
combine relations such as IS-A, Part-of, Contained-in, etc. in one reasoning module.
We developed techniques for fast evaluation of transitive queries in mixed relational
representations. We are avoiding any invalid conclusions of mixed relational transitivity reasoning and we can do reasoning with and without mixed relation paths.
Due to the mixed relational representation and parallel processing, it was possible
to perform fast mixed transitivity reasoning.
(4) Medical Application
We have used the InterMED as realistic test data for our massively parallel reasoning
mechanisms in the Hydra reasoning system. We have shown in Chapter 8 that the
Hydra reasoning system can answer questions about medical terminology within the
500 cosec limits of reflexive human reasoning. We conclude that the Hydra reasoning
system with such reasoning abilities is an advance towards human-like reasoning
capabilities.
(5) Summary of Research Topics
Below is a summary of the topics in which we have extended the state-of-the-art.

Hydra Representation
— Maximally Reduced Tree Cover (Section 2.3.1)
— Node Set Representation (Section 2.3.2)
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— Double Strand Representation (Section 2.3.3)
— Mixed Relational Hierarchy Representation (Section. 2.3.4)
e Dynamic Update of Hydra Representation

— Graph Insertion Algorithm (Section 3.2)
— Link Insertion Algorithms (Section 3.3)
— Maximally Reduced Propagation Technique (Section 3.3.3)
— Number Pair Propagation Technique in a Mixed Relational Hierarchy
(Section 3.3.4)
— One-to-Many and Many-to-Many Propagation Techniques (Section 3.3.2)
— Discovery of the Jumping Arc problems (Section 4.2)
— Theoretical Formalization of Global and Local Changes due to a jumping
arc (Chapters 4 and 5)
— Tree Move Algorithm (Section 6.2)
— Due Pair Propagation Algorithm (Section 6.3.1)
— Obsolete Pair Elimination Algorithm (Section 6.3.2)
— Primary Jumping Arc Update Algorithm (Section 6.4)
— Secondary Jumping Arc Detection and Update Algorithms (Section 6.5)
Transitive Closure Reasoning
— Constant Time IS-A Transitive Reasoning (Section 7.2.1)
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— Constant Time Purely Transitive Reasoning (Section 7.2.3)
— Constant Time Mixed Transitive Reasoning (Section 7.2.3)
• Implementation on CM-5 and Medical Applications
— Implementation on a Connection Machine (CM-5) (Chapter 8)
— Using InterMED as Real Test-Bed (Section 8.2)
— Using randomly generated data as Test-Bed (Section 8.3)

In summary, we have developed elegant and efficient representations for
transitive relational hierarchies, and parallel algorithms for fast retrieval and
dynamic update of these transitive relational hierarchies. We have also implemented transitive closure reasoning algorithms for fast IS-A reasoning, fast pure
(non-IS-A) relational reasoning, and fast mixed relational reasoning. These efforts
resulted in the massively parallel transitivity reasoner Hydra which is more general
than current special-purpose reasoners, is faster than currently existing generalpurpose reasoners, and has dynamic update mechanisms often missing in traditional
AI reasoners. It is our hope that our advances with massively parallel Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning tasks and our encouraging result will help to provide
a motivation for continued research in this area. We hope that our research can
be seen as a tiny step towards the big goal of implemented human-like reasoning
capabilities.
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9.2 Potential Future Research.
A number of interesting issues remain to be resolved in our approach to massively
parallel Knowledge Representation and Reasoning. We will now identify these issues
and discuss possible research approaches.

9.2.1 Efficient Strategies for Updating Jumping Arcs
As discussed previously, we have developed efficient parallel algorithms for jumping
arcs. Due to these algorithms, we have achieved constant time updates for primary
jumping arcs. However, secondary jumping arcs which are a cascaded form of trans-

forming a class hierarchy during an incremental update, are still quite expensive.
Specifically, the secondary jumping arc update algorithm is proportional to the
number of secondary jumping arcs. As an issue of future research, improved strategies
to manage secondary jumping arcs need to be developed so that we can maximally
improve the overall update performance for Hydra knowledge bases.

We need to address the following questions to deal with efficient updates of
secondary jumping arcs:

• What kind of approach can we develop so that update of secondary jumping
arcs can be performed efficiently, that is, in sublinear time?

• How can we keep track of secondary jumping arcs and manage this information

in a dynamically changing environment to maintain the Hydra knowledge base?
• How can we estimate the average number and worst case number of secondary

jumping arcs based on the structure of the knowledge base?
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One possible way to address the above questions, is to adopt a lazy evaluation
strategy for updating jumping arcs. According to our parallel update algorithms for
jumping arcs, every time a link insertion causes a jumping arc, the tree cover has to
be immediately updated to maintain the optimality of the tree cover for each jumping
arc. This update schema may cause overall performance degradation because of the
necessity for updating each jumping arc although this approach will always maintain
the minimum storage for number pairs of our hierarchies.
From this view point, we can consider a different approach to update jumping
arcs in hierarchies: we may run our update algorithm in "garbage collection mode."
Secondary jumping arcs are processed only from time to time, after several jumping
arcs have accumulated, or when a request is made for storage reduction or average
graph pair number reduction. In other words, if an insertion results in more than a
certain threshold of candidates for jumping arcs, then we could decide not to deal
with all those updates, and to deal with them at some upcoming "sleep time."

9.2.2 Extension to Multiple Inheritance
A major special purpose reasoning technique is, of course, attribute inheritance.
This is especially the case for the IS-A relation, which forms the backbone of many
knowledge bases. Previously, we have worked on techniques to extend such reasoning
to hierarchies other than the IS-A hierarchy. Specifically, researchers in our research
group have developed a model of inheritance for part hierarchies [64, 65, 62, 63].
For further research in the inheritance reasoning area we would like to extend
Geller's massively parallel inheritance algorithm based on trees [53, 81] to DAGs.
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The extended algorithms should deal with multiple inheritance in an IS-A hierarchy
but also other binary transitive relations.
Dealing with multiple inheritance reasoning, we have to face the following
question: If information is potentially available at more than one source by inheritance, what policy should be used to choose between these multiple sources? In
other words, to deal with the multiple inheritance problem, an initial requirement is
to define what policy should be used to choose the "right" candidate from multiple
sources during multiple inheritance.
In our past research we have found that the phenomena occurring during inheritance in part hierarchies [64, 65, 62, 63 are more complicated than inheritance in
class hierarchies, and sufficiently different. For instance, in part hierarchies one
wants to say that "the weight of a car is the sum of the weights of all its parts." We
are interested in developing parallel inheritance operations for part hierarchies and
mixed inheritance hierarchies. It is our hope that the results of part reasoning can
be integrated into the Hydra system.

9.2.3 Memory-based Reasoning
Another issue for future research is to integrate Hydra with memory-based reasoning
(MBR) which is a common form of massively parallel reasoning [146, 160, 161, 173,
87, 128, 110, 112]. Memory-based reasoning (MBR) solves difficult problems by
collecting large databases of descriptions of previous "cases" of a domain, and of the
"outcomes" associated with each of those cases. A new case is then compared in
parallel to the whole collection of previous cases. The nearest neighbor is computed,
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and the outcome of this nearest neighbor is predicted to be -the outcome of the
new case. The predicted "outcomes" have been as diverse as weather patterns,
translated language samples, diagnosis statements, protein structures, credit .card
holder behaviors, and others.
Techniques for context-constrained memory-based reasoning need to be
developed because many memory-based reasoning systems are limited to problems
that could be described as expert system domains. Alluding to an apocryphal
example of wrong expert system reasoning [104 a doctor will draw very different
conclusions from brownish spots on the body of a child, of a car, and of a snake.
As we are interested in a model of common-sense reasoning that subsumes expert.
reasoning, variations of MBR that overcome such a limitation need to be implemented. It is context-constrained MBR that guarantees that the expert reasoning
ability of MBR is not lost by extending the system domain.

9.2.4 Hybrid Reasoning
As an important direction of future work, we see a necessity of hybrid reasoning
because special-purpose reasoners alone cannot account for the entire breadth of
human-like reasoning. Hybrid reasoners, which have been a topic of considerable
interest in the AI community [43, 44], either employ multiple representations or
multiple reasoning mechanisms.
The combination of different forms of reasoners (hybrid reasoners) appears
particularly fruitful and needs more research. Different reasoning methods work
according to different principles and can be generalized in different ways. Therefore,
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it is commonly assumed that a combination of different reasoning methods can potentially produce a better capability than individual ones. We hope to eventually build
a powerful hybrid reasoner that combines the generality of a theorem prover with
the speed of Hydra-like reasoners.

9.2.5 Epilogue
It is common knowledge that the development of the Connection Machine series has
stopped. But it is also common knowledge that this has happened due to financial
and management problems, and not due to inherent technical difficulties. It is our
interpretation of our research results that the massively parallel approach to
is indeed a very promising one. Therefore, one (im)possible way for us is to go
into hardware development and build the next generation of Connection Machines.
Obviously, we are lacking the enormous financial resources for any such enterprise.
Still, a Hydra Connection Machine might be easier to build than a CM-2, as we
, little memory and only addition/subtraction/logic at each processor
require very
node. In the interest of developing "real" Artificial Intelligence, we can only hope
that somebody with deep pockets will follow up on these ideas eventually.
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